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The Courier-Gazette.
EVERY-OTHER-DAY
Three Dollars a Year.

TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 23, 1923.

Single Copies Three Cents.

WATERMAN'S BEACH

The Courier-Gazette
________ THREE TIMES A WEEK_________

ALL THE HOME NEWS

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1846. In 1874 <the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
The Free Press was established in 1835, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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Unusual Winter Comfort
Buick reputation for anticipating your ideas of
comfort for all weathers, performance and
utility, with models of advanced design is
strikingly upheld in Buick open models.

Fours
3 Pass. Roadster
5 Pass. Touring
3 Paas. Coupe S Pass. Sedan •
S Pass. Touring
Sedan • • •

1325

2 Pass. Roadster $1175
5 Pass. Touring 1195
5 Pass. Touring
Sedan • % • 1935
5 Pass. Sedan
1985

4 Pass. Coupe 7 Pass. Touring.
7 Pass. Sedan Sport Roadster
Sport Touring •

$1895
1435
2195
1625
1675

Price* f. o. b. Buick Factories: government tax
to be added. Ask about the G. M.A. C. Purchase
Plan, which provides for Deferred Payments.

D-15-26-NP

STREET
MOUND MOTOR MART PARK
TEL. 238
WE HAVE ALU MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR

DEMONSTRATION

built, Buick will build them
FAYING THE PENALTY

Week days-*-!* a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays—2 jp. m. to 5 p. m.
I . . . .
The attractwe cover on the February
“Good Housekeeping'’ has called forth
many comments.
* « • •
If you love ships and their history
read "A Real Merchant Marine," by
Lawrence F. Abbott in thq. Jah, 1?
Outlook.

• • e e
•••
The ancients tell us what is best; *•*
The public is promised Peter B.
••• hut we must learn of the moderns what •—
••• is fittest.—Franklin.
— Kyne’s best story, and one of the finest

dog stories ever written in the March
Cosmopolitan.
levee

Sixes
$865
885
1175
1395

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Glance down the list of “One hundred
worth while books” posted in the
Not Over Production, But Lack of Cash library and chick those you have read.
These are books every American ought
Is What Ails Us.
to read.
Thise books satisfy like
things to eat. '
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Seventy-three years ago today I was
One
reviewer says of Babbitt,
pushed onto this stage without being
consulted as to whether I was ready Though extre nely clever and amus
or willing to act my part. Now, after ing, Babbitt w 11 enjoy only temporary
having passed what is given as the fame. It ts g od burlesque, but it is
natural span o' life, I am still standiag not life, and ; book of its kind that
back, watching the play. Somehow I does not repre ent life as it is has no
have always had the impression tliat chance to endu a.”
....
1 should hang around until I found out
what I was put here for. After that I
“Political Christianity," “Prayer as
riay conclude to stay indefinitely.
a Force,” and “Sex and Common
There are some questions that I Sense" by A. Maude Roydan, dis
should like to have answered before tinguished author and foremost woman
I go hence. One, Why are the most preacher of the world. Miss Royden
highly educated people the biggest fs one of the 12 clergy discussed in
fools? And another. When all the so- "Painted Windows.”
culled Christian nations are ready to
* • • •
.
cut each other’s throats, should wo be
Dorothy Scarborough, whose short
so anxious to send missionaries to the story courses at Columbia University
so-called heathen nations?
are so popular, and Whose “Essays
Our wise professors give many From a Southern Porch" were widely
reasons for the trouble in the world, read a few seasons ago, is soon to pub
but none of them suggests a remedy. lish her first novel. It is, of course.
Some claim that there is an over-pro- Southern, - for above all things else
doc-ion of almost everything in this Miss Scarborough is that.
Being
country. Bosh! The lack of purchas Southern, it will be called something
ing power of the masses is at the bot like "Down Among the Cottonfields" or
tom and top of the trouble. To illus “In Fields of Cotton" or “In the Cottrate. let us give every family and in tonflelds.” At any rate, it ts sure to be
dividual in Rockland the means with redolent of cotton, and to be filled with
which to purchase what they actually quaint humor and incident.
reed—food, fuel, clothing, furniture,
....
bedding and everything which by right
Oive a book for a valentine. Here is
belongs to a comfortable home for hu
man beings—and how long wou'd it a suggested verse:
be before the merchants of Rockland My lady of the Valentines is lovelier by far
Titan nwuntatns. hills, or Itttle streams,
would have to order a new stock of Than
dawn or evcoiti; satr.
goods? What applies to one city ap
Notv
should 1 Mod Iter candy, iierfunie. or
plies to every city and town in tbe
Vlole.s.
country.
Why those are j;». .the silly tilings
But the curtain goes up and the That every lady gv st
same old actors come on the stage, and
I cannot cut my heart out to send her wrapped
the play goes on.
J. S. Bracy,
in gold.
1480 Omaha Ave., Portland, Ore.
I cannot send her kisses,

MONEY NEEDED—THAT IS ALL

Examination shows how the thoughtful ap
plication of simple, practical methods of sealing
curtain and windshield joints against wind,
cold and rain has resulted in a welcome degree
of winter and early spring comfort you never
thought possible for an open car.

on a deep sea voyage?"
“So I am,” was tile reply. "It will
A Sample Of What the Rum Craze Is be both wet and cold where I am
Catting in tha Profiteer’s Race.
going."
A few days ago he was washed
' The following story from thc St. overboard from a scliooner bound
John (New Brunswick) Journal recites^ from St. Pierre to the U. S. three mile
graphically one phase of the attempt! limit and drowned. He went on his
to get rich quick from the smuggling voyage to the deep seas and it was
of liquor:
“wet and cold."
....
Another man and the captain, too,
Not long ago—a few weeks ago—a ' was swept away by the same wave.
welt known cltlsen met an acquaint- I He was well known around town and
anoe who waa closely connected witl^ j was the chief agent, it is said, of the
the management of one of the whqle- | “King of Bootleggers.” The voyage to
sale liquor warehouses and noticed[ St. Pierre was for hundreds of cases
that he Was in heavy, clothes and oil ot liquor to deliver to American buy
skins and sea boots, and all the other ers. The agents were drowned, the
things an amateur would wear if he whiskey was lost, the captains body
was bound for Newfoundland.
was washed ashore, the vessel was
“Hello!” he greeted, "where are you wrecked, all in attempt to evade the
bound. You look as if you were going law.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tbs Fsmous Sheet Mjtlo you see adver
tised in all the lesdiug magazines. Over
2200 (elections—send for catalogue.

MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Me.

I was very much interested in “Rich
ard Keating's” story of his visit tc.
the Sailor’s Snug Harbor.
I don’t
know Richard Keating, but if Caji.
George Arey is the son of Capt, Jam- s
Arey of the packet Medora he will re
member Charles Godfrey as one of the
Atlantic Wharf Rangers, way back in
the late 60s. Capt. John Stearns 1
can remember as far -back as when his
brother Nick lived in the little house
on the left-hand side as you pa?,
through the north gate that lets you
into the Snow shipyard at the Southend. I remember Nick Stearns went in
the brig Caroline Gray when she left
the Atlantic wharf on .her first voyage.
If my memory serves me right, Capt.
Andrew Gray called Nick to take the
wheel when the good ship filled awa’.
If Capt. Gray is still on deck I would
be pleased to have him correct my
memory, if he remembers the day.
Capt. Freeman Marston and Capt,
Ira Jameson were Southend boys about
my age. We all went to school (when
we did go) at the Crescent Stre.'t
schoolhouse, Ira has been an old salt
in a way ever since he made his first
trip in an old lime coaster. Did 1
know Tooksey Welch? Sure thing. He
was a rough rider in my time about
Rockland. I wonder If Tooksey remem
bers Judge Farwell. You can bet yo tr
life he does. It wouldn’t do to have
us all made off from the same piece
of cloth and I always gave Tooksey
the glad hand.
Charles Henderson, another Southend boy, was In the Sailors' Snug Har
bor at one time. I don't see his name
in the list. He might have cast his
anchor in his Last Harbor for all 1
know. I would like to have some of
the old salts report about him. 1 take
it that most of the old boys have
gone to seed, and here am I on deck
every day the year round, always ready
to take a trick at the wheel or a mug
at 4 o'clock in the morning. As Be.says, there is something in the man.
• • * •
Adella F. Veazie tells us that she
was about 12 years old when she heard
Mattie Fogler sing the old war song,
They Have Grafted Him Into the
Army.” I have never seen that little
song in print, but the way I remem
ber it being spoken at an entertain
ment that the kids got up during t'ie
war, it ran like this:

Hupmobile costs of operation hold to an
exceptionally low level.
Maintenance and repair costs are almost
unbelievably low.

Car is particularly free from the need of
constant and petty adjustments.
A remarkably fine performer when it’s new;
and the same fine performer when it’s old.

Recognized cost value or trading value as a
used car proportionately higher than the
average, in relation to price.
Touring, $1115; Roadster, $1115; Special Roadster and Tour* ing, $1215; New 2-passenger Coupe, $1385; 4 Passenger Coupe,
$1535; Roadster Coupe, $1285; Sedan, $1675, F, O. B. Detroit,
Mich. Revenue Tax Extra.

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
DISTRIBUTOR FOR KNOX AND

TELEPHONE 4-W.

LINCOLN

COUNTIES

ROCKLAND, ME.

Hupmobile

TALK OF THE TOWN

■Oh, Jimmy, farewell, your brother has (ell,
Way down in Alabamy.
He finally mustered up courage and went,
When -they grafted him Into tbe army.
And these are the breechee lie used for to weir,
With tbe very same buttons, the patch and
the tear,
But I’nde 8am gave hint a brand new pair
Whet, they grafted him into the army."

__ _
fan. 31.
The practice i f putting silver coins J
under vessels' masts is as old as the
The circle supper at the Congrehills and was in high favor in Maine gational church Wednesday evening
when the State was turning out the will be under thc direction of the men,
square riggers that won fame and, who will act as housekeepers, J. C.
wealth for their owners in the heydey Berry is chairman.
of American deep water shipping be-----fore the Civil War. Oldtime sailors
Fred R. Spear received word yesbelieved that the silver pieces brought' terday that the Philadelphia & Readluck as sincerely as they believed that ing Coal Co.’s barge. Tulcehocken. yv.i.t
Friday, black cats and escaping rats loaded With anthracite coal for him at
were unlucky. Some of the oidtimers I’hiladeliphia Saturday,
went further and made it a point to
carry a Bible along with them on
Supt. Knott C. Rankin was in Port
every voyage, while the extreme of land Friday negotiating for a snow
faith in luck tokens was illustrated in plow to be used on the tracks of th •
the person of one salt who, when a Limerock Railroad. The old plow ha 1
schooner was built for him at Bath, formed an unfortunate habit of leaving
insisted not only upon putting a silver the tracks and making uncalled-for
dollar under her masts, but upon carry side trips.
ing the Bible and a portrait of Abra
ham Lincoln in her cabin, while he
H. W. Fifleld, Jr., of Vinalhaven, has
carefully arranged for the launching to entered upon his duties as successor
take place on an 11 o'clock tide on the to the late Fred B. Robbins, as trav
Fourth of July.
eling salesman for the Brown, Durrel!
"She's got silver dollars under her Co. Mr. Fifleld is a graduate of the
masts and Abe Lincoln and the Bible University of Maine and won many
in her cabin, besides the American honors in that institution.
Eagle with both Claws full of arrows
for a figurehead, and if all those and
On his way to tow-n yesterday morn
fairly good handling won’t bring her ing George A. Carter picked twin ap
luck,' then, b’gash, there ain’t no luck,” ples from a tree in his orchard on
declared the ancient mariner.
Camden street—the old Jameson place.
No genuine old-time sailorman looks The apples were' Starks and looked as
with favor upon blue paint anywhere fresh as though they had not been
on a vessel. Crews have beep known, passing through one ot the worst win
to refuse to join a vessel because of ters since the Civil War.
her forecastle being painted blue, and
it is well remembered that a threeThese multiplied snowfalls have
masted schooner gaudily decorated in produced, as they always do, many
blue was roundly cursed as a breeder bothersome thankeemarms. Some of
of fogs and head winds, no longer ago them are deep ones. "I ran into one
than 1890. Scientists may demonstrate of them near the old depot Friday,"
to the satisfaction of everybody else said George Grover, the well-known
that the moon has no influence what truckman; "had on a load of boards,
ever upon the weather, but they can't went down into the thankeemarm anti
make sailormen believe it. With them when my sled came up on the other
the moon is to he consulted on all oc side the load of ^oards was lying in
casions and everything arranged ac the street.”
cording to "the signs." One old salt
used to declare that all rainstorms of
Alim B. Rackliff, who died recent y
any account began on thc ebb tide— at the National Sollders' Home in Tothat if rain began to fall on the flood gus, was a former resident of this
tide it would be only a brief shower.— city, where he was born 63 years ago.
Bath Times.
He became an inmate of the Home bv
virtue of having served in the Span
ish War, with Co. H ot this city. The
THE CASTLE OF DREAMS
interment was in the Home cemetery,
[For The Courier-Gazette.)
with full military honors. Mr. Rack
In the morning tlie spirit of youlh
liff is survived by his wife, four sons
Meets the flash of the sun as i! gleams
and two daughters.
On the flower-laden path of delight.

To me it is like turning back tht?
lock of time and living again in those
boyhood days when we didn't under
stand much about the battle of life, to
have the old-timers refer to some
For d.stance makes them cold.
person whom we had played with, or
So I shell send a story book, as long as it gome entertainment that we had al
can be,
most forgotten.

••..

And all the time she’s reading it
Perhaps she’ll think of me.

• • • •
The poems in Miss Widdemar’s little
book, “A Tree With a Bird In It" are
not all new to the poetry loving public,
for many of the parodies that make up
this
‘symposium of contemporary
American poets on being shown a peartree on which sat a grackle' appeared
in either The Bookman or "Jhe Literary
Review. Yet here for the first time
they are brought together, .and it is
impressive to note what an array of
poets we have whose work and person
allties are sufficiently famous to be
parodied.
There is much skill and
cleverness, deep familiarity with our
best, and a kindly, keen sense of satire
in this fun making book. Here one
meets Lindsay singing a rhythmic
marching song full of pulsating ex
citement, Witter Bynner delivering a
‘short barytone monologue on Chinese
architecture,' Richard Lc Gallienne
piping up to a ballade, Edwin Mark
ham declaiming hurried heroics; and
one feels, in short, as though one were
attending the Hallowe'en fro fir of the
"Poetry Society of America."

THE LARK’S MERRY RECORD

Truths Everyone Knows

COINS UNDER MASTS

Death of Former Rockland Sailor Men Cherished the Su- ThP annuaI meeting of the stopk.
Master Mariner, Forty Years
perstition That Custom Was
of the Camden Anchor-Rockj
iland Machine Co. will be held at the
Lucky.
'offirj of the corporation in Camden,
Resident of Honolulu.

BY TH? ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Subscription $3 00 per year payable in ad
vance ; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable
,
Communications upon topics of general inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday mon *ng, from 469 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.
Entered nt the postoflice in Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.

Volume 78................. Number 10.

The little schooler Lark, the last ves
sel launched from the Newcastle yard
in Lincoln county, is high line all right.
"An unusual record has been made,"
says a Boston newspaper, "by the Bos
ton schooner Lark, Capt. Ernest Par
sons which lias arived at the South
Boston Fish l’ier from Brown’s Bank
with 110,000 pounds of haddock, 20,000
pounds of cod and 1000 pounds of pol
lock. Since she was placed in commis
sion in October last the vessel has made
12 trips to the fishing grounds stocking
$43,000, each member of the crew re
ceiving $1000 fdr the three months'
work. The vessel stocked $7000 from
thc sale of her last catch.”

Dairy Inspector Forrest A. Barbour
was in this city Thursday in confer
ence with thc local milk inspector, Dr.
Crosby F. French! and a group of cit
izens interested ill bottled milk for the
dity instead of milk sold in cans. The
Chamber* of Commerce is interested
the work and is vilunteering its assist
ance with the idek of a proposed city
ordinance requiriqj all milk to be bot
tled.

You can save a good many 9 cents
by trading at thj 9 cent store.—adv.

9-10

Father Caven wanted me to thank
Miss Grant, our popular postmaster,
(or the hot coffee and -buns she put out
to the ten men who came from Clark
Island on a snow-plow Monday through
snow that was up to their chins. Capt.
Robert McGee acted as first pilot, he
being an old mail carrier himself.
• « e a

Capt. William K. Freeman
I have received a copy of a Honolulu
newspaper containing obituary men
tion of Capt. William K. Freeman,
who was the oldest son of the late John
ind Eliza (Godfrey) Freeman of Rock
land. He was an uncle to Capt. At
Freeman of Rockland, and his wife is
my sister. Old time Rockland peo
ple will recall them.
He died
October 1, 1922, in his 69th yea,-.
The newspaper account reads as fjllows:

• ♦ ♦ •

‘Last rites for Capt. William K.
Freeman, retired, of tho lnter-4sland
Steam Navigation Co., who died yes
terday morning, were held at the Wil
liams undertaking rooms. Nuuanu
street, this afternoon at 3.30 o’clock.
The services, which were attended by
representatives of the Inter-Island
Steam Navigation Co., relatives and
friends of the deceased captain, wore
conducted by the Elks. The services
were in charge of Robert A. Belser, Ex
alted Ruler. The remains of Captain
Freeman were cremated yesterday.
Captain Freeman, who wus a com
mander for the Inter-Island company
for 40 years, was 68 yeara old, and up
to two years ago was active in the
service, being commander of the Mauna Kea. In 1920, owing to falling eye
sight, be was retired with a pension
by the Inter-Island company. He lived,
during his retirement, at 1618 South
King street.
“Captain Freeman entered the serv
ice of the old Inter-Island company as
second mate, rising from that position
to captain and finally commander of
the entire fleet of the local company.
In the early days he was commander
of the James Makee, a small steamer.
Later he took command of the freighter
Iwalani and afterwards the Mlkahaia.
Some time later Captain Freeman was
employed by the Wilder company.
When that company was merged with
the Inter-Island Steam Navigation Co.,
he continued as master ot the Kinau,
which was then on the "Volcano route."
Later he was made commander of the
Miauna Kea. Captain Freeman was the
nephew of Caiptain Godfrey, one of the
owners of the old Inter-Island com
pany. He was born in Truro, Mass. His
widow survives."
C. D. S. G.

SHEET MUSIC
All the latest song hits

To have your films promptly

20 Cents

developed and printed

Specials

send or bring them to

15 Cents

Leading up to the castle of dreams—
The mystical castle of dreams

At noontide the spirit of man
Meets the burden and heat as it streams
On the flint-stones and steeps of the road,
Leading up to the castle of dreams—
The wonderful Castle of dreams.
In the evening the spirit of age
Bees the fast-fading, lingering beams,
As they fall on tile darkening path
Leading up to the castle of dreams—
The radiant castle of dreams.

At nightfall the spirit of rest
Views the evening star as if gleams,
Wkh vision still turned to tlie heights
Leading up to the castle of dreams—
The magical castle of dreams.
—Nana Huntley.

DIRIGO: A CREED

Some of the Things Which
President Clifton D. Gray of
Bates College Believes.
I believe in Maine and her unde
veloped resources, her forests nnd
water-power, and especially her man
power.
I believe in her sons and daughters
of other days, in their will to work,
their undaunted courage, their line
sense of obligation, their frugal habits
and their respect for a Power higher
than themselves.
I believe in her government and her
institutions; in her churches, her
schools and her colleges.
I believe in her tillers of the soil,
who have pushed back the forests,
cleared the land, and, after overcom
ing unusual obstacles, provided bread
for the hungry.
I believe in the toilers, in her mills
and factories, Americans, old and new,
and in their intelligent cooperation
with capital which has helped to avoid
the blight of prolonged industrial war
fare and has resulted In mutual pros
perity.
I believe in her employers of labor,
most of whom have come up from the
ranks and have not forgotton what it
means to work with the hands.
I believe in her sea-faring men.
worthy up-holders of the traditions of
those bygone days when ships, built
from our forests and captured by
Maine’s sons, frequented the ports of
every nation the world over.
I believe in her teachers, in their dcotion to the highest ideals of their
profession, in their sacrifice of ma
terial rewards for the joy of having a
part in molding the thinking and char
acter of the better Maine that is to be.
1 believe in Maine’s
unrivaled
beauty, whether in winter when her
valleys and hills' are clothed in “God
Almighty’s white," or in summer when
the mountains and the sea kiss each
other and dance for joy.
1 believe in Maine's present, in her
open doors to success both in agricul
ture and in industry; I believe in her
future and in her undiminishing hu
man resources.
I believe most of all in her hoys and
girls, the men and women of tomorrow,
among whom are other Nordicas, and
Blaines, and Longfellows, and Pearys,
and who will not fail to exemplify the
qualities of leadership implied in our
motto "Dirigo."
President Clifton D. Gray,
Bates College.

If you want a new style as well as
a new skirt length, you can take a
straight one-piece dress and Insert
circular sections at the side, which
gives you the .smart skirt long at the
sides. If your material is silk crepe
or satin and you can not match It,
you can combine satin with crepe silk
or crepe wilk with satin. This is done
frequently in new dresses when they
are made or reversible material.

Writing to a Rockland friend, Fred
W. Wight of the Bureau of the Budget,
Washington, says: ‘‘The weather here
has been very delightful all winter, t
notice in Maine they have had mors
or less snow. It would be a great
pleasure for me to see a snow drift"
Mr. Wight’* desire would have been
abundantly gratified If he could have
seen the drift in front of his own res
idence on Claremont street the morn
ing after the last big blizzard.
The next banquet and open forum of
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce
will be held at the Thorndike Hotel
Feb. 9. The speaker will be Philip W.
Blake of the State Chamber of Com
merce and Maine Agricultural League,
and his talk will have to do with the
agricultural nnd Industrial develop
ment of the State. By profession Mr
Blake is a civil engineer, having learn
ed that vocation with his father, who
built the old Rockland water works.
He has been identified with Chamber
of Commerce and agricultural work 16
years. He spent two years in the
Rocky Mountains as a cow-puncher.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do nut
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Kllot Norton.

IS LITTLE BOB TUCKED IN?
’’I’ve gutter go ’’ sire said, “an' see
If little Bob's tucked In;
He'll git Ills death If he’s uncovered
In this col’ storm an' win’.’’
“On. little Bob’s all right,” said I,
“You’ve been to tuck him In
Four times tills evenin’ an’ I wouldn’
Kun ’way upstairs ag’ln."
But Cynihy’d wbrty, fret, an’ utew,
An’ raise u dreflle din :
"W’y. 1 inns' go ag’ln.” says she,
“An’ see If Bob’s tucked in.”
“W’y Cynthy, jeat set down,” I said.
"An’ git some good er lire.
A feller wants a chance to talk
Some evenin’* with his wile.”
Then she would take her knltttn* out.
Or work upon her spread,
An’ make b’lteve listen, though she didn’
Hear quarter what I said
She wouldii' much more than gtt set down
Than jump right up ag’ln.
An' say, “I tints' run up an’ see
If little Bob’s tucked In,"

Young Bob was aldus on thc jump,
Aii’ filled the house with din.
An' kicked his quilts off ev’ry night
Fast as she tucked him in.
His laigs they went so fast all day.
As long as it was light,
An' got up speed so they couldn’t stop.
An’ kep' a-goin’ all night.
So Cyntliy’d keep a-giftin' up
An’ gittin’ up agin:
"I’ve gutter hxik an’ see." says she
“If little Bob’s tucked in."
She stood -above the casket there,
She beut to kiss his face,
To pal a stragglin’ curl of hair.
Or fix a bit of lace.
Her heart was breakln' with the thought
Tliat Bob. so round and fat
So full of pranks an’ fun, should sleep
Within a crib like that:
But still she'd fix Ills Httle robe.
An’ then conic back ag’in,
An' take a tong, last look, an' see
Her little Bob tucked in.

The [iast. present and future of Hood's Sar
saparilla are: rt has cured, it is curing, it will
cure.—adv.

Tliat uiglit a storm er snow came on.
All' how the winds did ravel
Tlie snow fell, like a coverlid,
On little Bob’s new grave
■Tm glad ? snows." hla mother said,
"It looked so hard and bare,
So hard, so cruel, an’ so bleak,
I cried to leave him there
But God has sent the blessed snow,
I think—an’ Yis no sin—
That he has sent hit snow to tel
That little Bob’* tucked In”

SOLO EVERYWHERE

V. F. Bindley
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

125S-tf

CARVER’S

Ryzon

BOOK STCn,?

BAKING POWDER
you useless

—Beat Walter Foss.

fl
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Every-Other-Day
----------

BURPEE FURNITURE

See the original Award Winning Suites and odd pieces on our floor.
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Our privilege to display them-your privilege to See them.

(TWPLC QVWMWTa g)

Because It Has Wings
The WINGDALE Davenport Table
(so-called because of its drop
wings), has genuine mahogany
5-ply veneer top; spacious drawer,
silver oxidized knobs. TRIPLE
GUARANTEE model priced at
<40.00.

For Reflection

Sunny Winter Morning

The WALPOLE Rocker
invites quiet thought.
Erame toned brown mahogany, richly carved
legs, excellent quality
tapestry
covering.
A
TRIPLE GUARANTEE
model priced at <37.50.

A our HAMILTON
Davenport
Table the center of a cheerful,
sunlit room, adds to the warmth

and cheer. Genuine mahogany 5ply veneer top supported by sturdy
hexagonal pillars.
A TRIPLE
GUARANTEE model and real op
portunity at <23.25.

The Logs Crackle

Relaxing

Back of a Sofa

The JEFFERSON Arm
Chair for genuine ease.
Upholstered in woven ve
lour; loose cushions, ma
hogany toned frame with
half moon cane inserts.
A TRIPLE GUARAN.
TEE model priced at <45,

The DALE Davenport Table with
its “bamboo - turned" supports,
curved feet, and rounded ends it
a decorative addition to any room.
Genuine mahogany 5-ply veneer
top. A TRIPLE GUARANTEE
model at the modest price of <39.

The JEFFERSON Rocker
holds you iu its grace
fully scrolled arms. Up
holstered in woven ve
lour; loose cushions, ma
hogany toned frame with
half moon cane inserts.
A TRIPLE GUARAN
TEE model priced at <45.

tiTTKrT,

Beneath the Lamp

After-Dinner

The GENOA Davenport Table
with its graceful Italian standards,
reflects the rosy glow of your lamp
from its shining genuine mahogany
5-ply veneer top and fills the room
with pleasant light. A TRIPLE
GUARANTEE model at $21.50.'..

The WALPOLE Armchair suggests repose.
Toned brown mahogany,
richly carved legs, excel
lent quality tapestry cov
ering. A TRIPLE GUAR
ANTEE model at <37.50.

A Pleasure to Present You with this Gift

A Very Convenient Credit Is Extended

A free 6 months subscription to “Home Furnishing Styles,” the de
luxe Dollar-a-Copy monthly magazine will be given to the first 300
friends who call to see this furniture. Ask to see it.

To make it easy fcr everyone to purchase this wonderful furni 1

The Gourier-Gazette
THREE-TIM ES-<-WEEK

Rockland, Maine, Jan. 23. 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. LyOdie, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan. 20,
1923. there was printed a total of 6.002 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

GOING TO AUGUSTA?

ture, wo have arranged easy weekly terms.

I

MAINE LEGISLATURE

Sure Thing, a Whole Train- Important Matters Are Shapload of Kennebec Bridge: ing—Friday Sessions Will
Boomers Will Be There.
Begin This Week.

The Kennebec Bridge committees of j Friday sessions of the Maine Legisthe City Club and Rockland Chamber i lature will probably begin this week,
of Commerce held a joint meeting at!and lhe daily sess»ons »•» be longer.
fh
the. r-v,.,
Chamber ofr rCommerce rooms at:i Bills are
. . pouring
, . 7 .in rapidly
.
, and, much
,
important legislation is already deBIBLE THOUGHT
u hich a report of the progress was , nianding the members' attention,
made by George B. Wood, who had been i A bill to aid the agricultural inter—FOR TODAY—
in consultation w ith Senator Carleton j ests of the Stute will shortly be introJ Thoughts meirorited. will prove a
priceless heritage in after years.
|{
at Bath.
duced, it is expected, providing for the
Plans were made by the joint com- decreasing of the rate of interest,
mittees to have a special train run from ■ which farmers must pay in order to
UNWEARIED STRENGTHThey Rockland on the morning of the hear- j secure the advantages of the Farm
that wait upon the Lord shall renew ing, returning that same night. A very i Loan Act. Farmers borrowing money
their strength: they shall mount up low rate of fare was given for a special j under this act for the past two years,
like eagles; they shall run. and not train. Tickets arc being printed and have been obliged to pay interest at yie
be weary; and they shall walk, and will be sold through the Chamber of rate of seven per cent. It is now pronot faint.—Isaiah 40:31.
Commerce and City Club members. 1 posed to bring this down to six per
The rate quoted for a special train to ! cent, or even lower.
Augusta and back is $4. Within an j The Farm Loan Commission has reA PRINTER WANTED
* hour after the close of the meeting of ceived a good number of applications
The Courier-Gazette office is in need! the joinl committee applications forlfor loans from this fund of over
of an additional printer, preferably one more than 25 tickets had been madeJ $500,000, but there is some feeling that
who has had experience in a country Those "ishinR to G° to Augusta at the I the farmers would more readily take
office, understands making up forms,' hearing on the Kennebec Bridge pro-[ advantage of the provisions if the ipsetting advertisements, helping here !Ject had better make their reservations ! terest rate was reduced even one per
and there in the job department, etc.:at
rail} a date as possible.
The cent.
Perhaps some of our newspaper friends.! ‘^mbers of the joint committees from ; Money borrowed under the Farm
reading this paragraph, may know of; ^e <3ity Club and Rockland Chamber, Loan Act may be used in repairing
some man answering to these general ! °£ Commerce are: George B. Wood. J. farm buildings, constructing new ones,
requirements. If so. we would take it V James/jn' F. W. Fuller, H. P.' building silos, refunding existing mortas a very friendly act if they were to |
L B.ird‘ M‘ E‘ Wo“on and gages, etc. Farmers may have three
suggest where we can get into touch G. H. Blethen. It is planned to make years before they are obliged to star:
this trip one of those good old fashioned payment on the principal and they hav.
with him. .
times, with eats and entertainment 20 years in which to pay it all. Appli
aboard the train, and it will be a cations for loans are made to the DeProduction of both bituminous coal strictly stag affair.
artment qf Agriculture. The Farn
and anthracite is now greater than it
Contrary to estimates made by out Loan Commission consists of Governoi
ever has been at this season of the cf town papers, reliable information Baxter, State Auditor E. D. Hayford
year, according to estimates made has been received that the bridge will State Land Agent Samuel T. Dana
not cost $3,000,000. , The people of Commissioner of Agriculture F. P
public yesterday by the Geological
Knex, Waldo. Lincoln. Waldo and Han Washburn, and Dr. A. O. Thomas, State
Survey. For the week ending Satur cock counties should be as one for this superintendent of schools.
* • * •
day, the total output of bituminous proposition, and although much interest
A matter which the Legislature mus
was placed in the neighborhood of 11,- is being manifested in these various
000,000 tons, with anthracite produc counties there are stil! some who feel soon decide, is whether or not an ap
that they should let George do it. If propriation should be made for th
tion approximately 2,000,000 tons. The
everybody in these counties thought building of a State of Maine building
total output of anthracite coal last year that way we would never have a bridge, at the Eastern States Exposition a'
was approximately 37,009,000 tons less so everybody is urged to do his utmost Springfield. The Legislature will bthan that of a year ago—due. of course, in the promotion of this very vital pro asked to appropriate $25,000 for this
to the long period of inactivity while ject. The newspapers have given a 10T5o purpose, providing that amount can be
backing and should not be obliged to matched by private subscription of
the strike was in progress—but much fight the battles alone. The latest news $25,000 from those interested.
comfort is found in the fact that the from Augusta is that the hearing on
For several years the Maine Depart
December production was 8,430 000 the Kennebec Bridge project will be ment of Agriculture has agitated for a
tons, or a greater amount than there held some time during the first week in Maine building at this big exposition.
February.
Two years ago a resolve for $30,000
was ever mined before in this count
Reservations for tickets can be made for that purpose passed the Legislature
for the same period. The coal industry by phone or letter to the secretary of but was vetoed by Gov. Baxter.
is fast getting back onto its feet. May the Chamber of Commerce. Get aboard
New highway legislation, which will
be introduced soon, will provide that
it never again be dislodged from that and avoid the rush.
highway work as carried on by the
position.
ROBERT SPRAGUE’S RELATIVES State shall lie done upon three classes
of roads; first class, those roads em
Rockland and other towns along the
Information regarding the relatives braced in the present State highwaj
Knox & Lincoln Division are going to of Robert Sprague, who died in the system; second class, those roads in
send a whole train load of enthusiasts Waldo County Hospital Friday, is cluded in the present State-aid system
to Augusta when the hearing on the sought by the city of Belfast. Sprague and such as hereafter may be desig
was brought to the hospital from the nated by State and town officials as
Kennebec Bridge matter takes place. town of Waldo where he had been
belonging to this class; third class
Arguments are unnecessary, for every working for Horace Marden. At the roads consisting of a new system of
body concedes the need of the bridge. institution he said that he had a sis highways entirely distinct from the
The object of going in force is to show ter but would not give her name or ad first and second class and intended tc
dress nor his former place of resi link up or connect the farms of the
how much in earnest we are, and that dence. He gave his age as 52 but is
State, with their nearby market cen
we not only want the bridge, but want thought to be older than that. It is ters and railroad stations.
« • • •
believed he is a Maine man, but un
it now.
less his relatives are found he will be
This legislation will provide that
buried in Grove cemetery by the city. State highway funds shall be distribu
Dr. William J. Rouse, a well known He had a little money, not enough to
ted among these various classes in the
Bath physician predicts that his death pay his hospital bills when he came following ratio: Any future bond issue
will occur Feb. 22, basing his prophe.y here. The remains will be held for a or any part of the present issue which
may remain unexpended when this law
on the fact that he will then be the few days.
same age lo a day as his father and NOTHING ON NEW YORK STATE shall become effective shall be diveded
between the three classs of roads as
mother when they died. The doctor
follows: Five tenths upon first class
admits that he will not be disappointed Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
or State highways; two-tenths upon
I
saw
by
your
paper
of
January
13,
if Iris prediction goes amiss, and cer
second class or State-aid highways and
that
the
wind
blew
and
the
snow
snew.
three-tenths upon third class construc
tainly his fellow townsmen will not be.
Now the old State of Maine hasn't a tion. The purposes for which bond
Dr. Rouse is 79, and very active.
thing on New York, because here it issue money can be expended in road
both snewed and blewed, and we are construction is to be clearly defined
M. Welt.
The best news contained in yester about snewed under,
and provision made so that whether in
Rome, N. Y., Jan. 20.
first, second or third class work, such
day’s press despatches was the denial
funds should be employed only for
of the report that Secretary of State
James F. Carver has bought a space permanent construction, aud not for
Charles E. Hughes intended to resign at the Community Food Fair, and with
surfacing or any temporary repairs.
from the Cabinet. Mr. Hughes au- excellent forethought presents it to the
A bill also will be introduced pro
thorzed the Associated Press to an Business and J’rofessfional Women's viding that $209,000 of the automobile
Club,
which
will
sell
aprons,
cooked
license fees be devoted annually here
nounce that he has no intention of
food, etc., there during theiair.
after to third class work and that this
doing so. In these troublous times the
amount serve as the basis of u fund for
nation cannot afford to lose a man of
surfacing work upon such roads.
Amendment to the Granville bill,
Mr. Hughes calibre.
passed by the Legislature of 1918. so
that the fund created by it, one-third
The situation in the Kuhr valley con
of the mill tax highway fund, shall be
added to the surfacing fund, devoted
tinues to grow more tense. Were it
exclusively to third class work, also is
not for the fact that Germany’s wings
likely to be adopted
hava been so badiy clipped since the
Should a gasoline tax be adopted it
war it is hard telling what outbreak
will be asked that this tax be distribu.might resuft from France’s invasion.
eld among the three classes of high
way work in the same proportion ap
As it is, the eyes of the world are on
that recommended for future bond
this section of the once proud German
issues: Five-tenths for State highway
empire.
work; two-tenths for second class road

GOOD

CIGARETTES

The cost of living in 31 cities in
which surveys were made decreased
in the 12 months period ending Decem
ber, according to a report today by the
department of labor. The decrease is
not large, to be sure, but comfort is
to be derived from the fact that prices
liavo apparently stopped soaring.

1OC

GENUINE

“BULL”
DURHAM
i’t'-Jan U-16-53-J0 full

TOBAGCO

funds, whether received from bond
issues, gasoline tax. license fees or
any other source is to be made to all
towns and cities in the State according
to the number of miles of third class
highways.
• « • «

An act giving officers of the State the
right to seize coal during a shortage
will be presented to the legislature this
week. Those behind the bill say that
they want a law with “teeth’’ in it, and
the act would give the officers lhe right
to search any premises where they
have reason to believe that fuel is be
ing hoarded or concealed. The power
to enforce this proposed law, it is ex
pected, will be conferred u|>on the State
fuel administration.
Heavy penalties will be prescribed in
the proposed legislation for persons or
coriKirations convicted of obstructing
the distribution of coal as directed by
the fuel administrator during any
emergency declared to exist. While
coal dealers or others from whom fuel,
seizures might be made by order of
the administrator would have the right
to appeal to the Supreme Judicial
Court under this proposed law, any
legal action would not be permitted to
stay the hand of lhe administrator,
and it is presumed that any relief al
lowed would have to be in the form of
a judgment to be subsequently paid by
the State. Under the proposed law.
dealers would be compelled to sell coal
’o any persons designated by the fuel
idministrator cr those authorized by
nim to give orders.

DEAD IN SNOWDRIFT

'red Sedgewiclt's Body Found
on Crockett’s Point—Alco
holism Probable Cause.

SUPREME COURT OPENS

Divorce, Naturalization and
Criminal Dockets Are Un
usually Lengthy.

Former Rockland Man Sets Virginia
Flowers Against Snow of Maine.

Mark Down Sale

OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
The January term of Knox County I
Supreme Court, twice adjourned on ac- i
count of the judge's illness convened at'
10 o'clock this morning, with Associate j
Justice I,. B. Deasiy of Bar Harbor o'l
the bench. Judge Deasy has quite ful
ly recovered from his late attack, and
is receiving the congratulations of ‘he’
attorneys, court officials and othei
UNTIL FEBRUARY 12
friends, cf whom he has not a few in '
this city. His stenographer, Arthur
We Shall Sell
H. Whitman of Portland, accompanies
him.
1
Player was' offered by Rev. A. E.
Scott, rector of St Peter’s church.
Luke S. Davis again officiates in the [
capacity of messenger.
Six deputy sheriffs are in attendance ]
at this term, and have been assigned |
by Sheriff Thurston to the following
duties; Crier. E. Stewart Orbeton of
Rockport; in charge of grand jury, |
Percy A. Condon; in charge of first,
traverse jury, Warren J. Billings of
Vinalhaven; in charge of second trav
erse jury. William H. Robinson of War
ren; special deputies, Alvah L. Ander
son of Camden and C. E, Harrington
of Rockland.
*
All our BOYS’ OVERCOATS AND SUITS AND
The juries were organizing when
this paper went to press, with the ex
MEN’S AND BOYS’ MACKINAWS
ception of the grand jury, which is
serving its second term.
We Shall Sell At
County Attorney Dwinal is destined
to have a busy session with the grand
20 PER CENT BELOW REGULAR PRICES
jury, whose work in addition to the
appealed cases will constitute one of
the busiest criminal terms in recent
years. There are 20 new criminal en
tries.
TJic civil docket has .52 new entries,
including 18 suits for divorce. The
total number of divorce cases pending
is 52. Notice of trial has been entered
on the following new civil cases;
Joseph Dondis vs W. J. Rich; A. S.
Littlefield vs Fred S. Seavey; Ethel C.
'gjajzjafajgjarajaigjHjgjzjBjarajHJZjarajarBJZfarajirajajziajzmarafaranjaiti
Davis vs Harold W. Davis; David G.
Hodgkins vs Ethel Munsey: New Eng
land Willys-Llght vs Edward C. Ja
cobs.
the Sign of SI
Request for a jury trial has been
North National Bank'
requested by the libelee in the divorce
suit of William H. Smith vs. Wilmer G.
Smith. The attorneys are Frank B.
Miller for libellant and Charles T.
Smalley for libelee.
Thirteen naturalization cases are in
order for hearing tomorrow. Most of
the applicants were recently examined
by John F. Davis of Boston whose title
is naturalization examiner.

MEN’S AND BOYS’
SUITS, OVERCOATS and MACKINAWS

Men’s $40. Overcoats and Suits, 5^2*^

Men’s $38. Overcoats and Suits, $^Q*40

Men’s $35. Overcoats and Suits, $28’^

Men’s $30. Overcoats and Suits, $2^.00

Men’s $28. Overcoats and Suits, $22*40

Fred Sedgwick, a Camden mill hand,
who lived alone in that town, was
bund dead on Crockett's Point Sat
urday night, in the vicinity of the W.
M. Little Co.’s refrigerafor. He had
pparcntly fallen head foremost lino
. snow drift, for he was in that posiion when found.
The discovery of the body was made
:»y a woman who had heard a dog
aarking, and who went to investigate
he cause of it. She notified Night
Watchman Babbidge. and in turn the
police station ar.d Medical Examiner
Crockett were appraised of what had
vappened.
The body was taken to the police
Ration and later to the Burpee under
taking rooms. Identification was not
made until late at night.
The body'Was released for burial
yesterday after Dr. Crockett had re
ported that the man’s death was prob
ably due to "what is called alcoholism.”
A VOICE FROM OREGON
Sedgewick was about 55. He is sur
vived by three thiiiren, and a brother Old-Time Rocklandite Must Have the
who lives in Camden.
Old Home Paper

ROSES AND BLIZZARDS

rajajarEjajzj^jafafajaj^jgrafarajzjafafZjajsjgrzjzraiziajafgjgrajgrarajzrard

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Another year having rolled around I
enclose check for my renewal to the
“dear old home paper,” whose visits
are always welcomed. I doubt if there
is any of your large family of readers
who enjoy more than I do the many
items of interest printed in every is
sue. 1 am always especially interested
in the historical articles and biogra
phies of the older business men, as
well as the accounts of the old schoolhouses, etc. Another highly interest
ing feature are the letters from Wa
terman’s Beach. If C. D. S. G. sliould
give his postoffice address he might
receive cards from Oregon.
Your issue of Jan. 6 sent my thoughts
backward to a number of years ago.
The editorial notice of the paper's en
trance upon its 78th year, while it has
not been a visitor in our home that
length of time, it has been for 45 years
or more, and will continue to come for
many more years. It might interest
some of the “old force” to look hack 27
years. That was when I learned the
printing trade in the “Tribune room.”
I have a picture of the office force
taken at that time, which I treasure
highly. Another interesting event was
the consolidation of the papers .in
March 17, 1897, which was also my
wedding day.
We will miss The Prattler column,
which we have enjoyed reading. I wisli
more of the paper's large family of
readers over the country would write
letters for it to publish. Such letters
are always read with great pleasure,
especially by one who is 4.000 miles
away from the old home. Mr. Bracy's
account which you printed of the In
ternational Live Stock Exposition held
in Portland recently was read with in
terest. I have attended those shows,
which are wonderful, more especially
if one is interested in livestock. People
come from all over the country to at
tend.
You arc having "some winter” ip
Rockland. We have had very little
snow, but quite a lot of warm rain.
The rivers are very high and much
damage lias been done in some sec
tions. Everything is very green. One)
can not realize it is mid-winter and
that we will soon be having spring.
(Mrs.) Josephine A. B. Cox.
Beaverton, Oregon, It. F. D. 3, Jan.

Editor of The Cotrler-Gazettc:-—
Enclosed please find a few seeds of
the Rose of Sha on, which if you
please you may give to whoever may
care for them. If there should be more
calls than these will supply, I will
send more to any who may write to
me. The Rose of Sharon bush grows
to about the size of our lilac bush.
The one that gro vs in my son-inlaw's yard last year was full of roses,
just like oor common wild rose in the
North. You could not tell them apart.
The bush was full of blossoms.
There are here n Virginia no wild
roses or other wild flowers decorating
the roadside and cId fences and walls,
so far as I have sen—only what they
call the Virginia creeper, which will
just creep over small bushes, and
smother them to leath and then die
out. But almost ill the people take
pride in cultivated flowers and keep
up very pretty yarls of many kinds.
I see by your paper that there is
plenty of snow in in my old home.
Here there has been just one light fall,
which did not stop on long enough for
the boys to have ; ny sliding with the
new sleds that Salta brought them. I
would like to hav? been in dear old
Maine when that Ilizzard happened. I
'nave seen lots of them in the past.
Also last summer while on my visit
North 1 saw a go«d old-fashioned fog
tiiat pleased me vtry much—though I
recall that they ditn't use to please us
in haying ■ tiipe. But that it past—
gone the way of a 1 good things.
C. M. Hayden.
Cherrydale. Va, Jan. 16.
IThe packet df seeds, “while they
last," will be givei to whoever applies
for them at the lusiness office of the
work; and three-tenths for third-class paper. They , ouglt to be worth hav
ing.—Ed.]
or rural road improvement.
The maintenance of the new third
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
class highway system will be left with
the town in which this class of con APPROPRIATIONS t FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
struction is carried on, giving the State
The committee on «pproprla<lony and finan
Highway Coininjssion the authority to cial affairs will give a. public hoe ring iu Its
rooms
at the Htate H«use. in Atigtirda, on
enforce maintenance on the part of the
THURSDAY, Januatz 25, 1923, at 2 p m.,
towns by withholding the proper pro on the following resol-e:
Resolve in favor of be General Knox Chap
portion of future third class funds.
ter Daughters of the American Revolution.
The distribution of ’ the third class
13.
9-10
TUOMAF A. SAUNDERS, Sec.

NEW ENGLAND GLOTHJNG, HOUSE

Loss By Lack
of Receipts

National
Bank <-■
•"-.A /

AN expert figures 1 5-6 per cent of all bills
paid, were paid again, because there was no
receipt for payment of the cash.
WHEN a bill is paid by check, it bears the
name on the back, of the person who cashes
it, and is proof positive he received the money.
We would be pleased to have you open a
checking account with us.

LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY

Tu-S

MAIN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

72 years of service to the
Rockland
public
has
strengthened our belief
that Constructive, Con
servative Banking builds
enduring prosperity.
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-s

'

l

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
MLMBF.R FEDERAL T?F.SERVE SYSTEM :iijj|

WANTED
to exchange new furnituro for your old. Wo must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET

58-tf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 23, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the town
COtflfiG NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 2J—Postponed 8rft»ton of Knoi Count,
Supreme Court convenes.
Jan. 23—Eleventh annual meeting of the
Matrons and Patrons Association. Masonic hall.
OMnden
Jan 24—Anniversary banquet of the Owl B
A 'F Club In Temple hall.
Jan. 25—.Knox County Lirarians Association
meets at Rockland I’ublli Library at 2.30 P
M.
Jan. 26—'Methebesec Cltdt meets with Mrs
Frank H lugrahatu. Lindsey street.
Feb 9—Banquet and Open Forum of th?
t'hamher of Commerce al the Thorndike Hotel.
Feo. 12—Lincoln's Birthday
Feb. 12-11—Tha Community Food Fair at
the Arcade
Feb. 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection meets
IP Temple hall.
'
Feb 19—Cotnmtipliy Ball at the Arcade
Feb. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist .Men’s
League
March 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
In Temple hall.
April 20—lien. Knox Chapter of Hose Croix
meets in Tempje hall.

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR

Weather This Week

MARVELOUS GLASS BLOWERS

Washington, .Jan. 20.—Weather out
look for the week beginning Monday
in the North and .Middle Atlantic
States:
Considerable
cloudiness;
rains over the Middle Atlantic and
rains and snows over the North Atlan
tic states at the beginning of the week
and again Thursday or Eriday. Nor
mal temperatures.

AT

THE

ARCADE—ROCKLAND

FEBRUARY 1217
BEST EXHIBITS IN YEARS
ESQUIMO DOGS

BAND

CONCERTS

EVERY

NIGHT

HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS AND CLUBS
WORLD FAMOUS MYSTIC CRYSTAL GAZER

Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S., has its
deferred installation Friday night.
Rumors of another shoe store on
Main street were current yesterday.

FREE

GIFTS

DAILY

Supreme Court will now be the favorite indoor sport for those not oth
erwise employed.

Entire Proceeds to the Athletic Field

Aurora I.odge has a special meeting
tomorrow night for work on the En
tered Apprentice degree.

BUY A SEASON TICKET

The adjourned meeting of the Con
gregational parish will take place in
the vestry of the church Wednesday
evening at 7.30.

Donaild Hastings of this city has been
elected reporter on the Maine Campus,
the weekly newspaper published hy
the University of Maine students.

ROCKLAND’S RECORD UNBROKEN

Charles S. Small of Lubec Is in the
pity for a few days. He has completed
the deal for the C. L. Smith property
on the New County road, and will
move there in the spring.

FULLER - COBB-DaVI S

Standing room will be at*a premi
um in the Arcade Wednesday and Fri
day nights when the Rockland and
Fall River polo teams meet again. For
references apply to anybody who saw
last night’s wonderful game. It’s a
toss-up between the two teams, and
the playing is sensational from the
flrkt bell to rhe last. "Powder Puff"
Cusick will |>osltively appear at each
performance.
There was considerable doing at the
Monday assembly at the High School.
After the regular songs and exercises
Frank S. Rhodes. Supt. HujJ, Willis I.
Ayer and John M. Richardson spoke
in behalf of the ticket sale of the Com
munity Food Fair. The committee was
delighted with the fine spirit mani
fested. It is very evident that the
school will do its part tdkvard obtain
ing the athletic field. Following this
loach Crosby presented 11 handsome
football sweaters in recognition <of the
team's fine record last fall. Barred
orange and black Rs on heavy white
wool backgrounds soon graced 11
manly breasts. Capt. Reed. Otho Rec
ord. Clyde Record
John Andrews,
Howard Ludwig, Edgar Crockett. John
Burkett, Ero Massalin, Herbert Baum
Elmer Emery and Fred Stewart were
the honored men.
A carefully worked out ticket sell
ing plan has been prepared for the
Community Food Fair. The sale of
tickets for the fair, the entire pro
ceeds of which will go toward the
athletic field, will be in the hands of
the school children, who will be the
chief gainers from the field. The city
schools will be divided into two parts.
High School and grade 6-7-8, and these
sides will be pitted against each other.
The grades have a slight advantage
in numbers but the High School has
the advantage of age. In the High
School itself there is great rivalry as
to which of the four classes can turn
in the largest sum toward the field.
Prizes are to be awarded to the grade
sellers and competition is feverish al
ready. The official sale begins Jan.
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Specials For This Week.
CHILDREN S COATS
Entire stock of Children's Coats at nearly half price
Coats of Herringbone Tweed with plaid back, and Chinchilla, in colors
brown and blue, with fur collars of natural and Australian Opossum,
sizes 10, 12, 14, originally $25.00 and $29.50, now...........................$15.00
Coats in blue and brown Polo Mixtures, with fur collars of Australian
Opossum, sizes 3, 4, 5, originally $ I 5.00, now ........................................... $ 8.75
8

Red Chinchilla Coats, sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, originally $7.50and $8.50, now. . $ 5.00

4

Natural Camel's Hair Coats, sizes 2, 4, 5, 6, originally $1 2.50, now.......... $ 7.50

4

Chinchilla Coats, in brown and blue, sizes 10 & 12, originally $10.50,
now .............................................................................................................................. $ 7.50
Chinchilla Coats, gray, size 8, and navy, size 10, originally $13.50, now $ 8.75
Blue Polo Cloth Coat, size 10, originally $1 2.50, now.................................. $ 8.75
Blue Polo Cloth Coat, size 8, originally $12.50, now.................................. $ 8.75
Reindeer Polo Cloth Coat, with Beaverette collar, size I 2, originally
$13.75, now ............................................................................................................. $ 8.75

BATH ROBES
To reduce our stock of Bath Robes before stock taking time, Feb
ruary 1 st, we have marked our entire stock of Ladies’, Men's and Chil
dren’s Robes at reduced prices. This will be a great saving to any
one interested in the purchase of a Robe. Nearly all sizes; variety of
colors and patterns.

•

Jut Things Looked Ticklish Last Night When Fall River
29.
Led 4 To 1—Cusick & Co. Promise a Big Week.

Robes
Robes
Robes
Robes
Robes

$2.25,
$3.75,
$4.85,
$6.75,
$8.50,

$2.75,
$4.50,
$5.00, $6.50,
$7.50,
$9.75,

reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced

to
to
to
to
to

$1.75
$2.75
$3.75
$5.00
$7.50

Drifted and unbroken country roads
interfere very little with the routine
The young lady who has been em
work of Wupt. of Schools Frank D.
ployed as stenographer at the Rock
We have also marked our stock of Ladies’ Corduroy Robes at
Rockland
went
polo
mad
last
night,
thrown
at
Cusick
don't
think
for
a,
Rowe of the Warren-Union district,
land National Bank, under the name
special prices for this week.
for he makes his rounds on horse when the home team overcame Fall moment that any back seat is being of Miss Nina Perry, resigned her posi
River's four goal lead, and won the taken for old reliable “Bity’’ Wright, tion yesterday to enter upon her new
back.
A
, __
game 6 to 4. It was a contest of daz- you can’t beat that bird with or with duties as housekeeper. It became
Wednesday evening the members of ling brilliance, In which both sides out powder puffs.
known to her associates and other
supremacy
through
the
The crowd saw two goal tends who friends that "Miss Perry" was in real
the Eusiness & Professional Women’s sought
Club will meet at their club rooms to medium skillful juggling and passing were as nearly evenly matched as it ty Mrs. Frank-R. Greeley, and that
continue work on the boxes which thty rather than slap bang attack, ln this is possible to have them. Of course the marriage took place Nov. 9 of last
connection let it be said that Fall our Jimmy was the better man, but year, the ceremony being performed byare filling for the Food Fair.
iver has the best passing team that don't underrate Mr. Phinney, who is Rev. B. P. Browne of the First Baptist
Telephone that item of news to The
Early birds have become somewhat :as visited Rockland this season, and big league calibre.
Irajzmarajar STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. 'jararararafgj?.
hurch. The young couple planned a
The same teams play Wednesday littla surprise on their friends, and Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
accustomed to the three blasts, today the headwork thus shown came near
from one quarter, tomorrow from an to putting a trig in Rockland's long and Friday nights at 8.30.
postponed the denouement rather long readers will see It.
Last night’s score:
other. which follow the regular 6.30 list of victories, now 19 in number.
er than is generally the case with a
Yes, Cusick is here.
The famous
Rockland—St. Aubin lr, Skinner 2r, secret known to more than ohe. Be
whistle chorus. Those three wails con
stitute the R. R. Lime Corp.’s com halfback was right there strong when Therrien c, Wright hb, Purcell g.
lated congratulations are now in or
the Fall River lads tiled off the train
mand, ’ Don't get Hurt."
Fall River—Jolly lr, Mulvey 2r, der.
yesterday noon and was soon being Piet-ce c, Cusick hb, Phinney g.
•
— ——
The Reliable and Satisfactory
The on-ties of Bert Stover’s sedan introduced to the fans along the street,
First Period
The following officers of Golden Rod
while navigating L'imeroek street yes some of whom had evinced skepticism Goal
Time Chapter, O. E. S., were elected at the
Won By Made By
Psychic and Spiritual
terday had a funny movie beaten to as to his ever coming here this season. 1 Fall River—Jolly,
4.22 meeting Jan. 16: Worthy Matron, Mrs.
a standstill. Limeroek street is no The Pierce who 1s with the team is 2 Fall River—Mulvey,
7.10 Millie Thomas; worthy patron, Ed
place for motor cars until the hubbies Neil, a brother of Earl, who played in 3 Rockland—Skinner,
1.08 ward K. Gould: associate matron, Mrs.
get ironed out. Or any other street Rockland last season, and one of three
Clara Watts; treasurer, Mrs. Nellie
,
Second Period
brothers who have won much fame on 4 Fall River—Pierce.
for that matter.
2.53 Dow: secretary, Mrs. Susie Campbel': Can be consulted every Tuesday and
the polo surface.
5.04 conductress, Mrs. Blanche Maxey: as Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
5 Fall Rirt-r—Mulvey,
'There will be a conference of ail
Just before the big game began last 6 Rockland—Skinner,
6.41 sociate conductress Mrs. Mattle Little;
29 PARK STREET
Knox county Legion officers at the night the referee called all of the
finance committee, Homer E. Robin
Third Period
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
Rockland Legion Hall at 2 p. m. players to the middle of the floor and 7 Rockland—St. Aubin,
5.29 son, Mrs. Hester Chase. Mrs. Gertrude
136*tf
Thursday Jan. 25. Supper will be in behalf of some local fans presented 8 Rockland—Therrien,
5.20 Payson. At the conclusion of the elec
served at 6.30, and at 7.30 an |>peii Cusick with a mysterious package, 9 Rockland—St. Aubin,
.18 tion Mrs. Hester -Chase was escorted
meeting will be held. All local Legion with the request that it be opened be 10 Rockland—St. Aubin,
3.50 to the East and Past Grand Patron A.
members are urged to be present as fore the audience. When the last of
Score—Rockland (I, Fall River 4. H. Newbert presented her with a li
$
'
the State Commander will address the innumerable wrappings had been re Bushes, St. Aubin 6. Jrillv 7. Stops, cense, duly signed and sealed, to fill
rti'eet ing.
moved the blushing Fall River half Purcell 53, Phinney 62. Referee, Wins any office and doing anything she
back found that he was holding a low. Timer, Davies. Scorer, L. White. pleased in the Chapter the coming
Two of the Deep Sea trawlers made dainty powder puff. The crowd roared.
year'. Following this the newly elected
• • • •
port Saturday—the Plover reaching Cusick applied the puff airily anil
A big stock, including Rugs in nearly every size,
The Rockport amateurs made their worthy matron was summoned to the
Portland, with 100,000 pounds of fresh went back to the job.
debut on the big floor last night, and front and Mr. Newbert read and deliv
"The Fireproof Wallboard"
weave,
color and pattern is here for your choosing
llsh. and the Coot putting into Boston
The game had been in progress 4.22 though defeated 5 to 0 made a very ered to her a quit claim deed of right,
with 60,000. The Plover’s fare was before the first goal was made. The creditable showing in strange quar title and interest in two salad pails be
as well as Printed and inlaid Linoleum. Also many
Insures Lasting Economy
sold to the Dlrigo Fish Co. and its ball was caged by Jolly, the speedy ters. Neither side was able to cage longing to the retiring worthy matron,
rolls of Hall and Stair Carpeting in many desirable
arrival was very timely, for the city first ru’sh. who is here for the fourth
the ball in the first period. The Day much to the amusement of those pret
Beth in new construction
was having something of a fish fam time this season, fortified he believes
ent.
Installation
of
officers
occurs
patterns.
Dreams did their chief execution in
and jn remodeling. Sheetine.
by a team which will adminster the the second chapter when they made Friday night, and each member is priv
lock walla and ceilings
first spanking to Rockland, Mulvey four tallies. One more was added in ileged to invite one guest.
Insure lasting economy.
The Veazie Hardware Co. has do anot'aer old friend, made the second
the third period.
Stevens was the
Sheetrock, which corfles in
nated to the Mystery Booth committ
The 9 cent store will occupy booth
goal. The period had only a few sec
standard size units, la made
of the Community Food Fair materials onds to go when the third goal was star of the home team. Dr. Steward 9 at the Food Fair to be held in the
put
lots
of
pep
into
the
game
while
1000 yards FELT BASE FLOOR COVERING
from rock. Therefore it is
enough to fill about 250 boxes. The made, and this time it was chalked up
Arcade at 19 Spring Street, 2 weeks
fireproof and cannot warp.
committee now has 3.000 boxes in sight on Rockland's side of the ledger—a playing halfback. The lineup:
before the 9th week of the year —adv.
Many New Patterns
To Close Out
Day
Dreams
—
Robishaw
lr,
William

It stays put eelong as tbs
and hopes Jo add another thousand be beautiful shot by Skinner.
9*10
son 2r, Stevens c, Mank hb, Day g.
building stands. We have
fore the fair opens. Almost everybody
The second period was a duplicate
Sheetrock in stock, ready
Rockport—Ingerson lr, Carleton 2r,
has some little unused article which of the first, numerically, for Pierce
BORN
(or quick delivery. »
Turner c, Williams hb, Steward hb,
he would be willing to contribute.
Fish—Rockland, at Silaby Hospital, Tan. 22,
and Mulvey dropped in a couple for Lane g.
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Fish of Rockpon,
Fall River, while Skinner, with an
W. H.
a daughter—-Eleanpr Rosalie. weight 8 pounds.
Edward Williams, who has occupied other peach of a shot kept Rockland in
York—Springfield. Mass , Jan. 15, to Mr. and
When the steamship Belfast arrived
the- Lorenzo Robinson shoe repairing
GLOVER CO.
Mrs. Oscar E. York, a son—Warren Oscar,
the running.
.
at this port from Boston Saturday weight 7 pounds.
Shop in Coakley block since the death
ROCKLAND
St. Aubin's men had now thoroughly
High Grade Felt Mattress
Black—Razorville, Jan. 12, to Mr. and Mrs
of Mr. Robinson, has moved to the recovered from their stage fright, and morning it was discovered that the
Black, a daughter.
rooms over Walter H. Spear's shoe with the. spectators shouting approval rudder was out of kilter. Accompa Lester
Candage—-Vinalhaven. Jan. 11. to Mr. and
with roll edge, filled with
store, formerly occupied by Colson’s and encouragement proceeded to tie nied by a tug she went as far as Mrs. William Candage. a daughter.
Bucksport on her up-river trip, and
sanitary cotton felt,
clothes cleaning and pressing estab
the score.
returned to Rockland. An examina
MARRIED
lishment. Vesper A. Leach will use
I R
It was Therrien who brought Rock tion showed the rudder to be broken
Greeley—'Peiry, Rockland, Nov. 9, 1922, by
the rooms vacated by Mr. Williams
land’s stock to par, and it is doubtful Temporary repairs were made yeste - Rev. B I*. Browne. Frank K Greeley and
Matinee
2
P.
M.
10c, 17c
in connection with his cloak store.
if there has ever been a greater dem day, while she was docked at Tillson Miss Estelle Perry, both of Rockland.
Evening, 6:15, 8:30,
10c, 22c
Riley-Marino
—
Providence,
Jan.
6.
Joseph
P.
Special Feature 4 Prices Thursday
Writing from Los Angeles, Calif. onstration in the Arcade than the one wharf, and last night, convoyed by the Riley, formerly of Roekta-nd, and Eugenia A.
Our stock of Mattresses is large and varied and it
Joseph W. Jackson, formerly of the which followed his goal, making the tug Walter Ross, she started for Bos Marino of Houlton.
THURSDAY
score
4-all.
will certainly be to your advantage to purchase here.
ton.
A
tug
coming
from
Boston
was
dry goods firm of Hewett & Jackson
DIED
Klghteen seconds later St. Aubin due to relieve the Ross off Seguir.
corrects two or three dates that were
T.
Roy
Barnes
Sullivan—Winter Hill, Mass . Jan 20. Jen
lately printed in The Courier-Gazette broke the tie, and again pandemonium Meantime the Camden is being put in nie (Hix), widow of Charles M. Sullivan, late
It was in August 1876, 46 years ago reigned. There was one more goal readiness to go on the Bangor division of Rockland, aged about 67 years.
Emery—Rockland,
Ian.
21.
Helen
L
"Capt. Fly-By-Night”
thpt he entered the firm, not 52 years made and this also went to St. Aubin’s while the Belfast 'is in a Boston dry (Holmes),
wife of Charles A. Emery, aged 41
dock receiving a new rudder. The years
as this paper stated, and four years credit.
Two Reel Western Featurette
Funeral at the Methodist church at
As the players filed from the surface Camden will be on the last of the week, 2 o’clock this afternoon.
later, in 1870, he sold hls inierest to
Hart—South Union. Jan. 19. Amanda (An
A First National Picture
Mr.'Hewett. It was in 1889 that Mr a spectator was heard to remark, and the Belfast will be out of com drews),
Tel. 745-J
313-315 Main Street.
L. MARCUS
widow of Avery Hart, aged 80 years.
Jackson went to California. 33 years "That’s the best game I ever saw?’ mission about 10 days.
Freeman—Honolulu. H. I . Oct. I, 1922. Capt.
"Greater
Than
Love
”
The
same
man
had
previously
said
William Kellen Freeman, native of Truro.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ago last November. "I left Rockland
A pleasing program was carried out Mass., and formerly of Rockland, aged 08 yea91,
Mat. & Night 17c, 28c. Children 10c
In 1885." he writes, “and have never that the Rockland team is the best
10 months, 2 days. Body cremated
Rockland
has
ever
had.
The
public
by
the
Ingraham
Hill
School
Improve

been back, much to my regret."
Wiley—Lincolnville. Jan. 20, Joseph Wiley,
FRIDAY
will give due weight to his opinion, for ment League Friday evening. Much aged 72 years, 8 months, 24 days Funeral
enjoyment
was
given
by
the
dialogues
the
speaker
was
H.
M.
Brown,
who
services
Tuesday at 1 p m. front residence.
The report that Edward L. Brown
Max
Linder
iockland, at Home for Aged Wom<*n,
and recitations and the solos by Rus
was to be the Democratic nomineee captained the famous H. M. B.s.
[th,. «vidog of Wm Lodder, aged
sell
Campbell
and
Johnnie
Smith
had,
Cusick is not a spectacular player
ill’Tuesday a*t 2 p. nt., from
^2 years.,
for mayor appears to have been a trifle
’s Funera Parlors.
"Be My Wife"
premature. t’ol. William P. Hurley and not a boisterous one—last night, to be repeated. The league wishes to Crozier
Bridges
—
-Swan
’
s
Island, Jan. 17, David C.
thank
Mrs.
Frank
Campbell
and
Clif

late governor of the Togus soldiers' at least. But the spectators marveled
Bridges, aged 61 years
ford
Goulding
for
generous
gifts
of
Comedy Feature
Morse—Swan’s Island, Jan 10, Mrs. Sarah
home, has shied his lid into the ring at his coolness and headwork. He was
The aforesaid lid Is a good sized one always master of the ball, and not books to the Closson-Goulding Me J. Morse, wife of Sylvester Morse.
Rackliff
—
National
Soldiers
’
Home.
Togus,
and its owner is a shrewd political only Invariably passed It to one of bis morial Library.
Allen B. Rackliff of Rockland, aged 63 years,
Herbert Rawlinson
9 monKhs. 24 days.
worker who has a big pull with the men, but was a valuable adjunct to
—IN—
Willard Hall, who recently entered
Upham—(Rockport, Jan. 19, Betsy (Heal),
his team as a field general. By Wed
"boys." Just now the Colonel hasn
widow of David Upham, aged 91 years.
"Confidence
”
work enough to keep him out of mis nesday night he will have fully (re the employ of Ginter & Co., Boston
Sumner—fiftringflekl. Mo., Jan. 11, George F
chief. Whitewashing hen pens, sift covered from the effect of the powder making excellent progress there, as Bumper, a nnitlve of Camden, aged 81 years
shown by his early promotion to the
Derry—Clamden, Jan. 22, Helen E., wife of
ing ashes, and shoveling sidewalks i puff.
Derry, aged 72 years.
While all of these bouquets are being position of traveling manager, with Oscar
all very well in its way buf it doesn’
Winrhen torch—Thomaston, Jan. 20. Anni.
headquarters in Cambridge. The com widow
provide a full day’s work for a man
of William Winchenbach. aged 70 years.
pany has a large chain of stores in
who gets up early and never goes to
Greater Boston.
bed. So the Colonel is hoping to add
antjthtr title to hls already numerous
Mating#, 2 P. M.
10c, 17c
The Camden and Thomaston locals
ones.
Evenings 6:45, 8:30;
17c, 22c
play basketball at the Arcade tonight
with the county championship at stake
Special Prices Thursday & Friday
The officers of King Solomon'A TemThe best players in this section are on
„1& Chapter. R. A. M„ which is this
TODAY—TUESDAY
the two teams, and a great contest is
year observing the 25th anniversary
expected.
of. its organization, will be installed
Wallace Reid
Thursday night by J. A. R'iehan, past
—IN—
grand high priest. He will be assisted
R. U. Collins, 375 Main street, will
"Thirty Days
by Frank A. Peterson as grand mar
assist you in making out your incotrv
cigarettes
shal »nd Arthur F. Leigh, chaplain of
COMEDY
NEWS
AT THE ARCADE
tax returns.—adv.
9-11
the Grand Royal Arch Chapter. The
WEDNESDAY
i-rerctses begin at 8 o’clock. All so
Rockland Encampment confers the
journing Masons are invited. Re
Viola -Dana
Royal Purple degree on a class of five
ROCKLAND, MAINE
freshments will be served in Temple
—IN—
candidates tomorrow night. Sawdust
hall aftprward. Tho otficers-elect are.
vs.
supper.
“Love In the Dark”
High Priest, Arthur F. Wisner; King,
By saving one dollar, the pocsibility of acquiring hundreds be
William D. Talbot: Scribe, Judson I.
COMEDY
NEWS
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
All Eastern Star officers, “old and
Crouse; Treasurer, Homer E. Robin
/or
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
new,” are requested to meet at Temple
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
son; Secretary, Charles L. Robinsonhall Thursday afternoon at 4 o’clock
See “Powder Puff’’ Cusick, the Big
Captain of the Host. Robert A. Web
when the future days of need shall arrive.
Douglas
Fairbanks
if possible.
League Star. See games that will
ster; Principal Sojourner, Edward O'B.
—
IN
—
curl
your
hair.
Gooia: Royal Arch Captain. Melbourne
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.
The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
W. Colpitts; Master of 3rd Vail, Har
“The Mollycoddle"
Main
and
Elm
streets,
is
having
a
ten
old L. Rackllffe: Master of 2nd Vail,
ORDER SEATS NOW
AESOPS
COMEDY
days’ mark down sale on Coats, Suits
’inrii’is Mi'i !ivi"!’iim !> •!
Bertram H. Roberts; Master of 1st
Matinee 17c, 28c. Evening 28c, 35c
Dresses,
Skirts
and
Furs.
10-11
9-16 23-36 full
Vail, William O. O. Walker.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

DONSON
MEDIUM

RUGS AND FLOOR COVERINGS
GREATLY REDUCED

SHEETROCK

SPECIAL

39c Yard

Mattress Special

i M P

El

$8.50

Stonington Furniture Co.

PA R K

POLO

lit

WEDNESDAY AND
FRIDAY NIGHTS

15

ROCKLAND

FALL RIVER

10

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 23, 1923.
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J-CKET FOR MORNING ».EAR

MLS

7

The short jacket allows freedom.
Tins model is chic in every line from
the smart cut of the sleeves to the
clcse fitting hip-line. Brown astrakan is used in this.

STILL

1

“There's one consolation,” remarked
the village philosopher.
w
"Well?" inquired the gentleman of
leisure.
“The world doesn't expect much of
dubs like us.”
“That's a fact, and If a man can ZAAKV GRAHAM B(
towsan n run*. mtwm
get his wife to look at the matter the — ,
same way the world does he'll have
SOAPSUDS
pretty smooth sailing.”

“Well, well,” said Susy Soapsud,
‘so you're here, too, Sammy.”
______________
"S u r e," said
Sammy Soapsud.
“1 wouldn't miss
a Soapsud re
union for any
thing."
"What's a Soap
sud reunion?”
asked Susy.
"A reunion of
the Soapsud fam
ily," snid Sammy.
"But I don't
know what reunlon means,”
said Susy. “I was
always so bright
and frothy with
out having to go
‘Sitting on the to school that
Mamma Soapsud
Cuff."
said It wasn't
worth her good soapsud money to send
me."
“Well, I didn’t go to school myself,"
said Sammy, "unless you can say that
I went to school In the washtub and
learned my lessons from I’rof. Dirty
Clothes and Teacher Spots.
“But I have heard the word re
union and so ’I use It. A family re
union, Susy, means a Joining together
of the different members of the fam
ily.”
“Sewing up the Soapsuds?” asked
NOT DISINTERESTED
Susy.
“Who was It said that a woman's
"Oh no, oh no,” said Sammy. “A
best friend ie her dressmaker?"
Soapsud family reunion means that
“I don’t know. Probably her dreeoall the Soapsud families have come
maker."
together for a time for a little chat
and splash and some fluffy, frothy
Summer Supply.
The fruit trees leave us sure, they eay. fun.”
Of crops inviting liberal use.
“So this Is a Soapsud family re
The only point of fear today
union," repeated Susy; “well. I'm glad
la how the Ice plant will produce.
I know.”
"Now I must get about and meet
Studies to Smile.
“Dearest,” he said, sighing like a all the cousins and relatives,” said
furnace, “it doesn't seem like the Sammy.
".And so must I.” said Susy.
“I
same old smile you used to give me."
"Oh, no Jack," replied the sweet want to play some nice games."
thing, “this Is a new one. I have been
“The game of ‘sailing in tlie washstudying at a school of dramatic art.” tub wlthotit being blown' Is a good
—Florida Times-Union.
one,” said Sammy.
“It Is, lndged,” said Susy. “I think
Mixing Things.
I’ll play thaFbneand get some others
"Who was it that killed Goliath?" to Join the fun,”
asked the Sunday School teacher.
So Susy got up some soapsud
“George Washington," recited Toiri- games and the Soapsud children
my Jones mechanically, “and when he Joined her In the fun,
chopped It off his papa came up and
Sammy went, .about visiting his
George said, 'Father, I cannot tell a friends and relatives.
lie—I did it with my little hatchet.’ ”
“Why, hello, Solomon Soapsud;
how are you?"
Embarrassing.
“Well,” said Solomon.
“Why don’t you praise your wife's
“What are you doing this fine day?"
cooking oDce in a while? It makes said Sammy.
her feel good.”
“Sitting on the cuff of this shirt for
"I’m afraid to try. Every time I the time being. Sion I will help do
say anything is particularly nice it a little work on It
turns out to be something that was
“Dear me,” Solomon continued,
purchased at the store.”
“how very soiled,, the cuffa of shirts
do become!
Lords of Creation.
“Gentlemen must simply go about
“Men think they are the lords of and sny to the Dust Brothers and
creation!” sneered Mr. Meekton's wife. those other creatures:
“ 'Come along, Dust Brothers, bring
“Mebbe they do.” answered Leoni
das. "But I'll venture to state people your cousins and yopr friends and
with those titles of nobility aren’t get play on our cuffs, We don't care for
ting a whole lot of respect these days.” «our cuffs. Come arid play on them!
“ ‘And come and have seme good
races.’
Limited Storage.
“I do believe that Is what gentle
City Editor—Did you take down all
men do,” said Solomon.
the speaker said?
“Perhaps," said Sammy, “one can
Cub Reporter—No, but I have It all
never tell."
in my head.
Then Sammy noticed his friend
City Editor—Ah, I see you have It
Sheffield Soapsud.
all In a nutsheH.
Sheffield was rather a dressy young
Soapsud and wore gleaming Jewels
Young America.
which shone through his soapsud
Aunt Edith was trying to entertain
suit.
an erudite tot of five.
“Hello, Sheffield,” said Sammy.
"Going to put your tockies on?" she
"How are you tills fine soapy day?”
asked.
“Splendid,” said Sheffield.
"I've
"Aw, Aunt Edith, can’t you say
been enjoying s me good soapy dives.
stockings?”
“I’m fond of sports, you know.”
“Yes, I know," said Sammy.
Determined.
“Well," cQfltlnued Sheffield. “I hear
“Congenial set in your apartment there are going -o be some Soap Bub
house.”
ble parties today. The children In
"Best I ever met with. Everybody the house are g' ing to have one party
Is determined not to know anybody an/way, perhaps more!”
else."
“Good,” said Sammy. “I’m glad to
hear it. I sho ild think they would
enjoy a Soap B bble party more than
anything. Witli my fondness for soap
I know I would
I
"And they'll ieed members of our
family In or !er to make their
bubbles.
"Our fnmily Co
the1r pa rt : o
make fun a- d
froth 'and fr 1ics!'
“They certalr.lv
do," said SheffleM
TM
Soapsud with a
THE CRITIC’S COMMENT
proud . shake of
Old Spooner la married again, I see;
ids soapy head.
The fourth time hs has wed;
“Well,” said
Xl
Hs has a soft spot In hla heart—W.
Sammy, “I nn st
stay I
have a word w :li
Perhaps It’s In hla head*
Sidney Sonpsi d.
You’ll excuse '.ie
It Requires “Bones” Though.
for the riiome t,
In times gone by the wqpien wore
Sheffield ?”
A gown celled Mother Hubbard;
Today the style resembles more
"Certainly, c rThat dear old lady's cupboard.
talnly,” said SB f“Hello, Sheffield.’
fleld.
Careful Man.
"Hello, Sidney,’’
Griggs—Is Billson a careful driver? said Sammy, .nd how are you?"
Brlgga—Very much so. He always
“Flue, fine," said Sidney. “Some
toots his horn before crossing a rail of us have bei-1 having on argument
road track.
with 'a dress. We showed the dress
that our dean y way was the right
Hard to Recognize.
way. Yes. w- won the argument.
"Maude declares that ahe hates flat But for a time It did seem ns though
tery."
we cuul'Jn't Co a tiling witli that
"Maybe. Tlie trouble Is that most dress."
of the time she doesn't recognize it."

Overenthutiasm.
“I should like to make a big sub
scription to your campaign fund,” ex
claimed Mr. Dustin Stax.
GOING ABROAD
“Couldn't think of permitting It,”
“This fair stage person got half a said Senator Sorghum.
"But 1 really enjoy It!"
million dollars out of her latest matri
"That’s the point. 1 am afraid
monial venture."
“Court attaches said she had a far you’d enjoy it so much you couldn't
away look in her eyes when the deci refrain from talking about It I”—Wash
ington Star.
sion was rendered.”
“That's the usual symptoms in such
Tactless Question.
cases.”
"Did you demonstrate a car to that
“Eh?”
“Monte Carlo was calling her.”—Bir lady customer?”
"Yes," replied the salesman. “She
mingham Age-Herald.
asked me if we could furnish uphol
Speedy.
stering to match -her hair”
Registrar—Mr. Brown, you have
“But she went out in a huff.”
overcut French. Why do you go to
“1 guess If was my fault I asked
New York so often?
her if she wanted to match It as it is
Stude—Why—I—er—go to see my at present.”
grandmother.
Registrar—Do you mean the one I
saw you with last Saturday? Wonder
ful how these old women get around
nowadays!—Yale Record.
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Flowing Wrap Has Countless Friends
Among the Women; Many Are
in Bright Coloring.

“What about capes?” was an oftrepeated question at the beginning of
tlie season. For the cape has many a
friend and no enemies among women.
True, it seemed to be holding an overlong reign in tJie fashion world, tlie
designers agreed that it was time to
displace it with some other wrap, but
the fact that women bought the capes
and asked for them insistently gave
them a place in the fashion world.
For evening tlie cape is supreme; it is
fashioned to fur. in velvets, brocades,
metal cloth and fur, in matelasse, in
duvetyn and all kindred soft pile fab
rics.
,
A great many velvet capes have
yokes shirred or smocked in deep
points. A lovely green one seen re
cently was shirred to represent a
chrysanthemum, another black velvet
cape was shirred yoke depth and fin
ished by a padded roll about the hem.
Short capes (meaning hip-length and
knee-length capes) are often a part of
the smart coat-dress costume. Tlie
cape of metal brocade is trimmed in
deep fur bands, as this fabric does
not take the soft folds of velvet.
Tlie bright shades of velvet capes,
orange, purple and- green, give a de
lightful dash of color to evening af
fairs. These capes are lined with
silver cloth veiled in chiffon or crepe
of contrasting hue. Matelasse, too. ts
one of the much-chosen fabrics for
evening wraps. Capes appear in many
variations from straight ones gath
ered very full to circular capes of
graceful line, and capes that gather
into a band, giving the effect of being
gathered iuto a puff at the hem line.

Clear as Mud.
Englishman—What do you mean by
“giving a man the air?"
American—Tying a can to him, put
ting the skids under him, giving him
the gate or checking him out. Under
stand?
Englishman—Oh, perfectly
But
what do all those things mean?

A Place for Reflection.
Visitor from London—Do you mean
to say you do nothing but lean on that
fence ull day? Why, I should go mad
In a week!
Native of Rural Village—Aye! Soma
would. But It's all right for a chap
who can do a bit of thinking for ’lsself.

Vicarious Amusement.
“Don't laugh at me, boy!" said the
sensitive golfer who had foozled.
“I wasn’t, sir, ’ replied the caddie.
“I was laughin’ at another man.”
“And what's funny about him?"
“He plays golf awfully like you,
sir."
Father Was in Error.
Suitor—Mr. Slmkins, I have courted
your daughter for 15 years.
Mr. S.—Well, what do you want?
Suitor—To marry her.
Mr. S.—Well, I'm hanged!
1
thought you wanted a pension, or
something.—London Tit-Bits.
rf
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YIELDING TO FORCE
Her Mother: Nonsense! How could
Jack Huggins compel you to kiss
him?
,
Cora Coolngton: Why, he held me
In hit arm* and klased me till I Just
had to kiss him back In self defense.
One Point of Agreement.
Held a conference every day,
Had Important things to say.
Each one ended up In turn
With a motion to adjourn.

FASHION NOTES OF INTEREST
Canna, Venetian blues, beaver shades,
brown and black are colorings of inter
est in smart little rolled brim velours
hats for girls of six.
A enpe effect in one coat style has
the cape section secured through hand
worked scallops to tlie coat body, the
under portion and sleeve tops being of
silk.
Persian influence is noticeable in the
colors utilized for trimmings, and also
in ttie printed duvetyns used for linings
or, in some instances, for an entire
wrap.
—
»
The brims of hats are wide at the
sides and the trimming shows a de
cided preference for big pompons of
soft shaded ribbons or ostrich tips curl
ing over tlie brims and resting on the
hair at tlie left side.
Bunches of cherries, In black velvet
nppliqned on the coat front and sleeve,
is the trimming idea on one peach coat,
with cherry stems and leaves embroid
ered in a light delicate green. Largs
pearl buttons and buttonholes form the
trim on another.
«
The broad brimmed, perfectly round,
straight crowned sailor has returned,
ami is us yet only seen in tiie most ex
clusive salons. This sailor may be
made of heavy canton crepe lined with
self-color chiffon over a metal tissue,
of taffeta, of chiffon velvet or of fine
felt. The brim is perfectly straight and
flat and corded around tiie outer edge
with two rows of narrow soutache,
cords of the same material as the lint
or fine metal braid. The crown is
swathed in fine turban folds of the
same material or some metal or figured
brocade.

A Matter of Spelling.
Mr, Exe—I don’t approve of that
suitor of Helen's. He seems to be a
man without principle.
Mrs. Exe—Why, John, he has a
principal of $300,000, and it brings
him eight per cent annually.

His Status.
“Paw,” asked little Letser Livermore,
who has an inquiring mind. “What Is
an honest yeoman?”
“That, my son,” replied the astute
sire, "is merely a polite name for a
man who can be worked,”
Unpleasant New* for Suitor.
Young Man (to messenger boy)—
What did Miss Brown say when you
gave her the flowers?
Boy—She asked tlie fellow who was
sitting with her If he would like one
for a buttonhole.

Obeyed Orders.
“Did you desert your wife?” asked
the Tottenham magistrate of a de
fendant.
“She told me to go, and I always
do as I am told," was the reply,—
London Tlt-Blts.
Flights.
/
"How do you feel when you are
soaring in flights of oratory?”
“Same as a regular aviator,” said
Senator Sorghum. “The soaring part
Is easy. What you worry about is
where you are going to land."

One View of an Optimist.
Mr. Cheerio—Why worry over what
you owe? Cheer up. Be nn optimist.
Mr. Bloobody—My good fellow, nn
optimist is a man who hasn't enough
Straight Lines Now.
Further manifestations of straight- credit to borrow trouble.—London
line silhouette favoritism are shown in Answers.
tlie prize award in tlie fashion contest
Not in ths Inventory, i
of tlie Fashion Art league convention
“Did Jobson's purchase Include also
In Chicago. Straight lines won the
day in a dress of navy milanette. with the good will of the business?”
“There wasn't any good will. It
slashed sides revealing n foundation
was a coal dpnler Jobson bought out."
of platlnnm-gray canton crepe.

Solve the Servant

Problem

■>

Speed of House Flies.
The common house fly ordinarily
makes 800 wing-beats per second,
which force it 25 feet through the
air.

Love Always to Be Desired.
But love directed towards the eter
nal and Infinite feeds the mind with
pure Joy, ami Is free from all sudness.
Telephone that Item of news to The, Wherefore It is greatly Io be desired,
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of and to tie sought after witli our whole
might.—Spinoza.
readers will see IL
ADVERTISE IN OUR
HELP WANT COLUMN.

ET

Call for a Decision.
Error Common to Humanity.
A Chicago w unan, seeking a divorce,
The only people who make no mis
takes are dead people. I saw a man presents tiie queer plea that her hus
last week who has not made a mis band threw tlie dog at her. Hasn't a
take for four thousand years. He was husband a rlgiit to do whnt lie wants
a mummy In the Egyptian department with. Ills own dog?—Detroit News.
of the British museum.—-II. L. Wayland.
Horses Fave Musical Ears.
The musical acuteness of horses Is
demonstrated hv the rapidity with
We’d Call Them Alley*.
Many of the streets of Canton, which cavalry horses learn tlie signifi
cance of bugle culls.
China, are only elgbt feet wide.

Every-Other-Day

A FIVE POUND TOPAZ
CHANGES IN BEEF PRODUCTION
IN UNITED STATES SINCE 1850 Something About ptecious

Stones Which Come From
the Marts of Other Coun
tries.
>>>...

,/«»/

I

Washington, 1>. C., Jan. 19—'“The
five-pound topaz brought from thh’lnerior of Brazil, according to newspa
per reports, is a mere preface to "the
itory of the trails by which most of
he precious stones wotpi by thq people
f our country reach the United
ttates," says a bulletin of the National
Jeographic Society from its Washingon, 1). C„ headquarters.
"Though we may he independent
ibuut our supplies of petroleum, cop
ier. iron and coal, and other useful
ninerals, and even about our deep, rich
eins of gold and silver, we must buy'
n the marts of other countries of the
vorld our diamonds, our ruliies, cmerilds and sapphires.

A Bunch of Purebred Shorthorn Cows and Calves.
capita than formerly, but tlie figures
Beef production in tlie United Stales show that when demand and prices
has undergone marked changes since provide sufficient stimulus tlie supply
1830, and chief among them is the dif can be increased at a surprisingly
ference in age to which animals des rapid rate. The consumption of beef
tined for slaughter are kept on tlie and veal in tlie United States de
farms. Tills is one of tlie many phases creased from 87 pounds per person
of tlie Industry discussed in tlie 1921 in 1!X)7 to 00 pounds in 1915, a net
Yeurbook article, Our Beef Supply, variation of 27 pounds. Between the
prepared by live stock specialists and periods of 1907 to 1910 and 1911 to 1921
economists in the Department of Agri there lias been a decrease in consump
culture. Tills change is discussed in tion amounting to approximately 20
connection with variations in tlie de per cent.
The article contains interesting in
mands of consumers and the per cap
formation on tlie variations in demand
ita consumption of beef.
With a larger proportion of beef for different kinds of beef in various
cows kept, and with cattle slaugh cities and in tlie different sections of
tered at an earlier age, it Is now pos the country. High-class hotels in the
sible to raise more beef each year larger cities want prime, fat and fin
than when there were more cattle ished beef, while tlie average house
In the country than at present. How wife wants beef Involving less waste.
ever, the system of using younger cat In warm weather the principal de
tle for beef Involves tlie use of more mand is for steak and chops, while
harvested feed per 190 pounds of beef the winter trade demands more roasts
produced, since a larger proportion of and bulling beef. Tlie orthodox Jewish
tlie gains in weight are made in tlie trade uses only the forequarters, while
feed lot than was formerly ttie case Gentiles, as a rule, prefer hindquarwhen steers were carried four or five ter beef.
Beef Consumed in East.
seasons on grass.
A survey made in 1920 showed that
Situation Not Serious.
While the total number of cattle in at that time nearly 32 per'cent of tlie
the country has decreased In recent beef was consumed in the North At
years, the situation is not as serious lantic states, which comprises New
as might appear, since the number of England, New York, Pennsylvania and
cattle fs greater now ttian in any year New Jersey. The next largest amount,
from 1896 to 1917. Tlie census figures or 24 per cent, was consumed in the
for 1900 and 1920 show that there has East-North-Central division. In other
been an increase in tlie percentages of words, more than 53 per cent of the
beef calves, heifers, cows and bulls, total consumption of beef and veal ocand a decrease in the percentage of [ curred in theterritory east of the
steers, especially aged steers.
The j Mississippi and north of the Ohio
number of cattle in the country in- | river and Maryland. The smallest
creased 10,200,000 from 1914 to 1919. consumption occurred In the South AtDuring the last three years there lias ' Inntlc division, comprising tlie states
been a decrease of 2,000,000 head, but : of Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia,
tlie greater proportion of cows at pres- North Carolina, South Carolina, Geor
ent makes it possible to grow more gia and Florida. Per capita conbeef, especially If more of the calves, i sumption varied from 83 pounds in the
Instead of being slaughtered, are fed western division to 39 In the South
Central, Tlie North Atlantic division.
out ns yearlings.
That the country can Bpadily respond j which was first in total consumption
to a quickened demand for beef was second in per capita consumption,
was demonstrated during the war
This survey of the beef-cattle situawlien production was so stimulated tion, which includes, in addition to
tliat during 1917 and 1918 combined ttie discussion of consumption and
more than 1,000,(XX),l XX) pounds of beef piesent trend, information on various
were exported, which was 7 per cent factors of production and marketing,
ef our production and 22 iier cent of leads to the conclusion tliaf the period
the exports of tlie world during that of liquidation is over, and that when
period. Since about 1905 South Amer industrial conditions and retail prices
ica and Australia have been tlie chief permit a normal consumption of beef,
cattle prodticers should be prosperous
sources of surplus beef.
Americans are eating less beef per again.
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)

FIND GRADING PAYS
IN SHIPPING CROPS

MUCH OF CORN CROP IS LOST
Weather Conditions, Ravages of Plant
Diseases and Pests Destroy
Fully One-Third.

Advantage of Standardization Is

According to figures compiled by the
j United States Department of Agricul
ture for a thirteen-year period, out of
every hundred bushels of com tliut
Shippers* and Producers’ Organizations farmers set out to grow, only 64 bush
els are realized. The difference be
Which Have Adopted Federal Grades
tween a potential crop and the quan
for Fruits and Vegetables
tity harvested is due to weather con
Are Pleased.
ditions, tlie effect of seed and the
ravages of plant diseases aud insect
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
and animal pests.
"The advantage of standardization
If It had not been for these destruc
is no longer a theory but an accom tive factor^ the average crop for the
plished fact. Our selling price was thirteen-year period would have been
from 13 to 50 cents per bushel higher 4,374,000,000 bushels, instead of 2,803,than the other houses in this district, 000,000 bushels, provided the same
and tlie greatest advantages of a acreage were planted.
standard grade and pack will, of
The department points out that if
course, lie secured in coming seasons, these Elements did not exist and the
provided we maintain our standards.” corn growers were to realize 100 per
This is hut one of the many letters cent in results, the acreage would un
being received by/the bureau of agri- doubtedly be decreased and the total
cultural economics, I nited States De- i production would remain about the
parttnent of Agriculture, ftjom pro- same
ducers’ anil shippers' organizations
which have adopted federal grades
for fruits and vegetables. The letter MEATSCRAP AID FOR LAYERS
Is from a co-operative peach shippers’
Kentucky Experiment Station Obtains
organization in Ohio.
Big Increase in Production
. "We packed out our entire crop on
of Eggs.
the United States grades,” wrote the

No Longer a Theory.

president of the organization. "All
onr members are well pleased arid,'
best of all, determined to begin in
their own orchards at once to try to
produce fruit of higher and better
quality. We see no point at which tlie
standards recommended by your de
partment for peaches are not thor
oughly practical, and another year we
will doubtless eliminate tlie old mark
ings entirely.”

Roup in Poultry Flocks.
Roup develops easily In flocks that
are crowded into small, poorly venti
lated quarters. Sudden changes in
weather during tlie fall is the time to
watch for roup. It Is cheaper to pre
vent than cure It.
Saves Time Later On.
Remember that plowing done now
will not have to be done inter when
-■tlier work is. pros-ring.
Beauty Confined to No Claes.
There are beautiful things to be
found in very unpromising surroundings, Fine traits of character can often be discovered In those who have
been brought up In poor homes and ;
who had scanty moral teaching.

For three years the Kentucky ex
periment station has been studying
tlie effect of feeding various amounts
of meatscraps on the egg production
of white Wyandottes. The average
annuul egg production when 5 per
cent of the ration consisted of scraps
was 109.9 eggs; when It consisted of
15 per cent, 134.5 eggs; and when 20
per cent of scraps were fed, 141.6
eggs.
From the results the station con
eludes that the mash mixture should
contain at least 20 per cent mentserap
to secure maximum production.
Supply of Green Fodder.
In sprouted onts we have a crop
that will grow In any country In nny
season, which will furnish the green
fodder so necessary for the health of
the liens and fur egg production nt
’.be will of the owner.

Soap Kept In Bond
Up to less than Seventy years ago all
g0Bp manufactured In England was
matje in bond and subject to duty, and
enc,, boiling pan was fastened down at
night by an excise officer.

Squirrels Supply Brushes.
Tlie camel has nothing to do with
Polson Gas Is Solidified.
"Poison gas" can be made so solid the camel hair brushes so beloved by
that each soldier could carry a canis- artists, for they are made principally
j from squirrel's hair.
ter of it In his pack.

* Big Bill For Uncut Stones
"The value of the gems which we Im
ported during 1921 was eighty times as
;reat as tjie value of those produced In
he United States during the same pe
riod. neatly $40,000,000 being paid for
■ut and uncut stones by this country.
Montana, during that year, produced
note than forty times as many gems
is any other State and then the value
if those stones was only $189,021.
“The love of precious stones has,
since the beginning of history, been rife
,n the human heart. The Pharaohs, the
Babylonians, the Incas, and the re
splendent court of Montezuma blazed
with their glory. They figured in the
religious rites of the Hebrew^ even
.'roni the days of the Exodus.
“Their clear and unvarying color
qualities have crept into our language
ts adjectives of more value than su
perlatives—for example, ‘The Emerald
Isle,’ ‘sapphire seas,' 'ruby lips,' 'pearly
teeth,’ and Shakespeare’s ‘the natural
ruby of youXcheeks,’

Birth Stone Idea Survives
"Superstitions have grown up around
hese bits of prisoned celestial lire. The
nfluenee they were supposed to exert
upon nativity, as manifested in the lore
>f the Jewish and Polish gem symbols
£ the months, or ‘birth stones,’ still is
familiar.
"Many of the students of folk-lore
believe that the' custom of wearing
gems originated in their potential value
as talismans rather than In the desire
if ornamentation.
“The woman who wears carelessly a
string of perfectly matched pearls from
the Philippines, Burma, Borneo or the
Persian Gulf may not know that- the
pearl mussels made these beautiful
gems because grains of sand 'scratched
their hacks' or some foreign body
■hafed their flesh. In Borneo the su
perstitious pearl fisher preserves care
fully every ninth pearl he finds, puts it
in a bottle with two grains qf rice for
each pearl, and stops'the bottle with
the finger of a dead man in the belief
that these pearls will reproduce others.

Used as “Fidget Beads”
“Today the precious jade which comes
from Burma, New Zealand, Alaska,
Mexico, central Europe, and especially
from the mines in the Karakash Valley
in Chinese Turkestan is being made In
to long strings of beads to -serve the
tame purpose as the ‘fidget beads,'
which made their official appearance at
the*Lausanne Conference.
"Early implements and ornaments of
jade have been found in the Swiss lake
villages, in the caves at Mentone, ttnd
among the ruins of ancient Troy. The
gem is being made into earrings for the
women of today. The wearing of ear
rings originated in some countries in
the most interesting manner. First, it
s said, ears were pierced whenever
women had been indiscreet in hearing
secrets not intended for them. Later
costly earrings were fashioned to con
sole the poor ears for the suffering
caused them.
"To the Chinese, jade has always
been known as 'Yu,' or ‘the gem,' and
great significance has been attached to
it. They compare it to ‘the subtile mat
ter of the rainbow concreted and fixed
under the form of a storte.’ To the Az
tecs it was known as the divine stone
and wps valued next to the emerald.
It was carved in various forms of ani
mals and birds, and was placed ort their
altars.
"India, so long renowned as the
source of gems, still yields rhany prec
ious stones, among the most notable of
which are the rubies of upper Burma.
The natives who sell these stories be
lieve that their best color and bril
liancy are visible only in the sunlight;
consequently sales must be made from
nine to three o’clock, on clear days
only,
"Before the,discovery of the rich
mines in Brazil and the fields of South
Africa, India also furnished most of the
diamonds, but today many of our finest
gems come from Bahia, Minas Geraes,
royaz and MatLo Grosso, in Brazil. The
South African diggings, the most val
uable of which lie along the Vaal and
Orange Rivers, have been producing
about 98 per cent of the world’s supply
yearly. The Pretoria mine in the
Transvaal yielded the largest diamond
in the world, the Culiinan, which
weighed 3024’$ carats.
"Emeralds come from the mines of
Muso In Colombia and from New South
Wales. A few, however, have been
found In Alexander and Mitchell coun
ties, North Carolina. Our best sap
phires come from Siam. They aie also
found in Ceylon, Burma and in Kash
mir and Australia. Many very good
ones, also come from the State of Mon
tana."

WASHINGTON
Evening Star Grange held its regu
lar meeting Jan. 20 at which time'the
officers for the year Were installed.
Cecil Newbert of Maple Grange,
North Waldoboro with his Very able
assistants, performed the ceremony in
a u^ist efficient and impressive man
ner. Master, L. L. Morton; overseer,
H. M. Poland; lecturer, Nellie Strivens;
steward, L, H, Stevens; assistant
steward, Arthur Pierpont; chaplain,
Mary Poland; treasurer, Edson Welluan; secretary, John Carroll; gate
keeper, Malcolm Clark; Ceres, Lillian
Morton;
Pomona, Jennie Poland;
Flora, Lilia Finn; lady assistant stew
ard, Bernice Austin. The Installation
was followed by a banquet after which
a social hour was enjoyed. There
were 72 present with a good delegation
from Maple Grange, North Waldo
boro.
Facta Worth Remembering.

When a person feels disposed to
over-estimate his own importance, let
him remember that mankind got along
very well before his birth, and that
Ir. all probability they will get along
very well after his death.

Every-Other-Day
SIZE OF DIVIDENDS

Is Not All That Judges Indus
try, Says Mr. Allen In His

Sermon Series:

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 23, 1923.

MANURE STORAGE MILK-MARKETING
IS BIGPROBLEM PLANTPROBLEMS

razorville
Funera.1 services for the ihn-q child
ren of Winfield and Helen Sii^Ke who
lost theft lives In their camp home
when it was burned last Tuesday
morning were held at the home of her
brother, Arthur Leigher at Razorville
Friday afternoon. Missionary W. E
Overlock officiating. The three littlel
ones were placed side by side in a casket'
made by Undertaker Wars especially i
for this purpose. There were many
beautiful floral tributes placed on the,
little white casket anil a plate bearing!
the word. "Darlings" and their first
names ar.d ages. The bearers were|
Charles
Vanner, Edson
Wellman,!
Stanley Jones and Wilton Clark. The1
interment was in his father’s family
lot In the Marr cemetery. Much sym-'
pa thy and many prayers have gone up
for them in the time of this great
shadow.
Mr. Bridges of Montvllle was here
to attend the funeral of the three
Savage children of whom he was an
uncle by marriage, also Mrs. Annie
Kilgore of Livermore Falls, an aunt,
who is the oldest sister of Mr. Savage.
Levi Kahrmann who has been in
Boston again for treatment returned
heme Friday afternoon.

smrwikisaraffiRR k

VEAL, PIGS, LIVE & DRESSED POULTRY
r
ETC.

Smith.

Elmer Babb was a visitor at
Cooper’s Mill Sunday.
Frank Folsom was in Liberty last
week.
Miss Lucy Belgard. teacher of the
Ridge school, has returned to her home
in Liberty.
Archie Hibbert is hauling lumber to
Winslow's .Mills.

SOUTH UNION
Mrs. Mary Wallace who has been ill
for the past week was taken to a
hospital in Rockland Friday for
treatment.
Charles. Kelley was taken sick last
week and was moved to the home of
Mrs. Storer at Union Friday.
Mrs. Robert Farris and two children
were the guests ot .her mother Wed
nesday.
The plumbers, came from Waldoboro
Monday to put hot water heat In the
new Thurston,house.

see in the extra equipment ne.i'ssnry Place the pumpkins or squash on
for handling of liquids tin objection to shelves, or at least keep them off of
the pit equipped with n cistern. On concrete floors or other places where
the other hand the use of liquid of there may be too much moisture. Do
this kind on early crops is sometimes not pile them up, but keep tlie indi
an advantage. All in all, while the vidual pumpkins separated from each
ends served are the same, the choice other. With such care either pump
tietween a pit and an overhead shelter, kins or squash should keep several
either in the form of a simple roof cov months.
ering or a more elaborate manure
house, is one of personal choice.
TIMES TO STUDY GARDENING

PREPARE LAND FOR ALFALFA
Desirable on Thin or Worn Soils to
Green Manure, Plow Deep and
Cultivate Well.

It Is often desirable before seeding
alfalfa on “thin” or worn land to take
a year or two In preparing the soil
by green manuring, deep plowing, and
^thorough cultivation; also liming when
Mrs. Amanda Hart
necessary, with tlie appllcatlon.'xvhen
Mrs.. Amanda Hart, widow of Avery possible, of manure and phosphate fer
Hart, died Friday afternoon at the tilizer.
home of her grandson, Homer Davis
Mrs. Hart .was,born at East Union 80
years ag6, but has lived at South
Union for many years. And was held
In high esteem by her neighbors. Muc
sympathy goes apt-‘to the bereaved
family. Slje Is survived by one son
Frank Hart of Rockland, two grand
sons, Ralph and Hofrier Davis, one sis
ter, Meh;.’’Settle Moody and one
brother.--Frank..Andrews of Thomas
ton. The./uneral was Monday after
noon, p...
:?:• '
'

Who is the best looking man
Knox county?—adv.
7-10

Fall and Winter Suggested as Good
for Reading Up on Advanced
Methods for Crops.
Fnll and winter are good times to
read and study advanced methods in
gardening and growing truck crops
for the market. Many new bulletins
treating all of the various subjects
on gardening have been published re
cently by state agricultural college-’
and departments of agriculture. The
bulletins will be sent free.

LOWER SUNSET
SUNSHINE

Arthur Conary and family of Deer
Isle are here visiting his brother, May
nard Conary.
Mrs. Rosa Pickering has been ill the
past week.
Miss Varney, the school teacher, has
a library for rental purposes.
The school doped Wednesday as the
In teacher made up the time she lost when

UL

Roscoe S. Powers was in Stonington
cn business Friday.
Mrs. Verna M. Powers was the guest
of her mother. Mrs. Edward S. Small
Friday.
Peter Gray was the guest of his
uncle E. S. Small Thursday.
Mrs. Wallace Stinson called on her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Powers

Friday.
James Annis was in Stonington on
business Wednesday.

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND

—TO—

N. E. HOLLIS & COMPANY
47-53 NORTH MARKET STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. M0N0AY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swan's Island daily except Sundays
at 5 30 A. M. for Sloningion, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan's Island.
W S WHITE,
General Manager.
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6, 1923,

One cf the Oldest Established Commission Houses in Boston
Prompt Returns—Weekly Market Quotations on Request 155-12]

UBmamni

MAI
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

►*

Eastern Si andarii Tln.e

;

Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, A§7.00 a. ni. 17.30a.m.. il.lOp. in.
Il ingor. A §7.0.) a. in. 17.30a.m., 11,10 p.m.
Bath

New Englander’s

wich and Bath.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
ir beans WITH PORK
V’MANT.PATWeK&eft

' "

l^^PORTLAND, ME*

2222

BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Mondays a fid Thursdays at
G.00 P M for Boston.
Return-Leave Boston Tuesdays aud Fridays
at 5.00 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 00 A. M ; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
Belfast 7 15 A M.; Bucksport 9 00 A. M.;
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays at 10 00 A M. for Boston and way
landings, due the following morning about
7.00 A. M.

A BLUEHILL LINES

MT. DESERT

SELECT YOUR INCUBATOR NOW
We believe these represent maximum value—maximum hatching
possibilities. Write for our 180 page illustrated free catalog and
special book on Incubators,

BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
North Haven StonlngtoB, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, duo Bar Har
bor 11 A M.
Return’—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
A. M for Rockland and way landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
Bark Harbor, Bggemoggin. South Brooksville
Sargentvine. Deer Isle, Brooklin, South Bluehill. due Bluehill 11.45 A M
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays ftt 8.00 A.
M for Rockland and way bindings
At Boston connecilQp Is made via the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York and points South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
New York is resumed from the New State
ier, Portland, Me.
Through rates and direct track connection!
with Maine Central |nd Grand Trunk Rail
roads
F. S SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland. Maine.
It S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland Maine

FLORIDA

KENDALL A WHITNEY - Ed. Z«58 - Portland, Maine.

BY
yp

GINGLES’ JINGLES
SCHOOL VACATION.
All the atmosphere now tin
gles with a wonderous joy aud
cheer, for again we’ve readied
the climax slipped to us of all
ttie year, readied tile time when
all the < hildren from their
sdiool work are set free, when
their gladness knows no limit,
when their souls are filled with
glee. And again we hear their
voices in a chorus as they shout
orders from the camp headquar
ters to some unobeying scout, to
some guy does not maneuver in
the way they think he should,
to some reckless wayward kid
do, who'll not stick for being
good, who prefers to chase a
locust hither o'er tlie emerald
fuzz, minding not the orders
chorused, heeding but the lo
custs buzz. What cares he for
shouts and orders? Nothing jars
his purpose now, he Is free from
care and worries, to no set of
rules he’ll bow; he’ll chase but
terflies and gophers, tie’ll do
that which pleases best, giving
pals and self and neighbors lit
tle peace or
little rest.

w

HOOPING COUGH
must run its course—

there is no “cure,” but
Vicks helps to ease the*

coughing paroxysms.

Apply often. Use freely
at bedtime.

VapoRub
Oner 17 Million Jan Used Yearly

IEN you press a switch button to turn on
the light, you may not think of the men
stoking the furnaces at the power plant,
understand the wires and dynamos that form the
background of electric lighting service, or appreciate
the great investment needed to supply you with
electric current.
So also, when you turn for counsel and help to the
funeral director in your time of need, you may not
stop to think of the scientific training, the technical
skill, the modern equipment and the extensive facil
ities that form the background of his service.

Yet beyond your vision he serves you in scores of
unobtrusive ways—many of which scarcely anyone
but he could name—(or no other one person ever has
contact with all of them.

He does not expect that you will look behind the
results to see how they were achieved, but that the
results themselves will constitute a beautiful and
perfect tribute, the memory of which will be
a solace and comfort.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
pany from a copyrighted message which appeared in The
Saturday Earning Tost of tebruary

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
Undertakers Since 1849
Night Telephone 781-W ROCKLAND.

Day Telephone 450.

Byaoxtiiu border with Poppy Seed. Message No. six.

11.1Up in.

I>. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Geu’l Passenger Agt

Saturday

Night!

A§7.00 a. m., 17.30a in..

15 30 p. m.
Boston. A §7.00 a., m., 17.30a.m, tl. 10p.m.
Brunswick A§7.00 a. m., 17.30 a. in., 11.10
p. in . 1.730 p. m..
Lewiston. A57.00 a. m. t7.30a.in., tl.10 p m
New York. 11.10 p. iu.
Portland A§7.00 a. in , t?.3O a. m., Il.lOp, ni..
15 30 p ir..
Waterville A §7.00 a m., 17.30a.m. 1L10p.ni.
Woolwich. §7.00 a. m.,’17.30 a. in., 11.10 p.m..
15.30 p.m.
, - '
1 Daily, except Sunday
§ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool

The

* "Will lift

. rt i ■,

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

SHIP

In the second of the series of sern nns on “The Accomplishing of the Not Always Convenient to Haul Bulletin Recently Issued by De*
Impossible Task" ' Rev. E. V. Allen
Fertilizer Directly to Fields
partment of Agriculture
called attention to^the fact that Inter
for
Distribution.
Outlines All Details.
national situation.? wTri rendered the
more complicated by France entering
the Ruhr Distrlrf; that Germany was
greatly embittered' thereby, and ' that
the summary withdrawing of Ameri
can soldiers from Coblenz was inter
preted by the Geenjens as an endors
ing of their policy. He insisted that No Material Loss Sustained Where Manager Must Secure Adequate and
nothing short of the applying of the
Concrete Pit Is Employed—In
Proper Milk Supply, Efficient and
principles of Christ to the situation
Cases of Heating Loss of
Economical Operation and
would render the situation safe. This
Ammonia Takes Place.
was the task Christianity must accom
8alcs Methods.
plish.
Passing again to national problems,
In providing for the storage of ma (Prepared by the Unl;ed States Department
of Agriculture.)
as illustrated by tl,e conflict between nure during the periods when it Is Im
Persons who ure interested in tiie
labor and capital he quoted from an practical to take It directly to the
other journal a list of corporations de fields for distribution the choice rests establishment of cooperative nillkmarketlng plants as well us those al
claring enormous dividends, which list
between some form of shed, or over ready engaged in marketing milk co
differed but little from that presented
the week before. It estimated that one head shelter, and some kind of a pit, operatively will find many of tlielr
and a half billion dollars were thus di or reservoir. It may seem that these problems handled exhaustively in De
vided. This meant, on the basis of quite different forms of storage imply partment Bulletin 1005, Producers' Co
ROCKPORT
one hundred million population, $15 different theories In regard to han operative Mllk-Dlstrlliuting
Plants,
for each man, woman and child of the dling the waste, since one leaves the
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins was the guest
country, and was paid to a compara manure exposed to the elements while Just published by the United States
Department of Agriculture. The bul of her niece, Mrs. Margaret Robbins,
tively limited number of persons.
the other shelters and shields it from letin, consisting of more than 40 puges. in Camden, Friday of last week.
The money thus represented did not
rain aud weather.
".Safety First," a three act comedy
Is based upon studies of the experi
grow, it did not fall from the sky,
Temporary Storage.
neither did it rise up in some mysteri
ence of a large number of plants rtf was presented at Penobscot View
In making provision for temporary this type In various parts of the coun Grange hall, Glencove, Friday evening,
ous way from the sea. It came from
two sources. It came as a result of storage of manure two things are try, mostly In small cities where a by the members of the Senior class of
underpaid labor and overcharge to the sought. The first is to prevent the satisfactory system of distribution R. H. S. to a large audience, and only
consumer. In addition to items men leaching away of soluble portions; the was not previously developed. Details words of commendation are heard for
the manner in which the play was: nretioned a week, ago Mr. Allen, quoting second U to eliminate heating in the
frcm the list before him, mentioned manure pile by crowding out the air, are given on contracts, fiiuincing, or sented and the success of the occasion.
ganization,
by-laws,
location
and
equip

The exact proceeds are not known at
dividends declared by banks, insur with moisture so that the bacteria
ment of plants, investment, manage this writing.
ance, dry, goods, woolens, and sewing
wMch
cause
heating
will
be
denied
John Ward of .Rockland was the
ment, sales methods, distribution costs,
machines, all of which were of vital
air from which they derive the oxygen and accounting systems.
guest of Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Steward
interest to the common people.
Sunday.
There were two' points of special necessary for their work. Both the
Equipment Needed.
The Twentieth Century Club will be
significance in all this. One was that, pit and the overhead shelter accom
Lists are given of equipment needed
according to the jourhals quoted, it plish the first of these.
When a for small plants witli less than 2-jW entertained Friday afternoon at tir
home of Mrs. Addie Jenkins.
was a deliberate move to escape the oncrete pit Is used it makes no dif
gallons capacity, for plants to handle
Rev. Louis W. West, a former pas
paying of taxes for the support of the ference whether the manure Is under
government, taxes the wealth was well cover or not so far as leaching is con from 250 to 1,000 gallons, and for tor of the Baptist church, who has re
large plants handling mure than 1,000 cently been pastor of the People's
able to pay. taxes which being unpaid
cerned. Tlie soluble portions cannp* gallons a day. Figures obtained from church in Bath, has accepted the pas
by wealth, threw an added burden up
When an
torale of the Pine Street church in
on the already over taxed common get away In either case.
overhead shelter is used, there will be
people.
Milford. Mass.
scant
loss
front
leaching
even
if
the
The installation of officers of the
The other point was that this de
■Fred A. Norwood. Relief Corps will be
claring of dividends in the form of in manure is not stored upon a concrete
held Friday evening. Jan. 26, weather
creased stock holding would operate floor, since the litter will retain the
to make .it increasingly difficult for liquid portion of the excrement, while
permitting. Mrs. Genie Simmons will
underpaid labor to secure an adequate the roof overhead will keep off the rain
be the installing officer. There will be
return for its service. The plea of an which would cause the pile to leach.
an interesting program and the exer
adequate earnings on the stock would
cises will be followed by dancing.
Control Heat of Pile.
be used, and itcwoufcd be forgotten that
Members of the G. A. It. and those who
As
for
the
second
objective
—
that
of
the newly watered stock would not
served in the World War are cordially
represent the Investment of capital, controlling the heat of the pile—the
invited to be present.
but the evasion of paying just taxes, pit is supposed, theoretically, to take
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Knowlton of Dor
and the placing an Increased burden care of this automatically through the
chester. Mass., were in town Sunday to
ot. the earning capacity of stock.
rain that falls upon its exposed surattend the funeral of Mrs. Knowlton’s
Statesmanship is not touching this
mother, Mrs. Betsey Jane Upham.
abuse, and indeed, cannot. The only
Capt. Edwin Greenlaw arrived Fri
hope is through the church. A few
day from New York to attend the
years ago the interchurch movement
funeral services of Mrs. Greenlaw,
was launched. One of its first acts
which were held Saturday afternion at
was to appoint a committee to Inves
Burpee's undertaking moms in Rock
tigate the steel Industry. Its report of
land.
1
*'
the findings was a damning indictment
Mrs. George McClellan was confined
of that industry. Things began to
to her home by illness last week.
... -,£> - .
happen. The President issued an in
Earl Greenlaw, boatswain on the
dignant denial of wrong. What did
1 .1 . '3
Great Northern Paper Co.’s steamer,
ministers know about business any
Ripogenus. has been In town for a few
way? Then a minister was found who
days, called here by the death of his
preached a sermon justifying the steel
mother, Mrs. Edwin Greenlaw.
corporation, and his sermon was pub
A Milk Distributing Plant.
lished and probably seht to preachers
Mrs. Harriet Scott would like to do
all over the country. Then wealth,
27 co-operative plants show that the plain sewing at the home of Mrs.
that had at first .financed the inter
average investment in the plant Itself Del-ora Morrill or go out by the day.
church movement, said, if this is what
per gallon capacity Is $25.97 when Tel. 218-11—adv.
the movement means I will not pay
the capacity Is 500 gnllone or less;
another cent for its support. Thus the
Ton hnrm’t he<irfl btKTnt tne 9 ceflt
$22.77 when the capacity Is from 500
interchurch movement was throttled,
store hitve you?—adv.
9-10
to 1,000 gallons; $11.09 when the ca
not because it was not needed; not be
pacity is 1,000 to 2,000 gallons; and
cause it.did not tell the truth, but be
Betsey Jane Upham
cause it told too much truth. But
$19.14 when the capacity is from 2,000
Betsey Jane Upham, widow of the late
though wealth could throttle the Interto 8,000 gallons. In the shine order,
David Upham, died Friday, Jan. 19, af
church movement - it could do away
the investments per gallon capacity In
with a great idea. It is becoming plain Don’t Leave Manure in Piles Exposed equipment were $28.73, $31.79. $11.89, ter an illness of only a few days. She
that industry cannot be judged alone by
to Weather and Conditions Favor and $12.34. Estimates tire given of was born in Lincolnville, Me., July 81,
the size of its dividends, but by the ef
able to Less by Washing.
tlie total amounts of money needed 1831, and was the daughter of the
fects on its employes. That men who
are compelled to work 12 hours a day face. To eliminate heating It Is only to establish and operute plants of these late Michael and Phoebe (Williams)
Heal, She had made, her home in
for seven days in a week have no necessary to crowd out the air In the various capacities.
Tlie three principal problems that Rockport since she was 18 years of
show at all—no matter what wages waste by moisture. Sometimes, how
are paid—to become other than a slave ever, the amount of rainfall is not confront the milk plant manager are, age and was a woman highly respected
and greatly loved. Although she was
in all but the name to the employer.
sufficient to keep filled the luterstlces according to the bulletin, the securing 91 years old she enjoyed remarkably
No time is affqrded for seif improve
of
an
adequate
and
proper
milk
sup

ment, for moral and religious matters, of the pile. In such cases heating eff- ply, efficient and economical plant op good health and retained her' faculties
until the time of her death.
She
for the things that make Americanism. sties and loss of umtnonla takes place.
eration, and sales policies aud meth united with the Methodist church soon
And so the leaven worked. And re We have seen badly "flrefungvd"
after coming to IJockport and her
cently an address made by the Presi manure in open pits. However, this ods of market distribution.
Copies of tlie bulletin may be ole Christian faith was exemplified through
dent of the corporation was sent to was due to neglect oh the part of the
tallied
by
addressing
tlie
Department
out her life and she was a neighbor and
clergy of the land In which there was owner and might have occurred had
friend in the truest sense of the word.
a vast change from the first indignant the manure been held under cover. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
She leaves a son, Levi L. Upham of
denial. He showed that the 12-hour
The chief virtue of this last form of
and seven-day-a-week condition was
Rockport, who has been her constant
KEEP PUMPKINS ALL WINTER attendant
storage
is
that
It
permits
one
to
regu
in her declining years, leav
being eliminated. "He roared as gent
late
at
will
the
amount
of
moisture
ing nothing undone that would add to
ly as a sucking dove."
And so a partial victory seems to that manure contains. In either case, Only Well-Ripened Specimens With her comfort or pleasure.
She also
Thick Rinds Should Be Stored—
the result will be tlie same if tlie
be won. In other words, there is
leaves a daughter and son by a former
mighty power in an aroused public manure is not permitted to dry out.
Keep Them Dry.
marriage, Mrs. J. A. Knowlton of Dor
opinion, and this can come only in the
chester, Mass., and Charles E. Hark
With the pit and the overhead shel
work of a united church. Other forces ter making for the same results the1
It isn’t so very difficult to keep ness, who is located in the West. A
are powerless. This is a task for choice between them lies In other fac pumpkins, squash, etc., all winter if sister, Mrs. Mary Morse of Camden, a
Christianity, an impossible task if one
they are stored properly. Of course, brother, Hiram Heal of Lincolnville,
will, but one th«(t can be met success tors, chief of which Is the matter of
and a half-sister. Mrs. Elvena Carey
handling the manure when it Is re only well-ripened pumpkins or squash, of Rockport, also survive her.
fully by a united Christianity.
She
moved. Unless a pit Is provided with with thick rinds, and which are well leaves five grandchildren and eight
colored, should be stored. They should great-grandchildren. Funeral services
nn
underground
cistern
into
which
the
WEST WASHINGTON
liquids can pass the task of removing be gathered carefully before, hard were '"held. Sunday afternoon at 2
frost. Any that are injured in gath o’clock at her late residence on Com
Miss Dorothy Day of South Somer the manure is apt to be nnythlng hut
ville is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Martha agreeable or easy nt certain times. It ering or otherwise should lie discard mercial street, Rev. A. F. Leigh offici
Is easier, also, to load manure into a ed, und only the perfect specimens ating. Interment was in Amsliury Hill
Burdickt for a few weeks.
Alton Wellman 1s on deck again spreader when It does not have to he retained. Be sure to leave tlie stems cemetery. The bearers were Arthur K.
selling beef.
elevated from a pit sunk below the sur on all the pumpkins. The ideal stor Walker, E. J. Carter. Orrin Jackson
Mrs. Amelia RabB has returned here face of the earth. However, some pits age place is a dry room or dry base and A. T. Carroll.
from Waterville, where she was called are so constructed that the spreader ment where the temperature will av
by the death Of her brother, William can he driven Into them
some wm erage around 65 degrees or above.

PUN TO PREVENT LEACHING UST OF EQUIPMENT NEEDED
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Estate of Catherine L. Dyer
NOTK’E
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
December Pl, 1922, he was duly appointed
execu.or of the last will and testament, of
Catherine L Dyer, late of North Haven, in
the County of Knox, deceased, and on Dec. 30,
1922, was qualified to till said trust by giv
ing bond as the law directs

All persons having demands against the es
tate, are desired to present the same for set
tlement, and all. Indebted diereto are requlrd to
make payment immediately to
WILLIAM T DYER,
North Haven, Maine.
De .-ember 3Q, 1922.
.lan 9-10-23

O XL/V
A

Two SailinuF Weekly
Tuearfuya and
Saturdays, 3 P. M.

i Boston to Savannah
: First-ClaM Passenger Fares, Boston
$36.65 'VX? $67.83
■i

ToSt.Petersburg

To Jacksonville

$51.28

S,".-, $42.82

$96.15

$79.23

Ir eluding meals and atataroom ucrominu<$Htl< r a

Ocean Steamshis Co. of Savann. ii

Pier 42, Hoosac Tunn*l

191.

Estate of Charles W. Candor)
NOTICE
The subscriber herdby gives notice that on
December 19, 1922, he was duly appointed
administrator of the estate of Charles W. Con
don, late of Rockland, in the County of Knox,
deceased, and on this dale was qualified to fill E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
sa’hi trust by giving bond as the law directs.
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
All people having demands against the es
tale, are desired to present tlie same for set
Office
Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
ilenient, and all indebted thereto are requlrd to
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
make payment immediately to
FRANK B MILLER.
Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
Rockland, Maine
Hebember 30, 1922.
Jan 9-16-23

Professional & Business Gards

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
PSYCHE KNOT FOR WARRIORS
Osteopathic Physicians

I-

Seems Rather Incongruous on the
Heads of Fierce Headhunters
of Island of Luzon.
Picture a man whose long hair Is
done up in a psyche knot, witli a bautleuu of heads around liis head; then
add to this the heavy features, full
beard, and mustache of u swarthy bar
barian, and one has some idea of the
appearance of a warrior type of tlie
northern part of the Island of Luzon.
These men pertain to tlie fierce
tribes ot 'head-hunters, and tlielr elab
orate dressing of the hair, which in
civilized countries is considered u
purely feminine vanity, seems gro
tesquely incongruous with tlielr savage
pursuits. Not being ■obliged to waste
any time on their wurdrobes, since
clothing is practically unknown, all
their efforts toward adornment are de
voted to the head und are much more
elaborate than those of tlie women.
Tlie dandy of the Kullngn tribe hangs
his hair heavily over the forehead,
(ruining It so that it lias ulniost the
effect of a low pompadour. Above tills
is built a structure of feathers und
flowers, tlie latter branching out and
drooping quite artistically over euet»
side.
At the back his hair Is ntrnnged to
hang long and flowing or is put up In
a chignon. Ills ears liiive enormous
holes, in which are plugs of wood fanci
fully carved. Sometimes many strings
of lieuds are about the neck und tlie
face and chest are tattooed, but tlie
main efforts at adornment are directed
to tlie hair.
A little cap woven of bamboo, about
the size of the “pill box” of Tommy
Atkins, Is often worn on the back of
the head to cover tlie coll ot' the hair.
Boudoir caps trimmed* witli pink rib
bons have not yet penetruted to the
interior of Luzon; hut If they ever do
It IS safe to say that they immediately
will be appropriated- by the warriors
to tlie entire exclusion of the feminine
contingent.
The wearing of false hair Is allowed
the women.—New York Sun.

38 UNION STI1EET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
HOURS; 9(00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Telephone 136

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Hour*. 9 to
Residence, 21
Office

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tol. 391-J
Telephone 493-W

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLEE DRUG AND
SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VEL0PING, PRINTING AND ENLARGING.

370 Main St., Rockland. Me.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—end—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning

75 Cedar Street. Tel, 572-M.
L. W. BENNER
All Kinds of Real Estate
2 NORTH MAIN ST.

ROCKLAF

TELEPHONE 23J-J

881

FRANK H. INGRAHAM

Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone!—Office 468.
House 603-W

L R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matters
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

ARTHUR L ORNE

Insurance

Today’* Wi«e Word.
Successor to A. J, Erskine A Co,
“An education for Individuality
Rhould include in a large way the es 417 MAIN ST. • • ROCKLAND, ME.
sential beauty of poetry of thing*; tlie
essential order of history of things;
EDWARD K. GOULD
tlie ultimate vulaes or tlie religion of
tilings; and, in etiildhood particularly,
Attorney at Law
tiie eternal yen und nny or Ihe reality
of tilings.”—Dallas Lore Sharp.
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN FT,
Ui« Beth.
An apple a day keeps tha doctor
away and the fruit of Industry the
sheriff.—Boston Evening Transcript

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
With the Maine Music Company

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 23, 1923.
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THOMASTON

THROWN UNDER TRAIN

VINALHAVEN

The Juanita Club was entertained
Miss Mary Nicholson of Boston is aj
Brakeman A. D. Crosby Ter Wednesday evening by Mrs. Wendell
guest of Mrs. Patrick Sanfey.
Smith. Music rendered by the club
Mrs. N. F. Andrews and Mrs. George
ribly Injured In Accident At musicians, was the feature of the
P Creighton and little son James leave
evening. Refreshments wyge served
tonight for Hoboken. N. J„ where Mrs.
Thomaston Saturday.
The next meeting will be With Mrs
Creighton will reside. Mrs, Andrews j
John Gross.
,
expects to remain for two weeks.
Friday evening at the G. A. R. rooms
The recent blizzard was indirectly
Don’t forget that the Thomaston Lo
cals play the Camden Locals in the responsible for an accident Saturday the Ladies of the G. A. R. held their
Arcade, Rockland, this Tuesday even evening, which nearly resulted in thc annual installation, with1 Mrs. Lucy
death of freight brakeman A. D Calderwood as installing officer and
ing.
Mrs. Mary Lawry conductor. There
The Mission Circle meets this after Crosby.
The train ha.l reached Thomaston a> was work on two dspdidates, Mrs
noon with Miss Harriet Levensaler.
The Baptist choir enjoyed a picnic , C.35, Mr. Crosby threw the switca, and Jesse Greenlaw and (laughter Rita.
supper at the vestry Monday evening, j was *n '''e act
swinging onto one of The officers for Ihe conning year are:
The Spear-Richards wedding takes
cars when the high bank of snow President, Edith Newbert: senior vice
place this evening in Camden at the [ along the side of the track caught him president. Susan Hopkins; junior vice
home of the bride’s parents. Mr. and forcibly and he was thrown under . c president. Lora Hardjson; treasurer.
Lottie Carver; secretary. Villa Calder
Mrs. Winfield Richards.
moving train.
Fred Hinckley, who has been clerk-I Th*‘ w >eels Passed over hls leXf al’m wood; chaplain. Margaret Glidden;
P. I., Minnie Smith: eouduetor, Gert
ing at Levi Seavey’s store for the past near the shoulder. The train which
was. brought to rude Hall; assistant conductor, Hester
few months, leaves today for New.,j was
, moving
, but slowly
.
York, enroute to Bermuda, where he an immediate standstill, the caboose Ames: guard. Kate Coombs; assistant
has accepted a position as cashier and: wa« detached and in It the injured guard, Eva B. Smith and pianist.
Mertie Mahoney. Luncheon was serv
bookkeeper at Hotel Hamilton.
™an was ™,,hed ,o *hls c
Walter Winchenbach. who was called »urP«' ambulance was In waiting and ed and a social evening with cards
was enjoyed. The committee for
here by the death of his mother, Mrs. Mr. Crosby was taken to Knox Hos luncheon were: Eva B. Smith. Kate
pital. where it was found that the am
Annie Winchenbach, returned to Port
putation of the injured arm would be Coombs. Minnie Smith, May Lawry
land Monday. He was accompanied
necessary. The shoulder blade was and Margaret GliflJon.
by his sister, Mrs. Ward Grafton, who
Charles Sutton of Boston was the
found to be fractured, and two fingers
will visit him for a few days.
guest of Mr. and 'Mis. I. W. Fifield
of the right hand were broken.
The evening dancing class and asMr. Crosby is a resident of Oakland. Friday. He returned home Saturday.
seinbly under the instruction of Jennie Me., is about 33 years of age. and has
Mrs. Clara Pendleton and sister.
Harvey Percival will lie held in Watts
a wife and three children. Mrs Mrs. Cora Carton, who are spending
hall Wednesday evening, beginning
Crosby, who is in ill health, is at the winter in Boston, were among the
promptly at 7.30.
\ present making her home in Winslow’s many who saw Rudolph Valentino the
Wednesday evening the officers m
movie idol at the Copley Plaza Hotel.
Mills.
Grace Chapter, O. E. 8., will be in
The Silent Sisters held a mask ball
stalled by Miss Angie Drinkwater of
at the Armory' Thursday evening.
UNION
Camden.
Music
by
the
“Knickerbockers.”
Mrs. Annie Winchenbach
Luncheon was served at intermission.
The postponed installation of Bethd The prizes were awarded as follows:
Mrs. Annie Winchenbach, widow of
William Winchenbach, died early Sat Rebekah Lodge and Mt. Horeb En Ladies' and gentlemen’s first prize.
urday morning at the home of her campment will be held Saturday even Mr. and Mrs. Oscar E. Lane as "Mr.
daughter. Mrs. Ward Grafton, Brooklyn ing. Jan. 27. weather permitting. Al’ and Mrs. Peter Rabbit;’’ ladies' second
Heights. Funeral services were held members who have not been solicited prize, Mrs. Frank Rossitter and Mrs.
Monday afternoon, conducted by Rev I for food will please bring pastry.
Fred Greenlaw as "The Gold Dust
Roy H. Short, pastor of the Baptist
carpet arrived last week for ae Twins:" gentlemen’s second prize to
church. She is survived by five chil-j odd Fellows Hall and Mr. Mbntgo”.- W. Adelhwt Smith as "Uncle Josh.”
dren, Mrs. Ward Grafton. Mrs. Harlow ery of the Fuiler-Cobb-Davls store nut
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Cunningham of
Brown of Warren. Walter of Portland. it down in fine shape.
Roekiand spent the weekend as guests
A.
A.
Winters,
Newell
Palmer
and
Frank of Rockland and Charles of
of Sir. and Mrs. Koy Nickerson.
Thomaston.
Interment was in the "a'ter Horsmsti who are surveying
Mrs. E. G. Carver entertained the
family lot at Thomaston. Mrs. Win-1 at thc
M4lls
tor
O’"9.1 Washington Club on Saturday even
chenbach was in her 70th year .
Main“ Po*’er
are boarding w.tn
ing Supper was served.
Mrs. Bertha Simmons.
Deputy sheriff W. J. Billings, grand
Mrs.
W.
E.
Perry
is
confined
to
hu
Who is the best looking man in
juryman Fernald Ames and jurymen.
home
with
illness.
Knox county?—adv.
-10
William Cummings was stricken ’•>>■ Wilbur Coombs and C. Meservey F.
Ames lefl Monday to attend the Janu
illness last week.
CAMDEN
Miss Howes was pallejl to her home ary terra, of court at Rockland.
Frederick Jones returned Friday
i last week by the death of her grandfrom Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bowers of mother.
Miss I Lunt of Calderwood's Neck
Portland are on a honeymoon visit
W. L. Ballard of Hampden, who has
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank the sale of the Walking products in spent the weekend with Mrs. William
Bowers.
Knox County, was in town the past Teale.
Qgrroll Burns returned Saturday
Lincoln Academy was victorious in week.
O. W. Currier of Appleton left it's from a trip to Hamburg, Germany.
Friday night’s basketball game, the
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Lepftpi are
boys by a 24-23 margin and the girls span of horses standing at Bessey's
mill one day recently while loading spending the winter in New York.
by a score of 7 to 4.
C. F. Grimes has returned ’"fiVun an
Miss Dorothy Gross has returned shingles. Something started them and
they ran up onto the commWn and extended trip to Boston, New York and
from a visit in Bejfast.
Mrs. Horatio Woodcock will enter dashed by Bertha Simmons’ house and Philadelphia.
Emil Coombs and family are to oc
brought up op Mrs. Linda Davis' new
tain the Methodist society tomorrow.
Another pool and billiard tourna piazza. Both horses stood on the cupy rooms in Miss A. L. Randall's
ment has been started by the Camden piazza and the pole ran up the corner residence on Chestnut street.
William Glidden recently purchased
Business Men’s Association, and the of the house. One horse broke through
Masonic Club, which promises to rival but fortunately no great damage was a horse of Charles Harriman.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
last year’s contest in fun produced. done.
The officers of Union Lodge. I. O. hold its Installation tonight (Tuesday).
John Paul captains the Business Men’s
team and Henry D. Storey leads the O. F„ were installed by district deputy Refreshments will be served.
The Dotage Club was entertained
Masons. The losers wilt pay for the grand master Will C. Miller Saturday
banquet at the close of the tournament. evening. Jan. 20. a9 follows; N. G., Saturday evening at the home of Mrs.
Hartley Blanchard is home again E. A. Matthews; V. G., Clarence Leon Frank Jones with Mrs. Faustina
ard; R. S., Alvah E. Ames; F. S.. Roberts as hostess.
Refreshments
from Madison.
The funeral of Mrs. I. W. Heal was Ralph Williams; T., Frank Lenfe--t: Tvere served.
Mr. and Mrs. James Tabutt returnheld last Wednesday, Rev. J. M. Rat W.. Arthur Ferris; C., Arthur Wincapaw; R. S. N. G., Alonzo Davis; L. S. fed to North Haven Wednesday, hav
cliff of Rockland officiating.
The Baptist Missionary Society was N. G.. Herbert Meaaer; R. S. S.. W 1- ing been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
entertained by Mrs. Charles Tobin son Merriam; L. Sk S., Clifford Well liam Lawry the past week.
man; O. G„ Jerah L. Robbins; I. 6..
Deputy President Addie Bucklin, re
Saturday
Alfred Tohin of Boston has been the! Edmund Harding; R. S. \. G R. H turned Friday from Rockland, where
Lewis she installed the officers of Miriam
lest of Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Dickens sl>rowl- ®"d L- S; ' guest
Brooks. The work of Mr. Miller as D Rebekah Lodge of Rockland.
recently.
D. G. M. was highly complimented
The Dumb Belles were entertained
and in his remarks after the installa-i Monday evening by Miss Pauline HenGEORGE F. SUMNER
lion he referred feelingly to the days nigar. Lunch was served. The next
of his childhood spent in this town meeting will be held with Miss Mar
The following obituary’ is from the
and paid a splendid tribute to the tm- guerite Young.
Springfield iMo.) Daily Leader:
tlring work of Bro. S. G. Hills in keep
C. L. Boman was home from Au
"George F. Sumner. 81 years old, died
ing up the interest in Odd Fellowship gusta for the weekend.
Jan. 11 at his home, 438 East Elm
and helping to make Union Lodge whjit
The Pals enjoyed the hospitality of
street. Mr. Sumner was born in Cam
den. Maine. J'uly 28, 1841, and came it is today. A bountiful supper wks Mrs. Max Conway Wednesday even
to Missouri in 1867, entering the serv se-ved in the dining room after the in ing.
A necktie and apron ball will be
ice of the Frisco, which at that time stallation.
Officers elected by Storer-Collins given in the near future by the Silent
was known as the A. P. He remained
Post Jan. 9 were: Commander, Walter Sisters.
in the service of the road continuously
James Christie returned to Stoning
until he was retired by the company on Burgess; vice commander, Hadley
a pension. Feb. 8, 1868, Mr. Sumner Prouty; adjutant, Maynard Lucas; ton Saturday, having spent a few days
finance
officer,
Clarence
Leopard;
his

In town.
was married to Miss Ellen Spencer of
Sanborn and Arey have finished
Cuba, Mo., who survives him. Mr. torian. Arthur Ferris; chaplain, Alvah
E.
Ames
and
past
sendee
officer,
harvesting ice for the season.
Sumner was a member of Ihe Masonic
Charles
Burgess.
Percy Rawley of Bangor was in
and Odd Fellow lodges, retaining his
town Friday.
Masonic
membership at Camden,
J. S. Black returned Friday from
Maine, and the Odd Fellowship with
SWAN'S ISLAND
New York.
the Cuba Lodge. Mr. Sumner was »
veteran of the Civil War, serving for
Mrs. Sarah J. Morse of Swan's Is
ih-i-hhii
four years with the Twelfth Maine land died Jan. 10, after a long illness.
Battery. Mr. Sumner was in contin Besides her husband, Sylvester Morse,
uous service throughout the historic she leaves two sons. Fernando F. and
I06ENES Looked For an •
struggle between the North and South Nelson T. Morse, both of Old, Harbor
Honest Nan. If He Had
Mr. Sumner is survived by a widow and a daughter Mrs. Lida Hjwkes of
Been Wise Enough to *
and two daughters, Miss Jennie Sum Kennebunkport.
Advertise He Could ■
ner of this city and Mrs. Ernest Lovan
In the woods there is four or five
of Houston, Texas; one sister, Mrs. feet of snow on a level and it has been
j Hare Sat Still and Waited For !
Irene Bryant of Union.”
; Honest Neo to Come to Him. ; [
next to impossible for the woodchopMr. Sumner was the youngest of ten pers to work. The swamps have not
children born to Charles and Nancy frozen, and wood cannot be hauled,
twil lilt nil IIHIIII HI
iCoggin) Sumner, who were long resi and there is likelihood of much short
dents of Union. Since locating in the
age in the wood supply of the island.
West he had visited his old home bui
The cable to connect Swan's Island
twice, once in 1872 and the last time
in 1893. tie lived to a ripe old age aS with the mainland has ben ordered by
the board of directors, so there is hope
was characteristic of the family. The
of having communication before an
oldest of the family, William O., died
when George was a young man. The other winter. Subscriptions and con
next oldest, Hannah Post of Owl’s tributions to the Cable Fund are not
Head, lived to he 98. The only one of yet complete and all good friends are
tEUULATWN-0IZM WITH NAMi
the family left, Mrs. Irene V. Bryant j asked to assist in order that the
AND ADDRESS IT MAKER AND
of Union, will he 92 if she lives till project may be successfully completed.
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
David C. Bridges of Minturn died
Feb. 6.
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
suddenly Jan. 17. He dropped dead
while on the way to bis woodlot, his
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
heart evidently not being able to stand
For Pound size
the exertion from walking in the deep
You Gan Talk to Practically
Postage 15 oents tddlUeaal
snow. Mr. Bridges was 61 years of
age, and leaves a wife and daughter.
All the People hi the Town
He was one of the oldest and staunch
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
THROUGH THIS PAPER
est supporters of the order of Odd
Postage 10 oents additional
! Fellows on the island. The Odd Fel
lows were present in a body at the
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
funeral and the burial service of the
ered at eame time, add to the prtoe
order was in their charge at the grave
of first 1000, $4.00 and 16 oents post
| William Van Horn and Clifford and
age fof e»ob 1000.
I Lester Staples have been to Rockland
[ Storms made a three day trip out of
GILCHREST
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
i what was intended to be of only one
For Half Pound else
day’s duration.
Postage 10 oents additional
Mr. and Mrs. Rpscoe Joyce and fam
ily have returned from Rockland
WORKS
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
j where they have been visiting.
Successor |o A. F. Efurton
On Friday evening Atlantic was il
Postage 10 oents additional
luminated by the glare of what seemed
GRANITE AND MARBLE ! to be a large fire supposedly on the For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same lime, add to the prlos
j eastern side of Mt. Desert Island.
of first 1000, $3.00 aod MUtoirfs pott
CEMETERY WORK
| Seth Joyce was obliged to take his
age for eaoh 1000.
I motorboat to Old Harbor on account of
Main Street
Mackerel Cove being filled with ice
I There has been much drift ice but it has
THOMASTON, MAINE
' not stayed long, being broken up by
COURIER10-tf
! the heavy storms.
I Report is current that there is plenty
GAZETTE,
| of coal at Cranberry Islands from two
Rockland
Maine
schooners which were wrecked there
during the laet storm.

i ir
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In Everybody's Column

HAWBONE’S MEDITATIONS

PRINTED BUTTER
. PAPER PRICES

MONUMENTAL

THE

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

AH Got some whut pty

Advertisements la this column not u> exceed
three lines Inserted once tat {3 cents, 3 limes
for 50 cents Additions! lints 3 team etch
tor tee lime, 1(1 cent* S timet Sil words mike
s line

MEN WANTED

CALL "MARYLAN' ST»fLt"

FROG-LAIGS IN A BEALE

Lost and Found

STREET RESTRAINT YlSTiDPY
BUT DEyj MOSLY 5?nrLEf

TO LEARN FISH SKINNERS TRADE
We Pay You While You Learn

Z//

DEEP SEA FISHERIES, INC.
*

•

Telephone 851-W.

Apply to Mr. Small
10-11

INCORPORATED 1870

THOMASTON

WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS ANO
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON. MAINE

Tu&S-tf

SAVINGS BANK

OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
Deposits Start On Interest the First of Each Month
llS-tf

------ -..... -. ...—nickel
____
Will Under return u» Mid}, |V(!GUW, Thom
aston. Reward
<
8*111
LOST—Saturday night a sunt of money be
tween B. K Stmmous and Boston Shoe Store
Reward at THIS OFFlCT.

Wanted
WARREN

Copyright, J921 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate

APPLETON RIDGE
Of all the classics we think "Snow
bound” the most appropriate, and we
are certain that J. G. was not day
dreaming when he wrete that most
beautiful of poems. Surely we are
"shut in from all the world without.”
though perhaps we are not "content
to let the north wind roar in baffled
rage at pane and door” especially if
the grocery man is unable to reach US
with our allowance of Hour and kero
sene. and the R F. D. is stalled in
a snowdrift, while we are peering
through the frosted windows watching
for his coming, bemuse we expected a
letter from "Mary Alice.”
On going to the barn Wednesday
morning Elmer Sprague found one of
his pair of oxen dead. For several
days the animil had not appeared
just right, but had eaten and drank
as well as ever apparently suffering
no pain.

Many of the neighbors are, or have
been, in the grip of the grippe, it flew
however when Dr. Plumer put in ap
pearance. although he did not call it
the "flu.”
Albert G. Pitman reports seeing a
robin Tuesday, and the same day the
writer saw a spider crawling along a
6-foot snow bank. Crows have re
cently’ been seen by several in the vi
cinity.
Mrs. Ava Simpson is teaching the
Ridge school and boarding at home, a
distance of about three miles. Her
father carried her Tuesday, and said
he was three hours making the trip
one way.
Mrs. Arthur L Sprowl has closed
her term of school at the village.
Mrs. Harry Stanley who has been
stopping at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Newbert since her return from
Silsby's Hospital last fall, is now at
her own home.
D. S. Martin is quite poorly at the
present writing. Dr. Plumer was
called Wednesday. Mr. Martin cele
brated his 79th anniversary of his
birth Monday, Jan. 15.
C. F. Newber: lias had a very lame
foot caused by dropping on it a heavy
stick of wood.
1 can’t stop to write any more this
time for a team is going past, and I
must see who1 it • is. Now the tele
phone has rung, and if 1 watch the
pausing of tlw team 1 shall not be able
to catch Mrs,: Smith's conversation
over the wire with Mrs. Jones. I
found out the team was Hiram Brown,
and I heard Mrs. Smith tell Mrs. Jones
that one of the children had a “ter
rible cold,” and she was steeping
pennyroyal and applying goose oil to
the child’s chest. Then 1 had to let
the cat out. and fix the fires, and now
it ,1s time to feed the hens and bring
in the frozen eggs.

PLEASANT POINT
Work is at a standstill here. The
men are kept busy shoveling snow,
and what little sqtare lime they can get
they are making skis.
The young
women are wearing knickers and snow
Shoes.
George Cazallis is mourning the toss
of his faithful old horse "Tom.” The
animal was sick and had to be killed.
On account of the had storms and
drifted roads the Pleasant Point Im
provement Society have had to post
pone their meetings for a number oi
weeks, but ast Friday evening they
met in the schoolhouse and spent a
most enjoyable evening. Another con
test has been started, the captains
being Mrs. losephtne Shuman and
Charles Bucklin. Friday evening Mr.
Bucklin’s side furnished the enter
tainment. next Thursday evening Mrs.
Shuman's side will have charge. Ev
eryone is trying their best to help all
they can. A good pogram is furnished
each evening We have much litera y
talent in th s little place, and some
good times are looked forward to.
A. F. Morse and son are working
every day ia their boat shop. Last
week A. W. ' irne assisted them.
Richard S tuman has returned from
a visit in Tenant’s Harbor.
Kenneth Marshall, who is attend
ing hi(jh s- iooI in Thomaston spent
the weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R. J. Marshall.
Miss Madeline Young is gaining
slowly from her recent illness.

Mrs. Lnura Robinson is helping with
the spooling at the woplen mill, tak
ing the place of Mrs. Newell Eugley
who is ill.
Frank D. Rowe, superintendent of
schools is making his rounds on a
saddle horse since the heavy snows
came, which he is keeping during the
winter for a summer resident of
Crescent Beach.
Gardiner Winslow was hired to re
move the tall snow heaps in front ol
t’he postoffice Friday to greater facili
tate the handling of the mails.
Mrs. Frank Haskell and children
have recovered front their recent at
tack of the grippe cold so lately preva
lent in the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Teague very
pleasantly entertained the Grange
circle and guests to the number of 28
at a flue baked bean supper with all
the fixin’s Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Harriet Cunningham is supply
ing in the weave room, taking the loom
of Mrs. George Booth who was called
to Waldoboro by the illness of her sis
ter
Mrs. Frank Haskell was in Rockland
Friday.
Mrs. Edith Wiley acted as installing
officer at the Tythign Sisters in Thom
aston on Friday evening.
Both Mrs. S. Gay Wooster and Mrs.
Hattie Perry are much improved in
health.
F. L. Teague has a large field of
ice in readiness to begin to harvest
Monday morning on South Pond,
weather permitting.
Miss Norma Packard, formerly of
Warren, underwent an operation in a
Portland hospital Thursday.
The Christmas Club, consisting of
eight
members
comprising:
Mrs.
Nettie Jameson, Mrs. Clara Lermond,
Mrs. Alice Mathews. Mrs. Cora Teague,
Mrs. Abbie Newbert. Mrs. Bessie
Eastman, Mrs. Belle Walker and Miss
M. Grace Walker, who acted ns
hostess, were delightfully entertained
at a chicken supper Thursday even
ing at Vinal’s.
Warren Lodge. 1. O. O. F„ held Its
annual installation of officers Friday
evening followed by art oyster stew:
Ansel Hilt of North Warren acted as
S, D. D. Cl. M. with Fred Mathews
D D. G. M. and Capt Charles Young
D. D. G. W., installing these officers:
F E. Percy N G; Earl Moore, V. G-;
G. D. Gould. R. S.; E. R. Moody, F. S.;
F. L. Davis, treasurer; W. Perkins.
R. S. N. G.t S. Norwood, L. S. N. G.
M. S. Hahn. W.; Merrill Robinson, con
ductor, Robert Packard; I. G., Llew
ellyn Harriman: O. G., Claude Averill;
R. S. 8., Helmar Lamplnen; L. S. S.,
Raymond Steward, chaplain; Emerson
Perkins. R. 8. V. G.; Thomas Robin
son. L. S. V. G.
Herbert Newman is again able to
appear at his store
Dr. Hodgkins was in town Saturday
having been called to North Warren
professionally.
Fred Miller is supplying kiln wood
to the shoe factory.
Rumor says that there will be anoth
er candidate for tax collector at the
March town meeting, and that the first
three initials of- his name are William
H. Perkins.
Many people were amused Thursday
when they saw Charles Libby’s team
hauling a Ford from Waldoboro. The
snow was so deep that many thought
it impossible for a car to get through,
blit this two horse power Ford made
the large drifts all right.

When You Are In Waul
Of Anything
Try Our

GRANITE CUTTERS&
POLISHERS WANTED
Also experienced granite cutting and ih>1
iihing apprentices for work in plains in
F: rre, Vermont
Operation Under Amer
leap Plan
Strike, no trouble. Perma
nent positions fyr capable mfcn; Inside
work in heated plants for Winter.
APPLY TO

Allied Granite Industries
Room 905, 73 Tremont St.. Boston
or report ready for work to
BARRE GRANITE MFRS. ASSN.
Barre. Vermont
8-10*

Mr. Merchant—
Make Your Product a Standard
In This Community. We
Will Carry Your Message
Into Every Home

the Bee Hire Cafe.
8-tf

WANTED—Table *irl.
Apply at
tbe
THORNDIKE HOTEL.
151 tf
WANTED—A copy ttf the Hlitorv of South
West Harbor, printed In 1909
Writ* THE
OOURIBB-GABPITE________________ 150-tf
WANTED—3.1 shanty cataond klttena, male
and female. Highest pricer uald JOHN B.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14. 13tf
WANTED—2 wood choppers for the winter,
on stave wood, good chance, $2 tier cord No
camp Board at house $4 per week A W
HTCH. Kaa, Warren. 1‘. 0. Address B f I)
Thomaston
8*11

For Sale

,

FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos
-------- ------------S4TIDLKVS
FCB5ITCTI.HE .............................
STORE. *83 Main
S:re?t, Roekiand.
10-tf

FOR SALE—-’rhe Freeman CoPmhs farm
Suitable for summer home
MRS ADDIE
COOMBS, Vinfillwven, Me. R F D 43
1$*15

FOR SALE—Horse, prisop wing and wagon
' **
Owi’is Head.
■■- Me
HAROLD W PH1LBROOK,
Tel 3M»-4
$-11
FOR SALE—Litter of extra tine collie pups
7 weeks old, also female black cockerel spapieH pup DR SHERMAN, City. Tel 598-W
9*11
Four Monumental Cutters for fin
FOR SALE—Upholstered sleigh in good con
ished work! Steady employment. dition; also forge with blower attached.
WALTER S BENNER, R. F. D CRjr Te!
•09-.M
9-12
American plan.
FOR SALE—Round Hub f)ak siove for Hy
ing room; also leatherette covered couch. MRS
D. L MdTABTHV, 43 Gfova Street,
8-tf
The Perry Granite Corp.
FOR SALE—The Magic dhal burning Brood
er-dependable, gas proof and self regulating
W A. RIPLEY, agent for Knox and Lincoln
WATERBURY, VT.
Counties. Tel. 594-W , Rockland. Me 150-tf
9-11
FOR SALE—Three R L Red roosters, and
ten pullets. Tel. 784 J. MRS J- S PATTER
SON. Ingraham HUI, City.
7-9
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Dajr-old chicks
Pure bred S. C R. I. Reds; '3d Th Slate egg
laying conteat 192®. Eggs for hatching. W. A
RIPLEY. R.H-kland.’ Tel. 594-W
Rtf
WANTED for American Tian operations in
FOR SALE—A h*wsc. Inquire at PEOPLE’S
Vermont Strike No trouble. Permanent
LAI N DRY Limerock Street.
5-tf
positions for capable men. Apply io
FOR SALE—Ne# and wand hand boljers.
ALLIED GRANITE INDUSTRIES
10 to GO h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
Room 905. 73 Tremont St.. Boston
able for portable mills, 'ftfotorles, boat shops,
Or BARRE GRANIfu MFRS. ASSN.
hoisters. etc. I. L SNOW CO , CHy.
3-lfBarre, Vermont
8-10
FOR SALE—1916 App4tson Touring; excel
BANKRUPTS PETITION FOR DISCHARGE lent condition tftrodghotft Brice $350. A. C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. ’Pbude
In <he matter of
576-R
M T. Jameson A Co . Co-partners,
and
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from tbe
Rodney E. Feyler and Sumner V. Whitney, the town road to Georges River. Beautlfpl loca
mdividtKtl members thereof as partners
tion for summer cottage Boating, fishing and
and individually, Bankrupt.
bathing facilities
Inquire MISS tVA K
In Bankruptcy
TORRBY. Tenant's BsRtor
To the Honorable John A. Peters. Judge of tne
Tnited States for the Dislri« of Maine.
M T Jameson A Co, ^o-partnera. and Rod
t To-Let
ney E Feyler and Sumner P Whitney, thp
members thereof -as partners and individually,
TO LET—Newly furnished rooms by day or
of Owl s Head, in the County of Knox, ami -wevk
ANNIE FLINT, 2 Summer St., City.
.Slate of Maine, in said DkbcM, respncifuhy Tel. 665-11.
TO-Ti
represents, that on the thirtleih day of January.
TO
LET
—Is there any one who wants lyo
IR22, they were duly adjudged bankrupt Indi
vidually and as co-partners aforesaid, unde# cosy room* at a rent so cheap that they f»in
the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; afford to climb <wo flights of stairs? If so, call
10-Vf
that they have duly surrendered all their prop TELEPHONE 411-Werty and rights of property, and have fully
TO LET—6-room tenement; bjtfh„ . elntfrjc
complied with all the requirements of said
gas and garage, at 37 Camden street
Acts and of the orders of Court (touching tb?ir lights,
Apply to MRS THOMAS. ±76 Main St f*l.
bankruptcy.
151.
4 19-tT
Wherefore they pray tha*: they may be de
creed by the four; to have a full discharge
TO LET—Large front room, suitable for two
from all deJy.s provable against their estate people, with or without board. MRS. MARY
individually and aa co-partners aforesaid under BURKETT Tel. 609.-M.
h-tf
suid Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
TO LET—Tenement In Gregor? Block, 7<4
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of December. Main stTeet Inquire C A HAAIIL/PQN, 442
Main street.
9-tf
A. D 1922
RODNEY K. FEYI/ER.
TO LET—One of the fineirt flats in the city,
SI’MNER 1* WHITNEY.
newly painted and deooitored. All modem, on
Bankrupt.
car line Inquire at C. M BLAKE WALL PA
PER STORK
-tf
ORDER OF NOTICE THERSON
TO LET—’Furbished rdnihs by day or week.
District of Maine, ss
On this 2(Kh day of January. A. D 1923, on 17 Lindsey Bt MRS ASENATH ACHORN
5*10
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, that a heaping he had
TO LET—Convenient and desirable fdr
upon »he same on the 2nd day of Mai*ch, A D nished tenement of five rooms, toilet and shed,
1923, before said Court at Portland, in said excellent cemented cellar, all separate, good
District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and neighborhood; electric lights, hardwood floors,
that notice thereof be published in The Courier- gas n.nge, and alt needed household furnish
Gazette, a newspaper printed in said District, ings Just been thoroughly renovated .through
E Have a Varied Assortment and tlmt all known creators, aud other peraonr out, while the furnishings are mostly new
in interest, may appear at the said time and
ol Type, Which Enables Us place, and show cause, if any they have, why Just lrke moving into a newly built and fur
nished building WU1 be rented to a responsi
ihe prayer of said petitioner should not he ble party on reasonable leans No shori lern‘
to Satisfy the Demands of PARTIC
granted.
application will be considered. Full particu
And it is further ordered by the Court, that lars of F. \V, COLLINS, 18 North Main Street.
ULAR PEOPLE In Printing Ads..
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known cred- Rockland, Maine.
6-lf
irors
copies of said petition and this order,
Circulars, Invitations, Cards, Etc
TO LET—Store wtlh cebented basement at
address to them at their places of residence as
275 Main St. Tel. 242*4, or apply at 89 Park
st axed
i
4tf
Witness the Honorable John A. Peters. Judge St
ENGRAVED CARDS-Call at thia office and of said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
TO LET—FurnishId
at 10 PLEASANT
examine styles. If you already have a plate land, in said District, on the 20th day of Jan STREET
155*|f
bring it in and let us print you cards In latest na rv. A D 1923.
L.8
JOHN F. KNOWVTON, Clerk
■Itp
THE mrRlF.R-OAfcRTTfl
TO LET—Furnlgbed . house on Mechanic
■ —■■■
■
■
_
jg.—egey.
street^-on car line, R. K. SNOW, Tel. 490 or
•t-R.
.
148-tf
TO LET—5 roonTuinant^ft ~ good 1<location.
L t. CHASE, 45 UliUt St. Tel 665-22.

WANTED

QUARRY FOREMEN

W

i143-tf

TO LET—Nine-roan, "nsement; good loca
tion L. r. CHAS*, is Middle Htrtet. til.
665-2.
lJg.tfTO LET—STORAGE—Fdr furniture, Hotel,
and musical instruments or anythl«g that re
quires a dry. clean room. Terms reasonable.
J R. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland
4Sit

Miscellaneous

SIMONTON CORNER
In spite of the very bad traveling
quite a number of young people from
the corner managed to get to the play
given by th- Senior class of Rockport
High Schoo at Glencove last Friday
and found
well worth their while.
Miss Sara Simonton spent the week
end with rt atives in Rockland.
Considerit g the bad weather we
have hud 1 tely the school at the
corner has .een very well attended.
Joe Morton is able to be out again
after his rt -ent Illness.
Mrs. Cob Annis who cared for the
late Mrs. Craves, has returned home
We now h tve a handy little grocery
store, propt ,etor Frank Rollins.
Al. Trim Is employed as janitor at
[the school house during the cold
I weather.
The Con munity hall is completed
and will 1m open to the public Friday
night, Jan 26, when a grand ball will
be held. Music by Dean’s Orchestra
with popular prices.

WANTED-Chamber maid at WkNOKOR
HOTEL. City.
id tf
| WANTED—HousekPeper In family of three
I in city. Tel 461-Al,
3$$.___________ 8 11
WANTED—Cirl for general housework, at 14
| MYHTLK ST., Rockland
9*11
WANTED —Woman for general housework.
Apply at Recruiting Office, second floor Post
Office bui Wing.
9-11

WANTED—Waitress, at
WANT AD. COLUMNS Llnterock
street.

Faith in Strangers
The days hsva not yet come when the uniophiiticated country-

NURSE—MRS A. T. SMITH, the nurss. is
stating at Mrs. Mary BtirkeU’a, 75 Broad
Street Tel 669-M
9«11
PICTURE FRAMING -I-carry a nice line . (
Mouldings and can All all orders prootptly and
at reasonable prices EDWIN H. MAXCT over
rityson s Store, at the Brook
10*t7
*BABY_CHIX—Wyllle’s «. C Reds, breeding
stock, farm raised, In open front houses. Our
breeding pens are headed by a pedigreed corfe.
erel. 270 egg-strain haby chicks 22 cents each,
delivered Order early. F. H. WYLIAE, Thora| aston. Maine Phone 171-42 Bt 1.
1»12
LADIES—Reliable Itotk or hair goods at
the Rockland Hair fttore, 336 Main St. Mall
orders solicited HELEN C. RHODES lttf

“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTV.” s very

mu eeuea to be buncoed by mooth-tongued sharpen. Every
day we hear of some one being duped, al because ef innocent
faith in stmngen.

bandy 106 page book compiled by R. B. Fill
more. gives ;ho official history of the county
and a page or so Is devoted to each ot the
towns sad two plantations Sent by mall to
any address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B
FILLMORE. 86 Main Street Thomaston
142-4f

If wo would confine ow dealings as much as possible to people

THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Reportet
is on nle at J. >. CARVER'S. BocMukT*

wo know, we would fare much better.

Instead of sending our

money sway to people we neves saw and neves expect to see,
lot's spend il wbese we know who gets it

Tho biggest reasoo is that die fallow wo know has to face us
daily ud he can’t afford to "ating" ua. He has a reputation for
square dealing that he wants to keep. He's your local merchant

—your friend. Lean to know him better. It pays you because
he has to make it do so.

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER

LOST—Gold watrii. Monday nlgirt, on Main
Street Reward. HAHOLII JACKSON, 14 Cam
den Street, City..
. „
l«»i-!
LOST -Female wbrt. sod vellow hound pill1
Seward if returned to LEROY KALLOCH, S2,t
Uinert.ek street. Tel 808-W.
ltl-lt
LOST- Female while and yellow hound pup
Reward If returned to RAY KALLOCH. 32o
binioroclt ttreet
T^l 8^6-W.
Il-2(1
LOST—Pearl ear ring Reward |1. (TRACE
A. HART, it'-, Myrtle St,
8»10

TRADE AT HOME

Support- rhe TcMn that SupportsYou

■wifrcvj-X
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MICKIE SAYS
OOUY UEMER ASK UY FER

In addition to personal notes recording de
parture* and arrlrela, the department especially
dealtes Information ot social happenings, par
ties, ' musical*, etc. Notes sent ty ttall or
Uleghsne will he gladly received.
TuertUHiE ........................................... 770

There will be a meeting ot the Bus!
nees and ■ PwfeSslonal Women's Club
Tuesday evening at the rooms on Elm
street. There Is important business
to be transacted.

'St. Peter’s Guild will meet with Mrs.
F. J. Alden, 10 Leland street, Tlturs
day afternoon at il o’clock. Members
will take their own work

A Pause, om’havp a oaten’

=|

HAMOBiUA, aeeux. ITS JEST
St 1AUCH TROUBLE TtJ FIX
UP TH' TMPC M PRESS PER
owe er

per a twqusauo’.

Special Showing
and Sale of
*

A. E. Brunberg is in Kiiox Hospital
for surgical treatment

j. ». i I
r

.

High Grade

Wll(iam W. Case left last week for
St. Petersburg. Fla., where together
with John Donohue he will be engaged
by Jack Taylor in. tho devolopmont of
Florida’s Pasadena.

Rockland will see one of her oldtime residents this spring, as Walter G
Tibbetts, brother of William F. Tib
betts ef this city, plans to spend several
weeks here before his son, Jonathan
Cilley Tibbetts, graduates from Bow(loln Qollegp. Mr. Tibbetts left Rock
land when but a boy and engaged in
the ship building and repair business,
in Alameda, Calif. The years have
dealt very kindly with him, and with
Mrs. Tibbetts (formerly Miss Grace
Cilley of Rockland) he is touring
South America on thc beginning of the
trip which terminates here in the
mopth of roses.
. . ■
t
Mrs. Annio Flint will entertain Class
29 at her home Thursday afternoon and
evening. After the picnic supper there
will be a business meeting, with roll
call, and election of officers'.

Capt. and Mrs. Amos Dow and Yeaton
Robinson of Thomaston were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Newbert.
Dr. F. B. Adams will leave for the
South Feb. 2 and will be away until
April 1.

Miss Lucy Edwards, the Waltham
nurse, who came into the public eye
a fortnight ago by her heroic horseback
ride to Clark Island, over 14 milep of
drifted roads, spent the weekend in
this city as the guest of Mrs. Edwmd
Edwards. She was called to Clark
Island by the illness of her sister,
whose condition has so steadily im
proved under her expert care that Miss
Edwards felt it safe to return to her
duties io Waltham yesterday. Miss
Edwards' achievement was made the
subject of extended newspaper articles
in two Boston Sunday newspapers, one
of which gave an actual account of her
experiences from the time she left
Rockland on the horse loaned by her
brother Peter Edwards of Linjerock
street until she arrived at Clark Is
land. The other Sunday newspaper,
seeking to go its rival one better, pub
lished a map of Miss Edwards' sup
posed ride, but felt Into the error of
sending her over Ingraham Hill—the
route she did not take. Miss Edwards
is exceedingly mofjest about her adven
ture, and it was only ufter much per
suasion that she was willing to dis
cuss it at all for newspaper publicatlon.
Miss Helen D. Perry left for Bir
mingham, Ala., yesterday, and' will
spend a few days in Boston and No v
York enroute.
*

One of the principal objections to the
use of small rugs In homes where hard
wood floors are laid is the tendency of
the rugs to slip under the weight i f
a person walking on them, and there
by become the cause of possible inju
ries, An .entirely new idea designed
to obviate slipping of rugs has recent y
been tried out with results that have
been highly gratifying. It is based cn
the well known clinging qualities of
rubber and as adopted consists of a
mat er base ef a^net-like fabric made
of cotton or other fibres combined with
rubber and intended to be attached tc
the under side of the rug by sew
ing loosely. The makers of this device
recommend that it be laid on the un
der side of the rug and trimmed to
about an inctf inside the edge all
around and then sewed fast. A rug
so treated will not slip, but will gain
in stability and resiliance. • thereby
increasing its life.—Dry Goods Econ
omist.

Mrs. Fred B. Robbins has taken
rooms In the Davis Apartments, coi
ner of Main and Elm streets.
Miss Hazel Young, who has been
vlsitipg her old home at Matinicus re
turned last week to Brookline, Mass.
While in town she called on her aunts,
thc Misses Young.

Tbe Misses Young have received
word that Mrs. Herbert J. Keith sailed
from France Jan. 17, on Mie Rotterdam,
with the remains of the late Mr. Keith
and is due to arrive in New York the
27th.
^Mrs. Frank A. Tlrrell was the host
ess at a charming six-table auction
party held at her Summer street home
Friday afternoon. Prizes were won
by Mrs. Lucia Miles, Mrs. Ruth Bird,
Mrs. Helen Lamb and ' Mrs. Jessie
Mitchell. The hostess was assisted in
serving by Miss Carrie Fields, Mrs.
Mildred Norcross and Mrs. Margaret
Perry.

THURSDAY
JAN. 25

ALL THIS WEEK

r Kemp’s1
COUCH?

■»

Tues fulHlU May 21

J-

-- -- - —LACE OVERBLOUSES-- -- -- -- -at $6.00 to $12.50 each

*-

In shades of Brown, Black and Navy, all latest models

Satin Waists and
Blouses
in several styles, made in shades
of Brown, Navy, Black and
Whits, at

$5.00 to $10.00 each
Cotton Waists

Taffeta Waists
Black or Fancy Stripe Silks, in
several styles, at prices from

$3.50 to $7.50
Crepe de Chine and
Georgette Waists
and Overblouses

of Vailes, Muslins and Madras
Tailored, fancy lace trimmed
and hand made, at prices from

all the new colors to match
Suits and Skirts. Some are
beautifully embroidered with
Beads, others plain models, at
prices from

$1.50 to $3.50 each

$3.50 to $8.50

SEE OUR MAIN ST. WINDOW DISPLAY

412 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME
OWlWRSaUH
Mrs. Carrie Duncan, Miss Anna Hahn,
TENANT’S HARBOR
Miss Etta O'Neil, Mrs. A. L. Price, Mrs.
Minnie Newbert, Mrs. Grace Brubaker,
The I. O. O. F. installation will he
Mr9. Delia Day, Mrs. Agnes Glendenheld Tuesday evening, Jan. 23. The
ning and Mrs. Ethel Gonia.
Rebekah officers will be installed Fri
Mrs. Nettle Stewart is recovering day evening. Jan. 25.
The four-year-old daughter of Mr.
from a ten days’ attack of grippe.
and Mrs. Columb was carried to the
hospital last week for appendix treat
’ Mrs. Harmon Davis of the Davis
ment which may result in an operation.
Garment'Shop is in Boston on a busi
Last Thursday evening the officers of
ness trip.
Eureka 1/odgc. F. & A. M. were in
stalled by l’ast Master Manfred
The cheery voice of George F. BatHumphrey, assisted by Edward Bick
bour was heard over The Courier-Ga
more as marshal, and Dr. Leach as
zette telephone this morning telling
chaplain. The officers for the ensuing
the world that he was home after a
nkinth’s stay at the Knox Hospital, year follow: W. M.. Frank Robinson;
S. W., Henry Robinson; J. W.. Harold
yyhere he underwent a serious open
(ton. He hinted that friendly visits Watts; secretary, Granville Bachelder;
would not be unwelcome during his treasurer, Weston Rivers; marshal,
John MacKcnzie; chaplain, Charles
period of convalescence.
Kalloch; S.’d„ Fred Chillis; J. D„
Harry Patterson; S. S., John -Wood;
Joseph P. Riley and bride, who have J. S., Earl Kinney: tyler, Will Hast
been spending their honeymoon in this ings. Music was furnished by Mar
city and Thomaston have returned to ston's orchestra, and a picnic supper
their home in Pawtucket, R. I.
was served.
The Chapin Class meeting, postponed
from Wednesday evening of this week
will be held Monday evening at 7.30 at
the home of Mrs. Raymond Bird. Ma
ple street, with Mrs. Daisy Bird and
Mrs. Ella Bird as hostesses.
Mrs. J. E. Folsom of Cambridge is
guest of Mrs. Harrison F. Hicks.

The Methebesec Club will meet with
Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham, 25 Lindsay
street Friday afternoon. This is the
fourth attempt and no storm is ex

pected.

Thc Davis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Elin streets, is having a ten
days' mark down sale on Coats, Suits,
Dresses, Skirts and Furs.
10-11
______________«

Rat Costly to Jamaica Planters.
Rats destroy, annually, at least ofletwentlefh of Jamaica's sugar cane
crop, causing a loss of about a million
dottars.

A

At the Parent-Teacher Meet
ing Last Night—The Men
ace of Impure Milk.
"Moro children die every year from
measles and whooping cough than
from diphtheria and scarlet fever,” de
clared Dr. J. W. Laughlin at the Pa
rent-Teacher Association meeting last
night. Dr. Laughlin, who is a State
health officer, brought a mine of vitally
interesting health information to hi3
audience. He explained the health
laws regarding suspicious cases in
school and told of 21 cases of scarlet
fever coming from one not sent home.
He discussed quarantine and house
holder co-operation, school children
examination, dental clinics and fremilk to the undernourished. He took
up the question of carriers and told ./f
their menace. He mentioned a city
with 20 typhoid cases. Health offlcei's
found the majority of them took milk
from one farmer and the others ate ir.
a restaurant he supplied. His farm
was found all rigljt but a farmer he
bought of had an infected well.
Tne speaker made a plea for isola
tion cf children with coughs and con
tagious diseases and for universal tox
in-anti-toxin vaccine against diph
theria. He described the remarkablrsuceess of this treatment in New York
where not a caVe was lost out of 69.000. In this connection he told of tho
wonderful Schick test as used in that
city. His talk was followed by a lively
open forum.
The new president, Mrs. ('. F. Snov,
presided and asked co-operation in the
Food Fair and donations to the mys
tery booth.

MRS. CHARLES M. SULLIVAN

F. J.SW10HTIIH CO.

R. U. Collins, 375 Main street, will
assist yyu in making out your income
tax returns.—«dv.
9-11
PL /, on* *0 f-*i
Cni/dr.-’n /:.?•’

HEALTH THE TOPIC

We artshowing hundreds of beau
tiful Waists and Blouses, including
Silks, Satins, Crepes, Georgettes, Lace
and various' Cotton Materials.

Hyman Alperin and bride of Albany.
Clarence Storer has returned to N. Y„ are spending a few days of
Rockland after an absence of nearly their honeymoon in this city.
two weeks, Utlng called to Union by
the death uf his father, Benjamin
The Cribbage Club was entertained
Storer, Who dropped 'dead Jan. 10. Mr. Friday evening by Mrs. Henry Col
Storer has the sympathy of all who burn at her cosy home on Jefferson
know him as he was thc only child. street.
Lunch was served by the
The deceased is also survived by his Misses Elizabeth Colburn and Blanche
wife, Mrs. {Sila Storer.
Scavey. Cribbage and 63 were played,
prizes being won by Mra Charles Mc
Another group'of names was add.d Kinney and Alden Pettee.
to the Woman's Educational Club roil
at iast Friday’s meeting with the ad
Plans are well in hand for the 17th
mission of the following to member anniversary celebration qf the Owl
ship: Miss fiessip Bowers. Mrs. Mabel Benevolent and Fraternal Club which
Stevens, Mrs, Delelia Cunningham, takes place in Temple hall tomorrow
:'X
evening from 6 to 8. i An excellent
banquet will be provided and there will
be oratory galore.

/(.tf f/lilt

E. B. HASTINGS 6 CO.

OZARK BREEZES

When a fellow gets married he quite
owing the florist and begins owing tbe
grocer.
Of course, the rabbit has other trou
bles, but he Isn't subject to arrest for
traveling without a tail light

Jennie (Hix) widow of the late
Charles M. Sullivan of llockland. died
Saturday night at her home in Winter
Hill, Mass., after a brief illness of
pneumonia. Upon receipt of the news,
Mrs. Pearl G. Willey of Camden, a
niece of the deceased, wont to Winter
Hill, and will accompany the remains
to this city Wednesday noon. The
body will be placed in thc receiving
tomb until spring, and then interred in
the Hix cemetery at thc Head of tho
Bay.
The deceased was born in this city
about 67 years ago, a daughter of tho
late Hezekiah and Abbie (Ingraham)
Hix. Her husband was in the harness
making business at The Brook a great
many years. After his death the widow
went to Chelsea. Mass., where she
made' her home until about a year
ago, when she went to Winter Hill to
take a position as housekeeper. The
news of her sudden death brings groat
sorrow among those who remembered
her with an affection that absqnco had
not forgotten.
Mrs. Sullivan is survived by one sis
ter, Mrs. Lane Thorndike of Hudson,
Mass.

MRS. CHARLES A. EMERY
Helen Louise (Holmes), wife of
Charles A. Emery, died Sunday af
ternoon, after several years ot critical
illness, during which she showed won
derful courage and determination.
Mts. Emery was a lifelong resident of
Rockland, and very popular among her
many friends. Being of domestic
tastes she was principally interested
in the welfare of her family, and very
sympathetic and kind to others in time
of trouble. She was 41 years of age.
and is survived by her husband, three
sons—Wendell, 14; Albert, 12; and
Charles 4—her mother. . Mary J.
Holmes; a sister, Mrs. Frank A. Farrand; and a brother. Oliver W Holmes,
by whom she will be greajly missed.
Funeral services will be held this af
ternoon at 2 o’clock at tbe Methodist
Church, Rev. E. V. Allen ollciating.

VISITED THE PRISON
There are several ways to get rich
An official visit was i>ai(I the State
quick. But getting a job as a school
teacher or a mall carrier isn't on the Prison yesterday by the I’rison Com
mittee of the Legislature. Is the party
list.
t

Old John Ruddy is having domestic
trouble again. He Is now accusing hls
wife of using dumdum biscuits on Storm of West Morland flantation.
Staples of Oxford, Palmer'of Island
him.
You may be able to lire a double
life and not be'found out
But you
can’t chew tobacco and keep it *
secret.

A woman could make over an old
bat so that her own husband wouldn't
recognize It.
But she can't fool an*
other woman that easy!

Falls, Owens of Madison an| Overlock
of
Washington
Senator fBailey of
Penobscot was unable to be present.
The committee made a thorough in
spection of the prison plan and ex
pressed unqualified approval of Ward
en Eaton's administration. The com
pletion of the new cell houte, an ad
dition of 60 model ceils. w|« stongiy
recommended, and 35.000 fir repairs
on ihe tenements and out buildings
Was deemed advisable.

FRIDAY
JAN. 26

SATURDAY
JAN. 27

Join the thousands who will take advantage of these won
derful bargains. They 'all represent the utmost in guaran
teed quality merchandise at $1.00, offering you the great
est saving opportunity of the month. Here is the list, check;
off what you need and come bright and early.
I|
Outing Flannel Skirts, 2 for ............... 1.00
Good Sheets............................................ 1-00
Children’s Fleeced Lined Unionsuits...l.00
Leatherette Suit Cases, 24 in., black
or brown, good lock, leather handlel.00
Ladies’ Cotton Hose, black or brown,
4 pairs..................................................... 1.00
Bando Brassieres, 35c value, 4 for . .1.00
5 yards Outing, 36 inch....................... 1.00
2 yards White Damask.......................... 1.00
4 Pillow Slips........................
1.00
2 Envelope Chemise.............................. 1.00
, Aluminum Ware, big assortment . . . 1.00
*32 oz. Balls Aurora Yarn, all colors... 1.00
6 yards Fine Bleached Cotton, 36 in....1.00
Eden Flannel, 25c value, 5 yards .... 1.00
Quilt Size Batts, 75c value, 2 for ... . 1.00
' Indian Head, Linen Finish, 4 yards. .1.00
Bungalow Aprons ................................. 1.00
Outsize Robes and White Petticoats 1.00
4 piece Kitchen Set................................. 1.00
8 yards 20c Crash................................... 1.00
5 yards Gingham............ „.................... 1.00
10 Huck Towels, guest size................ 1.00
Envelope Chemise, $1.50 value . . . .1.00
R. & G., Milo and New Style Corsets,
all sizes ... J............ .........................1.00
Children’s Fleece Lined Vests and
Pants, 2 for......................................... 1.00
Outing Flannfel, dark or light colors,
6 yards.......... *................ ................... 1.00
Feather Pillows, suitable for small bed
pillows or sofa pillows, 2 for.......... 1.00
Good size Huck Towels, 6for.......... 1.00
Heaviest Weight Forest Mills Vests
and Pants............................................. 1.00
36 in. Cretonne, 3 yards for.............. 1.00
6 Rolls Batting........................................ 1.00

3 yards Table Oilcloth............................ 1.00
Black and Colored Ruffle Petticoats....l.OO
Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas............ 1.00
Voile Waists............................................. 1.00
5 yards Silkalene...................................... 1.00
2 extra heavy Turkish Towels, 46x23 1.00
5 yards Long Cloth................................. 1.00
All Linen Crash, 4 yards.................
1.00
Forest Mills Unionsuits, high neck and
♦ long sleeves and Dutch neck and
short sleeves............ .......................... 1.00
Baby Blankets, 2 for............................. 1.00
Hemstitched Huck Towels, 4 for . . .1.00
Outing Flannel Bloomers, 2 pairs. . .1.00
Thermos Bottles.................................... 1.00
Ladies’ Silk Hose, black, brown, white
2 pairs................................................... 1.00
Heather Mixed Hose, 2 pairs............. 1.00
6 yards Dress Percales..........................1.00
Outing Flannel Robes............................ 1.00
4 pairs Children’s 39c Fine Ribbed
Hose ....................................................... 1.00
$1.50 White Petticoats......................... 1.00
6 yards Heavy 40 in. Unbleached
Cotton......................................
1.00
I % yds. Bates 1 urkey Red Damask...1.00
Ladies’ Fleeced Lined Vests and Pants
2 for ....................................................... 1.00
Ladies’ Silk Hose, black, brown or
tan..................................
1.00
36 in. Flannelette for kimonos; also
makes nice Quilt Linings, 4 yds.. . . 1.00
32 in. Bates Ginghams, 35c value, 4
yards............... t...............................................1.00
Good Size White Bed Spread............. 1.00
Black Traveling Bags............................ 1.00
Turkish Towels, 17x31, 6 for........... 1.00
Percale Aprons, 3 for............... >.. . . 1.00

E. B. HASTINGS 6 CO.
MILITANT-MARY >

To • raise ideals
is justoboutttoe|
gamest -stunt-1
KN0WYou'copt'put
fenced • round -then? j
AND’ FOLKS
TRAMPLEON
THEM $0 J
E-FittHuh-

<JFor every surplus there
is a human want.
^The business of the

want

ad

is

to bring

buyer and seller together
quickly.

Put the next “I wish”
that slips through your

mind into a practical step
toward obtaining your

desires, by investing in

PERFORMANCE, NOT PRICE

TRUE MEASURE OF VALUE
EVERY Apperson is a better motor
car because of the many thousands
of Appersons built before it. A
quarter century of creative effort is
reflected in each motor and chassis
unit. In their production, tbe skill of
Apperson mechanics has kept pace
with the refining and simplifying of
mechanical principles and details.
The result is the most sturdy and
accessible 8-cylinder motor car man
ufactured. Its superiority of per
formance, endurance and road com
fort is definite by comparison. A
telephone call will bring the Apper
son demonstrator to your door—
today.

APPURSON
MOTOR

CARS

Seven distinctive body types. Prices range
from 32620 tu 33695 at Kokomo, Indiana.
Excise tax is extra.
APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.

KOKOMO, INDIANA

a want ad.

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
59c

75c •
$1.00

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS
813-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ICtt

A Jazzy Warning.
There are those who refuse to ac
cept the conventional, no matter how
expressed. Take the matter ot the
warning signals now common on the
backs of motor cars. Usually they
flash readily the one word, “Stop.”
But the other evening on Fifth ave
nue, when a light four waa brought to
a standstill, the command, "Halt, Kid,”
flared Into view,—Detroit News,

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave., Rockland

1

TELEPHONE 576-R.

"THE EIGHT WITH EIGHTY LESS PARTS”

I

Fverv OtEe’e-Day
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AMONG THE SCHOOLS

An Educational Task for
the Entire Family

WAR OF 1861-65

PRAISED GEN. LORD

News of the Busy Educational Three Senators, Two of Them! Some Random Recollections
From the Diary of a Knox
Democrats, Pay Tribute To
World In and Outside of
the
Budget
Director.
County
Soldier Boy.
Knox County.

The United States Senate, Jarf. 12. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
resounded wit ' the praises of a KockIn m.v former letter I was on board
|O|
land man—G, a. H. SI. Lord, Director a ship in New York harbor, about start
)f the Burea i of the Budget,—as the ing for New Orleans. I.et us g > back
There
reader will -peedily surmise.
The. a bit to Camp Keyes in,,,Augusta.
.
Story is told n the following abstractj is wliere °ur s’llJier llfe, beKa'1' , "e
from the C, gressional Record s of. I arrived at camp on qur Journey from
fici ii ppiwn
*
| Rockland late. For supper we got u
01 ‘
• piece of boiled salt pork about as big
as a hen’s egg. two squares of hard
Mr. Smoot Of course, the Senator
1 wish to say now 'that |lack’ and a half P?"1 ot ™‘d,
voted for it.
1 no sugar, no milk—served in rusty
Ten. Lord, th- head of the Budget Bu
tin dishes, on a rough board table, by
reau. is one of the very best men in,
a
u
. , . .
«
.u .
1 dim candle light. The eofTee would
he United Siates for that position. 1
. .
,
, ,u„„
1
.
.
. . ,
„ ,
pass as a fair sample of thoroughwo’t
know of no man who is his equal, and] J
I want to say. in passing, that Gen.
The camp was up on a hill just out
Laird is the »illy man in charge of the |
side of the city, a field of sixty acres.
Government apropriatlons who
in
...
, I The
A III’ lilJIlIJ
camp WilO
was Inew
I V »• —tilt
all IUI
former Osol’-/•
years, past has come to my office and djer bjyg had becp encampeJ ,n tbe
pointed out te me where an approp State House or Arsenal grounds
riation could he cut so as to save the There were 30 new buildings, each
Government of the United States housing 96 men, with a cook house for
money and not interfere with the ac each barrack. For convenience of vis
tivities of the Government.
itors. each barrack had a board nailed
Don't take chances—il you want heavier en yield, note ntufac.
1 do not kr w whether he is a Demo- up on the main street end bearing the
lory hatcher and strong, vigorous, healthy hens, use the feed that
crat or a Republican, and I do not care namc9 of towng rcpre8ented in that
is made in New England for the New England Poultryman—
to which party he belongs. I know particular building. Our sign-board
WIRTHMORE.
that when a question arose, when Gen rea,j. Hope, Union. Friendship, Liberty,
Dawes was going to leave the serv.ce I unny aIld Freedom. Many' visitors
Contains selected Beef Scraps, Fish Meal, Pure Dried Buttermilk
BUTTERMILK
of the Government, as to where to get mjstooi< r for our motto, instead uf
—ingredients (ha( provide the necessary vitality to insure big egg
MASH FEED
1 man to take that position, 1 told thfjthe real names of towns! Another
yields. Will positively make your hens lay MORE eggs, winter
with fish a near scasas
Ptesident that there was one man cap- sign read; Washington, Jefferson, Madand
summer, than any other mash, regardless of price.
<10% H,.
tlile of filling the position just as welll jg01| yjonroe—a real presidential quar
Write
for the Wirthmore Egg Record Book today. Mailed Fren
ST *18 ANS GRAIN CO.
ts Gen. Dawes or any other living tet
It was interesting to hear the
inanurACtuPfP*
—on request
CHAS
M
COX
CO.
nan,
and
he
was
Gen.
Lord.
I
want
I
sergeant
call
the
roll
of
names
PRIEST’S INDIGESTION
*AltS AGCwTS *OVOU
'o pay tribute to that splendid man. 11—just in the order printed here, but
ST. ALBANS CRAIN CO., Manufacturers, St Albans, Vt
do
not
believ
e
thercas
a
man
who
I
(
bey
w
ere
there
just
the
same,
On application we will mend a Picture which Is 2V* times as larpc.
CHAS. M. COX CO.. Wholesale Distributers. Boston. Mora.
ooks after the interests of the Governjf yOU would g0 Hching there was
CONTEST rules
ment better than he. He would do no Waters, Lakes. Ponds. Brooks, Rivers,
1. Anyone Is eligible to compete In this congest, except the em
one any harm, and he would make no Wells and Pools. Several colors wee
ON LY-ThE BEST
ployees of the Priest Drug Company, and members of their families.
recommendation for an appropriation the,',—Gray, Green, Black, While,
2. All word lists must be mailed and envelopes postmarked not
that he did not believe to he absolute- Browr.—and many trades represented
later than the night of June 1, 1923.
x
ly necessary As far as I am concern-1—Carpenters. Turners. Nailors, Bakers
3. Two or more people may co-operate in answering the puzzle,
ed as a member of the Committee on Fish.rs, Taylos, Merchants, Sawyers,
but only one prize will be given to any one household or to any one
Appropriations, there would have to Feylers, Cutters, Curriers, Packers—
group.
4. Only English words will be counted
Only the singular or
be some mighty good evidence to with many Smiths and Makers. In one
pural of a word will be used, both the singular and plural will not
cause ife to vote to increase an appro-1 cook-house it took two Weeks and
count. Each object or article can be given only one name, but any part
priation that has been recommended three Days to get up a dinner for tilt
of an object can be named. Objects appearing several times can he
named but once.
Webster's International Dictionary will be the final
from the Budget.
company. There were rowdies, and
authority. Where several synonvms are equally appliable to an object
Mr. Fletcher. Mr. President, I know I roughs, in e,very company, but soino ff
shown in the picture, a person submitting any one of such synonyms
Gen. Lord. I met him in connection I of the boys bore hard names before
will be given credit for one w’ord only.
with military matters, as a member of they got to camp. There was Sto 1
5. The largest list of words which correctly name visible objects
the Committee on Military Affairs. I Flint and Steele. You could also gj
beginning with the letter "P” will receive first prize, and so on down,
the list of 4.5 cash prizes.
The winning list will be made up from
have the very highest respect and ad-1 hunting—Mink. Fox. Wolf, Partridge
among the words submitted by the contestants, and not controlled by
miration for General Lord. I have no I or Woodcock.
any predetermined list of words selected by the judges as being the
question about his capacity, his ability
Sept. 10, 1862, was the date we Br
"correct’* or "master" list.
and his integrity. So far as I am con-J rived in Camp Keyes, being among the
6. One point wi’l be allowed for each correct fcvord and one point
deducted for each incorrect word.
cerned, I can pay tn him personally I first to occupy this new camp. Many
7. In case of ties for any prize offered, the full amount of prize
lust as high a complirtient as can the thing.- of interest happened, but as I
tied for will be aw-arded each tying contestant.
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES
Senator from Utah, and I do not know cannot tell it all I will pick here a :d
R. Ttye final decision will be made by thr$e judges entirely Inde
his politics and never have bothered to there, as my diary has it. On Oct. 14
pendent of and having no connection whatever with the Priest Drug
inquire about his politics..
I was sworn into the service of tho
Company.
They will judge the answers submitted and award the
DON'T LET YOUR BATTERY FREEZE
prizes at the end of the contest. Each participant entering the contest
Of course, this is a matter not con-| United States. One month later, Nov
agrees to accept the decision of the judges as final and conclusive. All
| trolled by Gen. Lord. I am not making | 14, 1 was transferred to Camp Maine,
answers will receive full consideration whether or not merchandise Is
Call 661
these observations as in way reflect- East New York, on Long Island Sound,
purchased.
At the close of the contest, when all lists have been
graded, the list winning the first prize, and names of the prize win
ing upon the Bureau of the Budget. If I 10 miles from New York City. One
When you lay your car up, and let us store your battery
ners will be published, and a copy of. such list and prize winners’
the department <*oes not submit esti- Jay I got a pass and went to the City
names and addresses will be sent upon request to any participant who
mates
to
the
Budget
Bureau,
the
Bud-1
on
cars
drawn
by
two
horses,
ten
sends us a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
F. W. FARRF.L COMPANY
get Bureau is not likely to go and dig miles, fare live cents. I visited the
9. Write words on one side of raper only, numbering them con
643
MAIN STREET - - - ROCKLAND, ME.
secutively. 1. 2. 3. etc.
Typewritten lists are preferred; however, hand
them up. to hunt up items which have original Barnum's museum. 25 cents
written lists will not count against you. nor will neatness affect your
bten authorized by Congress in prev- I admission, stayed there all day and
score.
PARK THEATRE
ious legislation in order to recommend I then did not see half the wonderful
|
MUSIC TEACHER '
AUTOMOBILE AGENCY
10 You may make your purchase of Priest Drug Company Prep
an appropriation. .
things. The museum was destroyed
arations immediately if you wish, but you will have until June 1, 1923,
to mail in your list of words.
James Cruze. the Paramount di
I think the fauWies with the de- by fire soon after. The original Tom
Call 238
Mrs. Sadie E. Leach
rector who recently triumphed with partment nv. follcXg up the acts of Thumb was just making his first apTHIS OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 1, 1923
Rockland Motor Mart
"The Old Homestead." directed “Thirty Congress authorizing appropriation: pearanee before the public- I saw him
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
Days, Wallace Reid's latest starring for public purposes, such, for instance.
’ <.u°te from my diary: "Camp Maine ff
CADILLAC
Raiidenie 51 North Main 8t
How Many Objects in this Picture Begin with the
feature, which will be on view at the as aids to navigation, making recom- ’-’onsisto of three or tour acres of
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
Park
Theatre
today.
The
picture,
a
mendations
and
estimates
with
referP
‘
™
d
*
sround
about
square,
entirely
Tai. 422-2
Letter “P”?
melodramatic comedy, is replete with et.ee thereto. Of course, ir the depart- surrounded by wooden barracks, all
PLEASURE CARS
This is not only a game of skill, but is educational. Effort will
smiles and laughter. It was adapted ments do npt submit estimates to the opening on to the parade ground. No
G. M. C. TRUCKS
help you to win.
•‘TRY'' is a mighty good word if you will put force
from the play of the same name. Budget Bureau the Budget Bureau is ba<k ^ors or windows, a real prisonbehind it.
"CAN’T” will never get you anywhere.
I C E
ar* al> f('d fom-one cookhouse.
Wanda Hawley is Mr. Reid’s leading not likely to know about them at all
AUTO ACCESSORIES
OPEN TO EVERYBODY—COST NOTHING TO TRY
"i h.A the square fed by eonwoman.
A comedy and the News They woubj not be likely to bother
CALL 50
Begin immediately to find objects which begin with the letter *‘P.”
about prevfcqxs legislation, and find out
‘ ‘hl'k the tood is good. hut
complete the program.
There is PAPER. PAINT. PADDLE.
How many more can you find?
what Iterafcshould he taken care of asH™ »f the boys got mad about someCall
238
:
: for : :
Coming
Wednesday
"Love
in
the
Everything is in plain sight; no need to turn the picture upside down;
Dark," the new photoplay starring the having boon, authorized in the past. 1 ‘hing and ast night about 9 o clock
nothing is hidden.
Get all the family interested.
Start writing the
names of objects today.
x
vivacious Viola Dana. A comedy do not car* to dwell upon that subject P® »r 30 attacked the cookhouse with
Rockland Motor Mart
a*?i' crowbars and sledge hamme-s.
Send for special uniform blanks on which to write your answers.
feature apd News and Views are also further; I only mentioned It.
I am glai to have developed the fact Th<‘ ia“P «uard "*•^al,®d and tame
a full lint of
on the program.
u°,ubl* <>uick within ten minutes.
Thursday and Friday the Park will that the Appropriations Committee
/accessories AND TIRES
There are 45 FREE CASH PRIZES in All. $1500 in Cash.
Central Ice Co.
No boys there, and a
offer a big celebration double program feels authorized to deal with items Too late.
Table "A" Table "B"
Table •*C’
wrecked cookhouse.
No one pun
Table "D”
when
Douglas
Fairbanks
in
his
great

notwithstanding
the
absence
of
esti

$1.50
$1.00
50c
If no pur
MOVING
est "stunt" picture, "TheMollycoddle" mates, I shall take very great pleas ished for it. No proof anywhere. Ev
Purchase Purchase
Purchase
chase is made
CONFECTIONERY STORE
Plmt Prlue ......... . . SI50.00
$100.00
•50.00
10.00
will be the leading feature. It is six ure in presenting a few of them to the ery company turned out of barracks
. 125.00
75.00
Srcond Prise........
45.00
and
roll
called
quickly.
No
one
miss

s.00
MOVING
sizzling reels of Fairbanks humor, committee, and I hope I will get some
Third Prinr.......... ... 100.00
30.00
50.00
7.00
HOME MADE CANDIES
5 Auto Trucks for moving and
thrills, love, speed and action, taken sympathy from that committee, be ing.
40.00
Fonrth Prlnr .......
20.00
7&40
0.00
"The next night a prayer meeting
50.00
long distance hauling of all
Fifth Prize............ . . . 50.00
. 1O4IO
5.00
ICE CREAM
from the story by Harold McGrath cause there>«re items which have been
15.00
5.00
A <♦•> 4f» Prizes. . . . 25.00
1.00
kinds. We move you anywhara
It is snappy and happy and just the authorized by Congress in previous was held in Lhe ofli ers' room, which
is
one
end
of
our
barracks,
roughly
in New England. You save
kind of a photo-play that goes deep years and have never been taken care
Weymouth’s
boarded off. oergt. Snow stopped
HOW YOU CAN WIN $150.00
Crating, Time ar.d Money.
into your laugh-cellar with entertain of. and the only reason g ven for not mlnute or two after thc meetlng aIld
Telephone 156-M
H. H. STOVER CO.
ment that is wholesome and refresh taking care ef them was that the de- ga[ jn a cha,r
(he uble
Ueu(
There are 45 prizes in this contest. If your list of words is
Tel. 818
Unioa 8t. Reeklia<
awarded 1st prize and you have qualified under Table "A" by purchas
ing. On the same program is Sidney partments had not made estimates f»> Hobb> came in wlth a new revolver
402 Main Street
Flseet Equipment la Melee
ing from your merchant $1.50 worth of PRIEST’S PREPARATIONS,
Franklyn’s great drama of happiness them....
land laid -it on the table. The captain
you w’ould w’in $150.00. If your list of words is awarded 1st prize and
“Courage,” with Naomi Childers and
you have qualified under Table "B," by purchasing $1.00 worth of
Mr. Overman. Mr. President. I en- Lk j( pp tQ eJ£amlne u Hp dld n(Jl
EXIDE BATTERIES
PRIEST’S PREPARATIONS, you would win $100.00. If your list ot
MONUMENTS
a big cast. A comedy feature is also dorse ail that both Senators have sa* kno,v jt was loaded. In some way he
words is awarded 1st prize and you have purchased 50c worth of
on
the
program
as
well
as
the
usual
about Gen. Lord. I think he is one of ,et the hammer glip and ftred the re
Call 238
PRIEST’S PREPARATIONS, you would win $50.00.
If your list of
Telephone Connection
fables in cartoon. This is one of the the most efficient men we have in t e vojv€r ciose to snow’s head. The bulwords is awarded 1st prize, and you have purchased no Preparations,
9 Rockland Motor Mart
you would win $10.
Should you fail to win one of "the five big"
greatest programs that has been pre Government service. I have known lpt entered the tempie. He lived only
Gilchrest
prizes, you still have as good a chance as anyone else to win one of the
sented at the Park since its opening him for a long time. I knew him when
hours, unconscious from the first,
”
EXIDE BATTERIES
remaining 40 prizes.
under the new management.—adv.
Monumental Works
he was in charge of the supply bills o He was a favorite with all and a tine
If you local merchant does not handle our Preparations, order from
For Every Car
ns direct.
the War Department, and I regard man. Ilis body was sent to his home
Main Street
him as a man of great ability and one 1 in Thomaston, Maine. The captain is
Special Prices on
Thomaston,
Me.
WALDOBORO
who watts to do what is exactly r'f»h*|ilso a Thomaston mail, and is nearly
RADIO BATTERIES
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
for the Government in the line- of I insine over the trugedy.
Mrs. G. H. Coombs was in Rockland economy and efficiency.
F. S. Phiibrick.
LAUNDRY WORK
HARDWARE AND PAINT8
Friday.
Call 170
Mrs. Leland Vannah of Winslow’s
JONAH
AND
THE
WHALE
NORTH WASHINGTON
I'
Telephone 209
Mills w.ls a recent guest of Mrs. Ralph
People's Laundry
Benner.
W. M. Light of East Washington | Editor of The Courier-Gazt tte: —
Letter Slots
17 Litnerock Street
Fred G. Boggs has gone to Bath j has mMd, a deaI witb Adtai binscott
As J. VV. Jellison of Calais wishes to
We do all kinds of Laundry ff
where lie has employment.
of Burkettville by which the latter is ‘start something" in regard to Jonah
Letter Boxes
Work. Family Washing a Spe
When yon send label from Indigestion Powder hottie, send Cnp also.
P. H. Gay of Newcastle was in tow;i new the wner of the lumber on the H. and the whale, let me call attention to
cialty.
Wet
Wash.
Rough
If your dealer does not carry oar Preparations, send direct
Friday.
Evans mountain lot. which Mr. the following taken from "The Spice
H. H. Crie & Co.
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Excellent reports of Stacy Keizer’s Light pitchased some three years o' Life:"
Collars.
456
Main Street, Rockland
condition have been received from the
Pe ey. Turner and Charles Rob-1 "Jonah and a Jelly-fish found themKnox Hospital Rockland, where he
inson of Appleton are engaged
in selves in the basement of a whale,
GARAGE
recovering from an operation.
chopping the lumber and board with Jonah tc-ok. the first elevator gulng up
NEWSPAPER
Mrs. W. G. Labe was in Rockland Roy Let fest. While Roy Lenfest
is —the jelly-fish staid there. That’s a
Call 124
last week.
hauling the lumber to the mill
at common story. It's as hard to keep a
Mrs. Linwood Palmer of Nobleboro Burketnille.
Call 770
Dyer’s Garage. Inc.
bum on the top as to keep a good man
has been a recent guest of Mrs. Henry
and tell us to (end you
W. A Palmer is passing a two down. Everybody has a backbone,
REPAIRING,
STORAGE
P. Mason.
weeks vacation at F. W. Cunning- with his head at one end and at the
The
Courier-Gazette
William Grant has returned from barn's.
I other a place to sit down. Some use
AND SUPPLIES
New York.
DAYS
Charles Savage of head of the pond, one end most, some the other Any156 times a year for only $3.
Agent for
Ibrooke Cross and John Ward of was hen last week with a subscription body can tell which end he uses most
All the Home Newt
DODGE BROTHERS CARS
Rockland have been in town installing paper fir the relief of Mr. and Mrs. by his pay checks—heads he wins,
telephones in the residences of A. N. Winfield Savage, who suffered such a I tails he loses.”
Newbert and Kendall Teague.
terrible loss recently. The hearts of | A fishy extract frvm an lun B.
GoSh.Jto-ur* a tiin-ny
Fred Gcnthner of Portland was in all ollr ,(,ople here g0 out ln deep sym-1 Nordhcm folder.
Peter Billy.
town Thursday.
fCjfcu g> an CUT*
Spruce Head, Jan. 22.
pathy ftr the sadly bereaved parents
Fred A. Lilly of Gardiner has been and ail tid their best to help a little.
ittm -iaet-t •d/xrfs!
a guest of his father, Charles C. Lilly.
Mrs. /lice Lenfest is on the sick list
EMPIRE THEATRE
Germania Lodge. I. O. O. F., and
TL®as Yi# SokL
Good Luck Rebekah bodge will hold a
I ever sit---joint installation at Odd Fellows’ Halt
School children and teachers, and
rpceixUy ■£&«/
Friday evening.
others who study American history
toy J I'd.
rpr
Mrs. Herman Nash was in Rockland
will find much to interest them In
Thursday.
Johnnie Walker’s new and sumptuous
For Many a Rockland Houshold
J. T. Gay attended the Lincoln-Cam
starring vehicle, "Captain Fly-Byden game at Camden Friday night.
Night,” coming to Empire Ttieatre
Mrs. W. A. White visited in Thomas
To have the pains and aches of a Thursday. The dress, the customs,
The newest thing in
ton last week.
the festivities of the California of a
The last of the concerts given by the bad back removed—to be entirely long-gone era, when the State was
House Heating
White Entertainment Bureau was free Iron annoying, dangerous urin-lunder jbe domination of Spain, fur
^iuch enjoyed by thorse whnrbraved the ary diso ders, is enough to make any nlsh interesting sidelights in this un
PRICES FROM
stormy weather. The Swiss Yodelers kidney tufTerer grateful. The follow- UKUal production adapted from Johns
$135.00
to $185.00
were at their best and gave a fine en
has suffered ton McCulley’s thrilling magagine rotertainment. Daddy Grosbecker him- ing advi-.-e of one who
OUR PRICES L0WE8T
mance of the same title.
seflf could furnish an exceptional pro will prove helpful to hundreds of
School pupils engrossed ln the study
EVER OFFERER
gram and he was well supported by a Rocklanl readers.
of American history are finding these
No charge for labor except
group of talented artists. Although the
Mrs. E. M. Barrows 15 Gay St., I scenes of the utmost assistance in the
carpenter work. Any priee we
series of entertainments may not have
at_ preparation of their lessons. Before
give ie complete except for
been a financial success great satisfac Rocklanl, says: ”1 had a severe
them are shown in strikingly realistic
•moke pipe,
tion has been expressed as to their tack ot kidney trouble. I suffered scenes hundreds of Just such men and
v
excellence.
from a ired, dizzy feeling all the time I women who lived and loved and
Call us for a
The Whist Club was entertained by and bla k specks appeared before my fought in that ancient time. The com
Mrs. A. E. Boggs at her home on Depot eyes. I thought my glasses were thelpanion feature Is “Greater Than
demonstration
street Friday night. Ten members and cause a first but the optician told me I Love," a First National attraction,
two guests, Mrs. Guy Levensaler and that m> kidneys were out of order with a big cast of prime favorites,
Mrs. M. Louise Miller were present. and adv sed me to take a kidney med-1 adv.
Telephone 713
Mrs. J. V. Benner and Mrs. J. T. Gay icine. ; 8 I had read about Doan’s
won prizes. The meeting of this week Kidney Pills being so good, I bought! The handsomest man and woman in
will lie held at the residence of Mrs. three bixes at Kittredge's Pharmacy Rockland will trade at the 9 cent
J. W: Sanborn. A banquet will be and aft<r using them I was all right. | store.—adv,
9-10
served to members and guests.
My kidneys were regulated and the
A
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS
other a linents left entirely.
I ami Stomach misery, gas and Indigestion
Copyright
You have heard about the “Burnt pleased ’.o recommend Doan's Kidney |are promptly relieved with Mi-O-Na
278 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
60c, at all dealers, Foster-Mil-1 stomach tablets. At any druggist on
District," but you haven’t heard abodt1 Pills,

'PRIESTS COLD & GRIPPE TABLETS-PRIESTS ZlfrOS

Appleton School
Appleton village school closed Jan
16. Those highest in 'spelling were
Ira Proctor, Madeline Fogg and Faus
tina Brown. Those receiving a "reg
ular attendance” certificate were Carle
ton Gushee. Ira Proctor. Madeline Ness
and Gertrude Fogg. Madeline Fogg re
ceived a “perfect attendance" certifi
cate.
• • • •
Camden High
Sophomore and Junior girls are serv
ing hot lunches.
The following is the basketha!
schedule: Jan. 24. Rockport; Jan. 26
Thomaston: Feb. 7 at Boothhay: Feb
8 ah Deer Isle; Feb. 9 at Stonington.
Feb. 14. Warren: Feb. 16. Rockland.
Feb. 21 at Bucksport; Feb. 28. Rock
port; March 2 at Lincoln.
• • • •
Rockport Grammar
Despite the succession of storms, w<
are still making progress and have 1
registration of 73 % regardless of bad
weather. Of course this will necessi
tate frequent reviews for the benefit
of those out of school but the moi,
opposition the better the pupils tak<
hold.
Grade 8 furnished the following pa
pers for Wednesday afternoon's geog
raphy period: Mary. Queen of Scots
William Driscoll: Richard, the Lionhearted. Herbert Crockett: Essentials
of Irish History. Katherine Ricker.
Life of Thomas Moore. Hexman Far
row: Life of Sir Walter Scott. Harvey
Simonton: Des-ription of the Lakes ol
Kilarney, Gudrun Heistad: Life 01
Robert Bruce. Cecil Small; Life o!
William Shakespeare, Cora Robbins.
They have been studying the Britisl
Isles, and these various topics sug
gested themselves in connection with
their historical side. The special feat
ure for the period was a story hy Wes
ley Norton, entitled "Through
the
Heart ot England in a Canadian Ca
noe.”
Many fascinating tales from the his
tory of the development of the far
west have engrossed us'this past week
We have also taken up the rise ol
“King Industry’ and have begun a
project entitled. “To show why th.
trade of New York is greater than that
of San Francisco." Excellent papers
upon the question "Why doesn't th.
United States subsidize the Merchant
Marine?” have been developed and
the best paper will be printed in th”
"School Raper.”
,
Supervised study is being tried out
this term and while it is too early to
predict how successful it may be, pres
ent progress indicates It to be one ot
the best methods of modern pedagogy
so fyr devised.

'■Get More
EGGS

FEED

IRTHMORE
BUTTERMILK
MASH FEED

ONE QUALITY

T elephone
t
Directory

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE

i'

ICE

f

I

f

PRIEST DRUG CO., Bangor, Me.

lb

SCHOOL

KINEO

CHEERFUL WORDS

PIPELESS
FURNACES

T

the 9 cent store.—adv.

9-10

burn Co , Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

money back plan.—adv.
I

V. F. STUDLEY

